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DProf portfolio summary 

This thesis is one of the essential components of the Doctorate in Professional 

Studies (DProf) and Table 1 (below) highlights how new insights generated through 

various levels of qualifications led to this major practitioner research project.   

 

Level of Qualification 
 

Key Insights Generated 

 

CRM - Level 7 credits  

for prior learning 

 

• In order for a product or service to  

be used in its entirety by the disabled  

and elderly, their needs should be  

considered at the design stages of  

the product or service. 

• Unplanned driving cessation amongst  

older people can lead to isolation and 

depression. This is an emerging public  

health issue; that warrants further  

exploration to prevent it from becoming  

a major issue for the older people. 
 

 

IS7508 - Personal and 

Professional Review 

leading to Negotiated 

Learning Agreement 

 

• Personal and professional review led  

to identification of gaps in knowledge  

and leading to developing plans for  

acquiring new knowledge 
 

 

IS8001 - Practitioner 

Enquiry at Doctoral Level 

 

• Developed knowledge and skills for  

critical reflexivity – key component  

for the practitioner research. 

• Developed heightened awareness  

of tacit knowledge and its application  

in practice 
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IS8002 - Minor Research 

Project (Quantitative study 

using ServQual survey, 

Parasuraman et al.,1994) 

 

 

 

• DVLA appears to have efficiency as  

an organisational priority and in many  

aspects DVLA has managed to achieve 

significant savings through various initiatives 

such as digitalisation. However, there is  

limited evidence to support the view that  

the service is sufficiently / adequately  

effective to meet the needs of stakeholders, 

particularly older drivers. 

• Lack of strategic vision for older drivers  

and a need for coherent policy direction  

on fitness to drive for older people.  
 

 

IS8003 - Major Research 

Project 

 

• Older drivers are supportive of the use of 

technologies that provide them with feedback  

on their driving behaviour rather than taking 

away the control of the car from them. 

• Concerted effort from all stakeholders  

would be required to create a favourable 

environment for older users to ensure  

maximum diffusion of these new technologies 

and realise its full benefits. 
 

 

Table 1: DProf - Portfolio Summary 
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Abstract 
 
Emerging technologies are at the forefront of semi-automation in cars.  

These advances in semi-automation have the potential to maintain  

independent mobility amongst older drivers, prolong safe driving practice  

and contribute towards reducing the burden of climate change. This  

practitioner based qualitative study aims to explore diversity of experiences 

 of older drivers in England towards both the adoption of car technologies  

and its role in supporting effective self-regulation. The research investigator  

is a practitioner and this study has benefitted empirically through combining  

the practitioner's experiential learning and academic rigour to generate new 

knowledge in the field of older drivers' adoption of car technologies. 

 

The findings of this study have highlighted that older drivers are supportive of  

the use of technologies that provide them with feedback on their driving behaviour 

rather than taking away the control of the car from them. Additionally, the study 

found that there are several barriers likely to deter older people from using 

technologies relating to training, user engagement. 

 

This practitioner study concludes that concerted effort from all stakeholders would  

be required to create a favourable environment for older users to ensure maximum 

diffusion of these new technologies and realise its full benefits. As part of the 

professional doctorate knowledge gained from this study, is intended to be 

disseminated within the researcher's practice and other relevant stakeholders.  

Key words: Semi-automation in cars, Practitioner based research,  
Older Drivers, Attitude, and Adoption. Diffusion of innovation 
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Chapter 1:   

Introduction 
 
This chapter outlines the structure of a practitioner research study which  

aims to generate new knowledge using emerging technologies in order  

to improve the researcher's professional practice for older drivers. The  

author is a Consultant Practitioner in one of the UK’s Mobility Centres  

(Driving Mobility, UK) conducting clinical assessments of fitness to drive.  

These assessments are used by the Medical Branch of the Driving and  

Vehicle Licensing Authority (DVLA) to determine the issue and/or revocation  

of a driving license. This study sits within the domain of work-based learning  

(WBL) which is a learning process focusing on university-level critical thinking  

upon work (paid or unpaid) in order to facilitate the recognition, acquisition and 

application of individual and collective knowledge, skills and abilities to achieve 

specific outcomes of significance to the learner, their work and the University  

(Gibbs and Garnett, 2007). The researcher’s ontological assumptions are  

generated from his practical experience, which suggests that the adoption  

of emerging technologies may be vital to promote safe driving for older drivers.  

This ontological perspective is limited specifically to drivers within the regulatory 

framework for England. 

 

This study explores factors which are likely to influence older drivers to  

self-regulate their behaviour and raise awareness of new technology that  

could optimise their safe driving practice along with the barriers that currently  

exist to the adoption of such technology. 
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The study is intended to bring useful and immediate outcomes for older  

drivers and is underpinned by doctorate level scholarly work (Costley and  

Armsby, 2007). Therefore, the result of this research is not intended to  

contribute a new theory to the academic discipline in a conventional manner  

but to generate new knowledge and to contribute towards professional practice  

and improved organisational functioning (Walsh, 2011). The researcher plans  

to disseminate newly gained knowledge within his own organisation and across  

other stakeholders such as the DVLA and DfT at the national level and, at an 

international level, through his partnership working with organisations such  

as the International Commission for Driver Testing (CIECA) based at Brussels  

in Belgium.  

 

The twenty first century has seen evolution of the automation in the car industry.  

Cars fitted with automated manual transmission (AMT), automatic transmission  

(AT), dual-clutch transmission (DCT) and continuously variable transmission  

(CVT) are all an integral part of this modernisation in the car industry (Xiangyang, 

Dong, Liu, Zhang, 2018). Glielmo et al. (2006) further suggest the benefits of  

AMT as providing high fuel economy, low exhaust emissions and excellent 

driveability. Despite these benefits the uptake of AMT vehicles continues to be  

low. Although it was forecast that by 2010 the production of manual transmissions 

would have fallen below 50% (Glielmo et.al., 2006), the proportion of  

AMT cars continues to be low in certain parts of the world especially in European 

countries with only 15-20% passenger cars with AMT in contrast with North  

America and Japan with around 80-90% cars being AMT (Matijević, 2015).  
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According to views expressed by global drivers through a discussion forum 

(Automatic Transmission cars; Quora.com, 2017), there seems to be a wide  

range of reasons such as purchase price, maintenance cost, fuel economy, 

availability of skilled mechanics on why drivers in UK and Europe prefer to  

use a car with manual transmission. This variation exists despite the explicit  

benefits of AMT which simplifies driving by reducing the complexity of decision 

making and the need of physical actions along with promoting safe driving  

(Hubers and Lyons, 2013, Glielmo et al., 2006). Moreover, there is further  

evidence to suggest that older people tend to be not familiar with advanced 

technologies which can lead to avoidance and rejection of new technological 

systems (Simões and Pereira, 2009) thus raising doubts if they will completely  

be able to realise the benefits of technologies as presented through  

semi-automated vehicles. Going by the experience of this global variation  

in the adoption of simple technologies such as AMT this could therefore be  

an indicator of potential low uptake of other technology and it is reasonable  

to argue that it could take a few years before other technology would be  

widely adopted.  

 

 

Acknowledging the emergence of a huge number of new technologies  

towards automation of the cars, this study focuses on semi-automation  

which already exists in modern cars. The fully automated cars are outside  

the scope of this study. The Society of Automotive Engineering (SAE,  

2014) defines five levels for automation as a new SAE international  

standard J3016 (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Levels of automation in cars  

Source: Kaltenegger (2019) adapted from SAE, 2014 

 
 
 
These range from level zero, which represents no automation,  

through to level five representing complete automation. Level zero  

to level two has involvement from human drivers to monitor the  

driving environment for the vehicles whilst levels three to five monitor  

the driving environment for the cars (SAE, 2014).  

  

The level of the automation determines the extent of involvement  

in operational tasks (steering, braking and acceleration), tactical  

tasks (responding to events) or the strategic aspect of driving,  

i.e. making decisions about when, or not, to drive. The driving mode  

is a type of driving scenario that requires a dynamic response to  

particular driving conditions such as traffic jams and when joining  

or exiting motorways (SAE, 2014) and different levels of automation  
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requires a different level of human response. For instance, level three  

of the automated vehicles for a request to intervene implies the human  

driver should take back control from the automated driving systems,  

(SAE, 2014). Of all the levels for autonomous vehicles (AV), the level  

three automation remains the most challenging as it requires the human  

driver to continuously maintain alertness and rapidly regain situational  

awareness following a request to intervene (Kyriakidis, 2019). 

 

These standards for levels of automation as set by SAE are not  

mandatory at present. Due to this gap in the regulatory framework  

for automation, manufacturers are not legally obliged to develop new  

technologies in the same sequential order as suggested by the SAE  

(SAE, 2014, Anderson, Kalra, Stanley, Sorensen, Samaras, Oluwatola,  

2016). This is because the regulations are mandatory requirements  

developed by policymakers, specified by law and enforced by the  

government to address safety and other public concerns, while  

standards are engineering criteria developed by the technology  

community and only determine how products should be designed  

or how they should perform (Anderson et al., 2016). 

 

Given that there is a variance in correlation between chronological and  

biological age, it does make the older population a heterogeneous  

group (Older Drivers; ERSO, 2015). Perhaps it is for this very reason  

that the United Nation has agreed upon 60 years as the threshold age  

and considers a person of this age and above as an older adult (Kowal  
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and Dowd, 2001). However in the UK drivers over 70 years of age are  

defined as Older Drivers (Older Drivers’ Road Safety Fact Sheet; DfT, 2018)  

and this demographic is expected to increase to the extent that by the year 

2030, one person in four in most OECD countries will be 65 years old and  

over (Simões and Pereira, 2009).  

 

Automation in the car industry inevitably has an impact on drivers of  

all ages but more so for older drivers. As part of the normal ageing process, 

 the needs of individuals evolve, ranging from health and social care to the 

maintenance of independent community mobility, thus requiring multi-agency  

action to address these needs. Cumulatively these factors are recognised to 

present four main challenges for the policy makers within our society (World  

report on Ageing and Health, World Health Organisation, 2015), these being:  

diversity in older age, the impact of inequality, the outdated stereotypical image  

of older people and contribution to the local and national economy. However,  

the reality is very different. Many older people want to work for longer (World 

report on Ageing and Health. WHO, 2015) and contribute to society in a variety  

of ways extending from volunteering to acting as informal carers resulting 

into the direct and indirect total contribution of around £45 billion per annum  

to national, devolved and local government’s economy (World report on Ageing  

and Health; WHO, 2015).  

 

Older people perceive their ability to drive a car as an essential marker  

for their successful ageing as this allows them to remain connected  

with the environment by maintaining social links and accessing critical  
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services such as health care (O’Neill, 1996). Driving a personal car could  

also be of high importance for an older person, especially when a significantly  

high proportion of older people in the western world live in areas with limited  

access to public transport (D'Ambrosio, Donorfil et al., 2008). Older drivers  

also see driving as a task very much associated with masculinity, an indicator 

of retaining youth as well as a status symbol (Esienhandler, 1990; Siren and 

Hakamies-Blomqvist, 2005). It is essential to acknowledge that driving a  

vehicle is a highly complex task requiring a level of skill and ability to interact 

simultaneously with both the vehicle and the external environment. The  

information about the environment is received through the visual and  

auditory senses and is acted on by many cognitive processes (including  

short-and long-term memory and judgement) to affect decisions for the  

driving task in hand. These decisions are enacted by the musculoskeletal  

system, which acts on the controls of the vehicle and its relation to the  

road and other users (Assessing fitness to Drive, DVLA, August 2018).   

 

The whole process is coordinated by complex interactions involving  

behaviour, strategic and tactical abilities and personality. In the case of  

illness or disability, adaptive strategies are essential for maintaining safe  

driving (Assessing fitness to Drive, DVLA, August 2018). In the UK, driving  

licences are ordinarily valid until 70 years of age unless restricted for medical 

reasons (Assessing Fitness to Drive; DVLA, March 2019). The UK driving  

licensing regulations also has to comply with the 1968 Vienna Convention  

on road traffic rules (The Vienna UN Convention, 1968). This United Nations  

(UN) international treaty is designed to facilitate uniform traffic rules amongst  
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its members and expects a driver to be present in a vehicle at all times  

and sets standards for the safety of the driver as well as of the vehicle.  

 

Safe driving requires essential sensory, psychomotor and cognitive  

functions but these functions are also known to deteriorate with age  

and could potentially affect safe driving (Janke, 1994, Horswill, Anstey,  

Hatherly and Wood, 2010; Selander, Lee, Johansson and Falkmer, 2011).  

Within the current UK driving licensing rules, there is a requirement  

from a driver to make a self-declaration of changes in their health  

(Assessing Fitness to Drive; DVLA, 2019). Despite this, and instead  

of informing DVLA about changes in their health, evidence from the  

researcher’s own practice suggests that a proportion of older drivers  

tend to self-regulate simply by imposing restrictions in their driving  

habits rather than notifying official bodies.  Self-regulation in driving  

is defined as a compensatory strategy to cope with changing  

physical, sensory and cognitive skills and the demand from the  

driving environment (Ball et al., 1998; Charlton, Oxley, Fildes,  

et al., 2006; Donorfio, D’ Ambrosio, Coughlin and Mohyde, 2008).  

 

This self-imposed restriction helps them to cope with the decline in  

cognitive and physical abilities by not driving at night and avoiding  

long distances (Older Drivers' Taskforce: 2016). Berry (2011) however,  

contends that self-regulatory practice is used by drivers of all age groups  

and not solely by older drivers and that there are varied opinions on the 

effectiveness of self-regulatory practices. Although the effectiveness of  
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the current system of self-declaration and self-regulatory practice  

remains questionable for all age groups, it is of particular concern  

for older drivers (Baldock et al., 2006a; MacDonald, Myers and  

Blanchard, 2008; Horswill, Anstey, Hatherly, Wood and Pachana, 2011). 

 

Given the projected increase in the population growth for older  

drivers over the age of 70, which is expected to double in next  

two decades and reach approximately 10 million by 2050, it does  

raise a policy concern as to how older drivers could be supported  

to address their age-related needs (Young and Bunce, 2011). Even  

though independent mobility for older people is linked with satisfaction  

and quality of life, there is evidence that nearly a third of the former  

drivers admitted to premature driving cessation thus compromising  

on their quality of life (Stutts and Wilkins, 2003). Of older adults who  

grew up in the mid-20th century, gender differences play a role in  

their self-regulatory behaviour, especially in later life due to gender  

specific roles (Choi, Adams, Kahana, 2013). According to Davey  

(2007) women tended to have better knowledge about public  

transport and have a much more structured social network and  

this may be the reason that older women from this cohort (those  

who grew up in the mid-20th century) are more acceptable to driving  

cessation than their male counterparts. Additionally, untimely  

unplanned driving cessation raises another challenge for all  

stakeholders (Stutts and Wilkins, 2003) as it can have detrimental  

effects (Schlag et al., 1996) by increasing depression arising  
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from loneliness and reduced ability to connect with others in  

society (Fonda et al., 2001; Ling and Mannion, 1995). In contrast,  

there are likely to be a proportion in our society that may not have  

insights into their limitations and continue to drive, thus posing a risk  

to their own safety and the safety of others (Baldock et al., 2006a;  

MacDonald, Myers and Blanchard, 2008; Horswill, Anstey, Hatherly,  

Wood and Pachana, 2011). A most recent example is the 97-year-old  

Duke of Edinburgh who was involved in a car accident in January 2019.  

Although he was unhurt, it did raise the issue of how well older drivers  

self-regulate their driving (BBC News, 17.1. 2019).  It is however,  

important to state that there has been no evidence to suggest that  

the Duke of Edinburgh was not complying with regulations. Though  

such a high-profile incident is an isolated event, there is evidence  

to suggest that for drivers over eighty years of age, the risk of a crash  

increases; however, female drivers are considered to be safer than  

their male counterparts (Cheung and McCartt, 2011; Cicchino, 2015;  

Cicchino and McCartt, 2014, Åkerstedt and Kecklund, 2001; Kim,  

Brunner, and Yamashita, 2008; Ma and Yan, 2014; Massie, Green, 

and Campbell, 1997; Zhou et al., 2015). 

 

However, there is also evidence from the researcher’s experiential  

practice that a significant number of drivers who may lack insight  

into their limitations continue to drive despite not meeting medical  

standards for fitness to drive. This raises questions about the effectiveness  

of self-regulatory practice currently used by drivers of all age.  
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Arguably, emerging technologies have the potential to improve  

driver safety and assist in driving safer for longer (RICA, 2014).  

A recent study found that there are technologies currently available  

which can help disabled and older drivers at all stages of driving,  

i.e. at the start, during and end of the drive and in case of emergency  

(RICA, 2016). These include hill start assist, parking assistance,  

braking assistance, lane departure warning, auto speed cruiser,  

driver alert system and emergency assistance systems (RICA, 2016).  

Technologies have also been developed to improve the entire surface  

transportation network using Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS).  

ITS is comprised of a wide range of technologies including electronics,  

information processing, wireless communications and controls to  

improve safety, efficiency and convenience to all stakeholders  

(Shaheen, Finson, 2013).   

 

There is the possibility that some of these technologies could potentially  

provide drivers with information to assist with some of the driving tasks  

and support self-regulation. Despite limitations posed by the declining  

skills in older drivers’ abilities due to the ageing process, which could  

inhibit them from using new technologies effectively, there are likely to  

be benefits for those who have functional impairment as these devices  

could help them compensate for their limitations (Musselwhite and Haddad,  

2008; Eby and Molnar, 2012). 
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However, the adoption of such technologies by older people is an  

important aspect in realising the benefit of the digital revolution.  

Technology adoption is a process starting with the user becoming  

aware of the technology and ending with the user embracing that  

technology, making full use of it, while acceptance is an attitude  

towards new technology and is generally influenced by a wide range  

of factors (Renaud and Biljon, 2008). A user who has purchased a new  

technology has to go through different stages of product adoption.  

Rogers (2003) proposed a five-stage process of product adoption.  

These being:  

 

1. The Knowledge phase: A user gets to know about the product 

2. The Persuasion phase: A user becomes persuaded of a need  

for the product 

3. The Decision phase: which leads to the purchase of a product 

4. The Implementation phase: When a user can use all functions  

of a product 

5. The confirmation phase: Where the user confirms that the right  

decision has been made in purchase 

 

The focus of this study is to understand the experience of older drivers  

towards technology and looks into their thoughts and feelings about the  

car technology rather than merely seeking their opinion about it (Fishbein  

and Ajzen, 1975, Lazarus, 1982, Fiske, Taylor 1991).   
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1.1: Rationale for research  
 
Many older drivers regulate their driving as a compensatory strategy  

to cope with their changing physical, sensory and cognitive skills  

and to manage demands from the driving environment (Ball et al., 1998;  

Charlton, Oxley, Fildes, et al., 2006; Donorfio, D' Ambrosio, Coughlin  

and Mohyde, 2008). There is a possibility that some of the age-related  

physical and cognitive limitations faced by older drivers can be resolved  

by technological products provided these are designed more around  

the needs of users including older adults (Young and Bunce, 2011).   

  

However, a survey conducted by RICA (2014) confirms that  

older drivers are a diverse group and have particular needs due to  

decline in their visual, physical and cognitive abilities, hence warranting  

a user focus approach for new technologies so that full potential of  

the technological offer can be harnessed. For technologies to improve  

older drivers' independence and well-being, it is vital that they accept  

and adopt new technologies (Coughlin, Pope and Leedle, 2006).  

There is however, a lack of evidence to confirm whether adoption  

of such technologies is taking place systematically across populations  

at the same pace and rate as these new technologies are emerging  

in the auto mobility sector. Due to a lack of acceptance, future cohorts  

of older adults are likely to continue to lag in technology adoption if  

products are not designed to consider their needs (Boot et.al, 2015).  
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When introduced to new technology, various factors influence people's  

attitudes such as intentions to use and actual usage (Childers, Carr,  

Peck, and Carson, 2001; Ngai, Poon, Chan, 2007).  

 

The technology acceptance within our society has been studied  

comprehensively leading to development of variety of models with  

one of the well reputed being Technology Acceptance Model (TAM)  

developed by Davis (1989). However, for this study the Senior  

Technology Acceptance and Adoption Model (STAM) developed  

by Renaud and Biljon (2008) has been chosen. This is because  

STAM is designed primarily for older people’s acceptance and  

adoption of technologies.  

 

The study aims to investigate the willingness of older drivers to  

adopt emerging technologies which in turn is likely to assist them  

in optimising their self-regulatory driving behaviour and support  

their independent mobility. Although the focus of the study is to  

understand the experiences of older drivers towards the adoption  

of emerging technologies, it is quite likely that new information  

will emerge from this study in areas such as ageing, crash risk  

and views on alternative driving licence system. This new  

information may potentially be of use to the policymakers to  

inform their thinking for policies related to longevity of safe  

driving for older drivers in England.  
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1.2: Research Questions 
 
Research questions for this study have primarily originated from  

the researcher’s practical experience and informed by available  

literature. At present, the current driving licensing system in the  

UK does not provide clear guidance on self-regulatory practice  

used by the drivers and it is also true to say that evidence  

from the literature also raises questions on the effectiveness of  

self-regulatory practice used by a driver (Baldock et al., 2006a;  

MacDonald, Myers and Blanchard, 2008; Horswill, Anstey, Hatherly,  

Wood and Pachana, 2011). Unsurprisingly, driving licensing agencies  

such as the DVLA find themselves in a situation where no specific  

guidelines to drivers regarding self-regulatory practice can be  

issued due to lack of concrete evidence. The practitioner researcher’s  

tacit knowledge and practical experience in the mobility sector over  

the last twenty-nine years has led to the researcher’s curiosity for  

exploring older drivers’ perspectives on technology adoption to  

support self-regulation. This research study aims to find answers  

to the following questions: 

 

• What factors influence an older drivers’ decision to  

regulate their driving? 

• How aware are older drivers of semi-automation  

technologies in cars? 

• What attitude do older drivers hold on technology  

adoption for the enhancement of their driving experience  

and mitigate the factors that affect their driving?  
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• What are the potential barriers for older drivers that prevent  

them from adopting and accepting new technologies in cars? 

 

1.3: Methodology  

This study is concerned with developing a deeper understanding of  

drivers’ self-regulatory behaviour and their attitudes towards their  

willingness to adopt new technologies. The researcher's ontological  

position emerged from experience and observation from practice;  

hence, this study benefits from the researcher's own position as an  

insider. This study sits within practitioner-based research, thus not  

intending to generate new theory but to develop new knowledge in  

order to improve practice. This study is located within the critical  

realism perspectives and used an inductive approach. This study  

has used a qualitative method, using semi-structured interviews to  

obtain a deeper understanding of the experience of older drivers  

and explores their attitude for the acceptance and adoption of  

emerging technologies to support safer driving for an extended  

period. This new knowledge is disseminated within the researcher's  

organisation and his practical field. 
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1.4: Outline of thesis 

This thesis broadly follows a traditional structure (Perry, 1998). Chapter 2  

provides information on the literature review on earlier research carried  

out in the following areas:   

• Characteristics of ageing drivers  

• Self-regulatory practices currently used by drivers 

• The attitude of older people towards new technologies in cars 

• The emerging technologies in the automobile industry and  

their potential to assist older drivers 

 

The literature review has identified gaps in current knowledge regarding  

areas of self-regulation and the attitude of older people in the adoption  

of such technology for driving. Chapter 3 provides information on theories  

behind new knowledge acquisition from practice-based research studies  

as compared to the traditional pure academic route. Chapter 3 also  

details the research methods informing the approach adopted in this study,  

followed by research design. Chapter 4 provides information on the findings  

and analysis of this research study with a discussion of them in Chapter 5.  

Chapter 6 draws conclusions, recommendations and implications for practice.  
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1.5: Delimitations1 of scope, key assumptions and their justifications 
 

This small-scale, cross-sectional study is concerned with emerging  

technologies in modern cars. Autonomous vehicles are presented  

as mobility solutions to all drivers and non-drivers of all ages (Litman,  

2019). In 2017, the UK government's Department for Environment, Food  

and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) in association with the Department for Transport  

(DfT) committed to invest over £2.7 billion to improve air quality and cleaner  

transport. Ultra-low emission vehicles (ULEVs) are part of the government's 

strategies and electric powered cars are an integral part of this strategy.  

(UK Plan for tackling roadside nitrogen dioxide concentrations, DEFRA, 2017). 

However, the most recent literature by Litman (2019)  

provides a more realistic picture of the deployment of autonomous  

vehicles and the benefits to ordinary drivers with moderate incomes.  

This evidence suggests that it will be at least 2040 before half of all  

new cars are autonomous and 2050 before half of the total vehicle  

fleet is autonomous. This could possibly be longer due to technical  

challenges or consumer preferences (Litman, 2019). Because of the  

many uncertainties and unknown factors, the researcher has decided  

to focus the study to the levels one, two and three of automation and  

explore older drivers' experiences for these technologies. It is  

appropriate to state that this study has only looked at the specific  

factors influencing an older drivers' decision to self-regulate their  

driving in the context of technology adoption. Any other aspects  

                                                           
1 Delimitations are choices made by the researcher, which should be mentioned. They  
describe the boundaries set by the author for the study. This is the place to explain:  
the things that you are not doing (and why you have chosen not to do them) – Simon (2011)  
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of self-regulatory practice, including legislation and policies, are  

beyond the remit of this study. This study has looked at the  

short-term impact of these technologies. However, some learning  

from this study may also be beneficial for level four and five of full  

automation in cars.  

 

1.6: Summary of First Chapter   
 

This chapter provides the contextual information for the study, including  

the rationale for its completion. This is a cross-sectional research study  

to explore the attitudinal aspect of older drivers towards the adoption of  

emerging technologies in cars, primarily regarding the levels one,  

two and three of automation. It is appropriate to acknowledge that  

this study intends to generate new knowledge to improve practice.  

Jarvis (1999) further asserts that even though findings from such  

studies are academically rigorous, generalisability from results is  

not intended in most practitioner research studies. This delineates  

this study from a conventional Doctorate. 

 

The next chapter relates to the literature review in areas of self-regulatory  

practice currently used by drivers, attitudes of older drivers towards  

technologies, characteristics of ageing drivers, the emerging technologies  

in the automobile industry and their potential to assist older drivers. This  

follows a section on gaps in driver research in the area of self-regulatory  

practice and the adoption of emerging technologies. 
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Chapter 2:    
 
Literature review on characteristics of older drivers,  
their self-regulatory practice and attitude towards  
semi-automated technologies  
 

2.1: Chapter introduction  

This chapter presents the review findings of crucial literature relating to  

the characteristics of older drivers, the current self-regulatory practices  

they use, emerging technologies in the automobile industry with potential  

to support self-regulation, older drivers' attitudes and the perceived barriers  

towards technology adoption. It outlines the literature search strategy and  

identifies gaps in the defined areas for the literature review. It concludes  

with a full list of gaps in knowledge which subsequently form the basis  

for research questions as outlined in this chapter. The timeline for the  

literature review is January 2003 and January 2018 when data collection  

through this study concluded. The researcher includes literature dating  

back 15 years because recorded accelerated advancement in autonomous  

vehicles began around 2003 (Anderson et al, 2016). There have also  

been significant political changes, such as the UK’s decision to leave  

the European Union (EU) in 2016 and this will have an impact on  

policy decisions in all areas including technologies, older drivers etc.  

Technologies in respect of autonomous vehicles are developing at such  

a fast pace that it is almost impossible to keep up with every innovation.  

It is therefore appropriate to make a declaration that information available  
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outside the timeline for the literature review has also been used if deemed 

appropriate in the discussion section of Chapter 6 because of their impact  

on policy development in respect of older drivers.  

 

 
2.1.1: Literature search strategy 
 

A robust search strategy and critical appraisal for any study is crucial as  

it identifies gaps in the current evidence. The literature search has been  

carried out using web-based databases; Cinahl, Embase, Medline,  

Cochrane Library, PsychInfo, Swetswise, Science Direct etc. Boolean  

operators have been used to combine keywords to widen and narrow  

searches. Boolean operators are words which provide a search engine  

with criteria to use when searching a database. (Ely and Scott, 2007) 

 

The University of Chester Library services' online resource, along with  

Google Scholar and Open Athens account, have been extensively used  

to access appropriate articles. Given the specialist area of research, a  

literature search has been widened to include reports from statutory  

and non-statutory organisations through other sources such as UK and  

EU government reports. The keywords used in the search are Older  

Drivers, Senior Drivers, Experienced Drivers, Self-Regulation, Driving  

Avoidance, Driving Licence, Emerging Technology, Digital Technology,  

Cars, Self-Drive, Driverless, Full Automation and Attitude and Barriers.  

The search strategy also included a combination of these terms to gain  

the maximum possible information from sources.   
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Literature included in this search has been mainly from the UK and  

other English-speaking countries which was subsequently published  

in English. The ‘grey literature’ (i.e. reports, non-peer-reviewed journals  

or opinion pieces) have not been reviewed as there is no systematic  

approach to appraise them. Literature published from government  

departments has also formed part of the literature review. 

 

Principles of the Critical Appraisal Skills Programme (CASP) evaluation  

tool (Public Health Resources unit, 2006) have been used to define search  

strategy to critically review the literature/information.  

 

2.1.2: Selection criteria  
  

Using the CASP tool (Public Health Resources Unit, 2006), research  

articles have been scored on their relevance and quality (see sample  

table in Appendix 1). A rating of ‘High’, ‘Medium’ and ‘Low’ has been  

given to each article under the following criteria. (Hek and Langton, 2000) 

 

Relevance  
 

• High: refers to data relevant to the topic under investigation  

and the research questions 

• Medium: refers to data that is probably relevant to the UK residents 

• Low: does not refer to data relevant to the topic under investigation  
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Quality  
 

• High: from a high-quality peer-reviewed publication and  

methodologically robust 

• Medium: from an academic source (e.g. book chapter,  

conference) but without peer-review, and possessing some  

methodological weakness (e.g. some possible confounding factors) 

• Low: from a more ‘general' source (e.g. conference, trade paper)  

and being methodologically weak or inappropriate (e.g. failing to  

address random variability by use of appropriate statistical techniques) 

 

At the time of conducting the study, the literature search yielded over  

300 results. To maintain the most up to date perspective on the study  

topic, this search has been maintained throughout the duration of this  

Doctorate study period.  
 

2.2: Characteristics of ageing drivers  
 

As this research is related to older drivers, it is only appropriate to  

investigate the characteristics of ageing drivers. This section highlights  

the review of literature findings concerning older adults and driving  

within the context of ageing. 

 

There is a lack of consensus about a specific age at which an individual  

can be referred to as an older adult. Although the United Nations (UN)  

has not adopted a standard criterion to define an older adult, it generally  

relates to 60 plus years as the older person (Kowal and Dowd, 2001).  
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This is due to the fact that not everyone ages at the same pace. At a  

biological level, ageing is associated with cellular damage and subsequent  

deterioration in the health of an individual. However, these changes are  

neither linear nor consistent with formulating a simple correlation between 

chronological age and ageing (Vasto S, et al., 2010; Steves CJ et al.,  

2012). The researcher recognises the complexities of defining old age,  

and in line with the UN view, people aged 60 and above will  

be included for this study.  

 

The global population life expectancy is increasing, and this is primarily  

attributed to improvements in living standards and advancements in  

medicine (Shrestha et al., 2017). Consequently, it is predicted that  

the total population aged 65 and above will almost double by 2060  

across the European Union (EU), rising from 87.5 million in 2010 to  

152.6 million (EC, Ageing report; 2012). With increased life expectancy  

it is not surprising that the number of older drivers (aged 65 and above)  

are predicted to increase by forty-nine per cent in the UK and ninety-three  

per cent in the Netherlands by 2030 (older drivers; ERSO, 2015). The  

World Health Organisation (WHO) has acknowledged this global change  

and defines healthy ageing as the process of developing and maintaining  

the functional ability that enables well-being in old age (World report on  

Ageing and Health - WHO, 2015).  

 

Healthy ageing as a concept was considered in a systematic review  

and meta-analysis of longitudinal studies conducted by Daskalopoulou  
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et al. (2017), which concluded that there is a positive association  

between physical activity and healthy ageing. Other studies have also  

found a positive correlation between higher levels of physical activity  

with higher general cognitive ability and cognitive processing speed  

in late adulthood regardless of social class or general intelligence  

scores at adolescence (Gow, Corley, Starr, and Deary, 2012). These 

physical and cognitive abilities enable a person to drive independently  

even in old age.  

 

Driving a personal car is seen as an instrument for older adults to  

maintain their independence, activities of daily living and maintaining  

a status symbol (Hiscock et al., 2002; Steg, 2005). There is further  

evidence to suggest that for older people (Rabbitt, Carmichael, Jones  

and Holland, 1996), the use of a personal car is far more important to  

them than other age groups as they view the inability to drive adversely 

affects their independence and mobility more than any other group.  

To understand the transport needs of the increasing older population,  

a report commissioned by the EU found that the use of private vehicles  

amongst older drivers continues to be the dominant and safest mode 

of transport (Growing Older and Staying Mobile, GOAL, 2013).  

In an attempt to understand the characteristics of the older population  

the report developed a conceptual framework which identifies  

five different profiles of older people based on two critical characteristics  

of both their age range and level of activity. These population profiles  

are shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Age and activity level of the profiles of older people 

Source: GOAL Project 2013 

 

The GOAL project (2013) provides population profiles which cover  

the whole range of older people (from 50 to 100 years) and their  

activity level (from very high to very low). The first group ‘Fit as a  

Fiddle’ is the youngest and most active group whilst the members  

of the ‘Care-Full’ are frail elderly with limited mobility and require  

care. The members of the ‘Oldie but a Goodie’ group are quite  

mobile and independent despite their age and members of ‘Happily  

Connected’ are still fit and active due to their high life satisfaction,  

that they spend time with their grandchildren and are involved in  

voluntary work etc. Members of the last group ‘Hole in the Heart’, 

despite being young, have mental and physical health problems  

such as depression, diabetes and cardiovascular disease resulting in 
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these members being considered not active (GOAL, 2013). This project  

clearly indicates that older people form a heterogeneous group in our  

society and that their needs vary and when designing services or products 

for older adults, this important factor needs to be taken into consideration. 

 

Although the ageing process brings new economic and social challenges 

(Marešová and Klímová, 2015), there is an ongoing need to support older  

people who want to lead an active and fulfilling life which strengthens their  

sense of inclusion, socialisation and independence (Klímová et al., 2016).  

Driving is a complex task which incorporates many interlinking cognitive,  

perceptual and physiological processes (McKnight and Adams, 1970).  

For this reason, there are legislative and regulatory frameworks for safe  

driving within every country. The UK regulatory framework requires  

assurance on driver fitness to hold a valid license. The guidance issued  

by the DVLA (Assessing Fitness to Drive, August, 2018) for example,  

includes assessments of vision, hearing, visuospatial perception,  

attention, concentration memory, judgement, adaptive strategies,  

adequate reaction time, planning and organisation, insight and  

understanding along with the ability to self-monitor sensation, muscle  

power, control and coordination. Ageing is a natural process resulting  

in changes to people’s physical and cognitive health which make driving  

more demanding. This can increase the likelihood of older people being  

involved in road traffic accidents (Musselwhite and Hadded, 2008)  

or have an impact on safe driving in different ways (Older Drivers: a  

literature review by DfT, 2001; Lee, Lee, Cameron and Li-Tsang, 2003). 
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The evidence suggests that age-related changes include the deterioration  

of eyesight leading to problems with distance vision, sensitivity to glare,  

binocular depth perception and colour sensitivity (Older Drivers: a literature  

review; DfT, 2001). Functional implications of this deterioration can be  

seen as the driver is unable to reliably use his or her visual information  

thereby increasing the likelihood of misjudgements and errors while driving.  

Other changes include reduced physical mobility which impacts on car  

control and cognitive deterioration potentially leading to attention deficits,  

reduced working memory and decision-making abilities to deal with  

complex traffic situations (Older Drivers: a literature review; DfT, 2001).  

These findings are further supported from a report by Cornwall Council  

in association with Plymouth University (Wellings et al. 2015) which  

considered local data of older drivers involved in collisions between 2001  

and 2010 alongside national data for older drivers’ collisions between  

2004 and 2010. The report concluded that the key contributory factors  

included failing to judge another person's speed or path, failing to look  

properly and loss of control (Wellings et al., 2015). 

 

All of these aspects require an interface between visual abilities,  

cognitive judgement and physical responses which are all likely to  

be affected by the ageing process. In order to manage any decline  

in their vision, physical and cognitive health, older people may  

engage in compensatory behaviour by avoiding driving in certain  

situations such as avoiding driving at night (Charlton, 2002), on wet  

roads, during rush hour and on unfamiliar roads (Fildes, Lee, Kenny 
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and Foddy, 1994). There is an argument that autonomous vehicles  

(AV) which have complete control of the car (level five of automation  

levels) may be able to assist older drivers' needs. However, recent  

evidence suggests that these vehicles may not realistically be available 

to the average driver before 2050 (Litman, 2019).  

 

There are other in-vehicle technologies as part of level two and  

three automation, such as advanced driver assistance systems  

(ADAS) and in-vehicle information systems (IVIS), which may make  

a significant contribution to improving the safety of older drivers  

(Ageing and Transport: Mobility and Safety Issues; OECD, 2001).  

However, the same report highlights the need for ongoing evaluation  

to ensure that older people can use technology with ease (Ageing  

and Transport: Mobility and Safety Issues; OECD, 2001). The  

role of technology in supporting drivers to continue safe driving  

for longer was also explored by Musselwhite and Haddad (2008) who  

critically examined whether new technological advances resulted in  

increased vehicle control and safety systems. This qualitative study  

using focus groups and telephone interviews found three levels of  

mobility needs of older people (Musselwhite and Haddad, 2008).  

The study recommended the importance of a bottom-up, needs led,  

participatory methodology to explore attitude and acceptability  

towards technologies that can help with driving amongst older  

people. The exploration of attitudes towards adoption of technology  

by older people is also recommended in other studies as there is a  
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concern around the lack of consideration being given to the needs  

of the older people and treating them in a homogenous manner to  

the young population (Rumar, 1986, Musselwhite, 2004). 

 

There is well established opinion that the needs of older people  

are different from that of a younger population, primarily due to natural  

aging process resulting in changes in physical and cognitive capabilities  

and also their familiarity with new technology (Coughlin, 2001; Meyer,  

2004; Brown and Venkatesh, 2005; Carrigan and Szmigin, 1999;  

Czaja et al., 2006). Given the heterogeneous nature of the population, 

it is vital that their needs, including attitudes towards the adoption of  

the technology, should be explicitly considered (Karali et. al., 2017).  

Understanding the needs of older people in relation to technology  

is further warranted through a recent review of literature carried out  

by RICA (2014) which expressed concern that, despite a common  

consensus that older adults are a diverse group, manufacturers continue  

to assert that they do not develop any cars or systems exclusively  

for “older users" (RICA, 2014). There is growing concern that if the  

technological developments and the human-machine interface (HMI)  

is not sensitive to the needs of older people, and then it will be of  

limited use (RICA, 2014). A report by the EU (GOAL, 2013) reinforces  

the need for further research to: 
 

• assess the impact and potential of future technologies for older people 

• develop a driving screening and assessment tools programme 
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There seems to be a lack of evidence to support the argument that  

emerging technologies have given due consideration to crucial aspects  

for adoption; these include older adults' motivation to use technology,  

the diverse needs within the demographic group, and the contexts  

in which technology is consumed and used by them. Due to the lack  

of proper assessment of older adults' needs, the motor industry does  

not yet realise the full potential benefits that can be gained from  

this sizeable demographic who have relatively high spending power  

(Carrigan and Szmigin, 1999; Hopkins, Roster, and Wood, 2006;  

Niemelä-Nyrhinen, 2007). Arguably, there is a need for user involvement  

in progressing research and innovation, and for developing a joined-up  

strategy by the government and the motor industry to develop an  

improved understanding of attitude and behaviours of older people  

within the context of use or non-use of technologies (Damodaran  

and Olphert, 2015). The next section of this chapter highlights findings  

of the literature review on self- regulatory practice used by older drivers. 

2.3:  Self-regulatory practice used by older drivers for  

the driving task 
 

The previous section of this chapter has described how ageing and  

associated changes amongst older drivers creates challenges for  

them to cope with driving. Many older drivers tend to accommodate  

these changes by regulating their driving, commonly referred to as  

self-regulation.  
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Self-regulation in driving is defined as a compensatory strategy  

by older adults to cope with their changing physical, sensory  

and cognitive skills and the demand from the driving environment  

(Ball et al., 1998; Charlton, Oxley, Fildes, et al., 2006; Donorfio,  

D’ Ambrosio, Coughlin and Mohyde, 2008). Most reported self-regulatory  

practices tend to be restricting driving in adverse weather conditions,  

avoiding driving at night and over long distances (Wong, Smith and  

Sullivan, 2012; Molnar et al., 2013). Through these practices, they try  

to maintain their community mobility while coping with changes in their 

health (Gwyther and Holland, 2012) and endeavouring to reduce their  

crash risk simultaneously (Baldock, Mathias, McLean and Berndt,  

2006a; Charlton, Oxley, Fildes et al., 2006). 

 

Furthermore, there is the propensity to confusion regarding driving  

avoidance and self-regulation. Moták et.al., (2014) described avoidance  

as the amount of self-reported avoidance in different driving situations  

whilst Molnar et.al, (2015) described self-regulatory practices as  

compensation for age-related declines  in cognitive, sensory and  

motor capabilities and require an awareness of physical, cognitive  

and sensory limitations. The key difference between driving avoidance  

and self-regulation is that in the case of self-regulation, drivers' have  

an insight into their limitations drawn from changes in health or  

confidence which define self-regulatory behaviour (Wong et al., 2014).  
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Through this practice older people also postpone early driving  

cessation, which can harm their health. Longitudinal studies  

investigating the consequence of driving cessation have found  

a significant decline in physical and social functioning amongst  

older adults (Edwards et al., 2009). Changes in driving patterns,  

explicitly driving cessation and reduction have been associated  

with increased risk of worsening depressive symptoms (Fonda  

et al., 2001; Frick and Unsworth, 2001). However, evidence from  

the literature is debatable on the effectiveness of self-regulatory  

behaviour by older drivers. Some older drivers effectively tend to  

self-regulate in a manner consistent with their skill level (Ball et al.,  

1998; West et al., 2003; Keay et al., 2009; Devlin and McGillivray,  

2016). In contrast, evidence also suggests that not all older  

drivers self-regulate their driving adequately (Baldock et al.,  

2006a; MacDonald, Myers and Blanchard, 2008; Horswill, Anstey,  

Hatherly, Wood and Pachana, 2011). 

 

Accurate self-regulation requires drivers to apply compensatory  

behaviour in practice in response to perceived changes in their  

ability or level of confidence to perform specific driving tasks  

(Molnar, Eby, Charlton, et al., 2013; Molnar et al., 2015). However,  

most research concerning assessing self-regulatory practice within  

older drivers only focuses on questions related to the modification in  

their driving without any reference to the reasons for this behavioural  

change (Molnar et al., 2015). This, in turn, raises questions regarding  
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the objective application of the measure of self-regulation via  

assessment due to the inclusion of non-compensatory driving  

behaviour, which is secondary to lifestyle changes or convenience  

(Conlon, Rahaley, Davis, 2017). There is a weak relationship between  

self-rating assessments completed by drivers and objective measures 

of driving skill (Freund et al., 2005; Groeger and Grande, 1996). 

 

According to Anstey et al. (2005), a key determinant for the self-regulatory  

behaviour is the driver's ability to assess his/her driving ability and accurate 

awareness of his/her limitations to execute compensatory behaviour.  

Anstey et al. (2005) further illustrate how this would be seen in practice  

by an older driver who may have impaired reaction time but is aware of  

their slow speed of response to traffic and on-road situations.  

To self-regulate their driving, the driver, in turn, avoids peak time traffic  

thus reinforcing safe driving behaviour. In comparison another older  

driver may have poor visual abilities that impair their capacity to see  

traffic signs and signals or reduced night vision. However, the driver  

has limited insight and may continue to drive at night.  

 

Anstey et al (2005) further suggest that the interaction between enabling  

factors and self-monitoring are complex and dynamic, and that driving  

behaviour is affected both by the capacity to drive as well as by the  

self-monitoring beliefs regarding the driver's own ability to drive  

(See Figure 3). The choices drivers make concerning behaviours  

based on these components can have negative and positive impacts. 
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Figure 3: Schematic model of factors enabling safe driving behaviour  
(Source: Anstey et al., 2005) 

 
 

Arguably, self-regulatory practice is not restricted to the older age  

group as young drivers without physical and cognitive problems  

may also use self-regulatory practice to avoid certain complex driving  

situations, such as driving in bad weather and limiting night time  

driving (Gwyther and Holland, 2012; Moták et.al, 2014; Naumann,  

Dellinger, and Kresnow, 2011). 

 

According to Michon (1985), different degrees of self-regulatory behaviour  

can be seen at all three levels of the driving journey, namely: strategic,  

tactical and operational levels. The strategic level (knowledge-based) is  

the planning stage of the journey which is done before commencing the  

task and decisions made by the driver are based on information from  

many sources (Michon, 1985). Appropriate behaviour at this strategic  

level can result in a driver's decision to drive or not to drive, and at this  

level there is less strain on driver's individual driving skills (Ranney, 1994).  
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The tactical level (rule-based) is when the driver is in a traffic situation and  

the decisions made are in response to the traffic rules and the behaviours  

are mostly under their control. But there are other influencing factors  

such as the presence of other roads users along with road and traffic  

conditions. Tactical aspects would include situations where the driver  

moves at a lower speed in response to slow-moving traffic or not using  

a mobile phone to avoid distraction (Michon, 1985). At a tactical level,  

older drivers tend to compensate for age-related deficits in reaction  

time by adapting to longer routes in order to avoid complex driving  

environments, as compared to younger drivers in a study that involved  

a simulator (Andrews and Westerman, 2012). The third level, operational  

(skill-based), comprises the skills of driving including actions such  

as steering and braking which are mostly automatic responses. During  

the actual task of driving there is a continuous shift between the tactical  

and operational levels involving motor and cognitive skills that are  

developed through repeated practice and are exhibited in the form  

of driving behaviour (Michon, 1985, Ranney, 1994, Selander, 2011). 

 

In addition to age-related self-regulation there is also gender-specific  

self-regulation whereby female drivers tend to self-regulate more and  

cease to drive before the expiry of their driving license or before being 

declared medically unfit to drive (Unsworth et al. 2007, Choi and Mezuk,  

2012; Mezuk and Rebok, 2008). Choi et.al, (2013) state that amongst  

older adults particularly, women drivers who grew up in the mid-20th  

century seem to have better knowledge of public transport and  
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also have a more structured social network due to their gender specific  

social role of home making. Davey (2007) perceives that this could  

be the reason for women drivers of this mid-20th century cohort to  

accept driving cessation more easily than their male counterparts.    

 

Irrespective of the gender difference, one of the most consistent  

findings has been that the perception of confidence or comfort  

in specific driving situations are firmly related to self-regulation in  

terms of avoiding situations (e.g., Baldock et al., 2006; Blanchard  

and Myers, 2010; Charlton et al., 2006; MacDonald, Myers and Blanchard,  

2008; Molnar and Eby, 2008; Molnar et al., 2013a, 2013b, 2013c;  

Rudman, Friedland, Chipman and Sciortino, 2006; Siren and Meng,  

2013). There is however some evidence that there is a better association  

between self-regulatory practice used by drivers who have a decline  

in their vision mainly due to visual acuity and contrast sensitivity2  

(Ball et al., 1998; West et al., 2003; Charlton et al., 2006; Unsworth,  

Wells, Browning, Thomas and Kendig, 2007; Lotfipour et al., 2010;  

Choi, Adams and Kahana, 2013; Fraser, Meuleners, Ng and Morlet, 2013; 

Sengupta et al., 2014) and restrict their driving to day time only (Freund.  

B, Colgrove. LA, 2005). Moreover, there is some evidence to suggest that  

the peripheral vision of older adults also deteriorates along with other  

visual problems, though further research is needed in understanding  

the effect of peripheral vision in situational awareness and safe driving  

                                                           
2.Contrast sensitivity defines the threshold between the visible, and invisible Contrast  
sensitivity is the visual ability to distinguish an object from its background; it is not the  
same as visual acuity. (Pelli and Bex, 2013) 
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(Groeger, 1999, Wolfe et al., 2017). Given that ageing is a key risk factor  

for common conditions such as age-related macular degeneration,  

cataracts, glaucoma, diabetic retinopathy (RNIB sight loss UK-2013a),  

it is more likely that individuals with visual impairment tend to self-regulate  

their driving and decide against night time driving. 

 

 

Chart 1 shows that the risk of an older driver being involved in a crash is  

highest amongst drivers aged 80 years and over, and younger drivers under  

the age of 25 years. The higher risk amongst younger drivers is likely to  

be due to a number of factors including lack of experience, overestimating their 

driving skills and a propensity to drive in high-risk situations with strong motives  

for risky driving (Wylie, 1996, Masten SV, 2004, Hatfield and Fernandes, 2009). 

Chart 1: The Risk of older drivers being involved in crash  

(Source: Mitchell, (2017). 

A briefing paper for the UK House of Commons Library by Butcher (2016) on young 

and novice drivers shows eleven drivers per million population aged 16-19 and 19 

drivers per million aged 20-29 were killed in 2015. The next highest rate is 18 drivers 
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per million for drivers over the age of 80. This does raise the question  

on managing crash risk for older drivers aged 80 years and above. There  

is a substantial body of evidence which has considered ways of managing  

the high risk of crash amongst younger drivers; several insurance  

companies such as Admiral, Direct Line and Churchill Insurance are  

now utilising technologies such as telematics devices installed in  

vehicles to collect data to quantify and risk assess driving styles and  

behaviours of young drivers. This is accompanied by policy tools such  

as feedback, incentives and penalties to encourage safer driving  

behaviour and reduce accident risk (Tong et al., 2015). However, a  

comprehensive report published by the Transport Research Laboratory  

(Tong et al., 2015) found that there is no direct evidence of the  

effectiveness of telematics systems on the accident rates of young and  

novice drivers. The same report (Tong et al., 2015) concludes however,  

that the feedback given to parents of young drivers encourages a  

‘household safety culture’ and parental involvement can influence a  

young novice driver to manage risk. Arguably, telematics systems can  

be effectively integrated into the parent-young driver relationship  

to change behaviour but the barriers to general acceptance and  

adoption on both sides requires further research. 

 

Attempts have been made to explore alternative means of supporting  

young drivers to drive safely. A comprehensive study commissioned  

by the RAC Foundation, based on extensive analysis of the collisions  

data involving 17-19 year-old drivers extracted from STATS19 (2013b)  
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concluded that there is a considerable body of consistent scientific  

evidence to support the introduction of a Graduated Driver Licence  

(GDL) in Great Britain (Kinnear et al., 2014). To mitigate risk for  

younger drivers, Jones et al. (2013) called for the introduction of a  

new type of driver licence called a "Graduated Driver Licence”. 

This adds an intermediate phase between the learner and gaining a  

full licence. During the intermediate phase, exposure to high-risk  

conditions is minimised by restricting late night driving, carriage  

of similarly aged passengers and driving after having consumed  

alcohol. These high-risk conditions have been associated with  

young drivers’ crashes. GDL seems to influence driver behaviour  

during the first part of a driver's solo driving career (Butcher, 2016). 

 

Although the evidence for such a driving licence system is not conclusive  

at present, there are studies (Marshall, Spasoff, Nair and Van Walraven,  

2002; Langford and Koppel, 2011; O’Byrne, Naughton and O’Neill, 2015)  

which voice support for such licences with the use of compensatory  

behaviour for older drivers. It is argued that older drivers with restricted  

licenses retain their driving licence for longer than those who were not  

given such an option. This may suggest that using a GDL, drivers potentially  

use compensatory behaviour to drive safely for longer (Nasvadi and Wister,  

2009). It is also possible that such a driving licence can be supported by  

the use of technologies to assure licensing authorities, especially for drivers  

who are not able to self-regulate effectively due to poor insight. Due to the  

complex heterogeneous nature of self-regulatory behaviour many attempts 
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have been made to develop self-reported ratings of a driver's own ability to  

drive, however this could potentially be inaccurate as older drivers tend to  

give unrealistic ratings of their ability with most managing to rate themselves 

better than the average (Freund et al., 2005; Horswill et al., 2004; Marottoli  

and Richardson, 1998; McKenna et al., 1991; Svenson, 1981; White et al.,  

2011). With new technologies such as telematics it is possible to examine  

driving exposure, patterns, and habits using low-cost Global Positioning  

System (GPS) technology to record a vehicle's location on a continuous  

basis along with the date, time, and other information (Grengs, Wang and  

Kostyniuk, 2008; LeBlanc et al., 2007; LeBlanc, Sayer, Winkler and Bogard,  

2007, Porter and Whitton, 2002). A study by the Royal Society for the  

Prevention of Accidents (RoSPA, 2010) recommends research and  

development into the use of in-vehicle monitoring technology for other  

groups of drivers and ultimately to all drivers. 

 

2.4: The Semi-automated Technologies and their potential  

to assist Older Drivers 
 

A report by the Department for Transport (The pathway to driverless 

cars; DfT, 2015) concluded that driverless cars and other automated  

vehicles (AV) could be transformative and more beneficial to society.  

As part of this automated revolution, many technologies have now  

been integrated into newer car models. These include, but are not  

exclusive to, advanced emergency braking systems, adaptive cruise  

control and self-parking. These technologies are considered to support  

road safety, reduce emissions and ease congestion. These are also  
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seen as bringing benefit to the economy, environment and society  

by improving social inclusion (The pathway to driverless cars, (DfT)  

2015). For older drivers, some of these technologies, such as the  

Intelligent Transport System (ITS), present an opportunity to manage  

their driving and accommodate their decline in physical ability,  

cognitive health and vision (Hu et al., 2002). 

 

In the main, there are two types of ITS related to assistance and  

information, each (Simões and Pereira 2009) as follows:  

 
 

2.4. a: Advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) 
 

In cars using these devices, the driver retains overall  

control and the devices co-operate with the driver to  

achieve the trip goals. These include collision warning  

systems, adaptive cruise control, lane departure warning,  

lane change aids and parking aids. 

 

2.4. b: In-Vehicle information systems (IVIS) 
 

For vehicles using this technology, the system provides  

the driver with information and allows communication  

to and from the driver. However, the effectiveness and  

affordability of the system is still debatable. For instance,  

some IVIS are not related to the driving task: e.g.  

telecommunications are a potential distraction for drivers,  

while others such as navigation system can be useful. 
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In a systematic review to understand older drivers and their use  

of in-vehicle technologies by Eby et al., (2016), 16 technologies  

( such as forward collision warning, parking assist, rear view display, cross 

traffic warning, semiautonomous parking assistance, navigation  

assistance, automatic crash notification) have been scored according  

to their overall value considering use, perception and outcomes.  

This review highlighted that the technologies which provided an  

alert, for example parking assist and forward collision, were found  

to be more desirable for adoption compared to technology that  

takes over control from drivers such as parking assist and  

semiautonomous parking assistance (Eby et al., 2016). Even  

though some of these technologies require more time for older  

drivers to learn than younger drivers, such as navigation  

assistance for instance, there is evidence to suggest that these  

technologies have the potential to assist older drivers for driving  

over long distances and periods (Eby et al., 2016). Reimer  

(2014), also recommends that older drivers should realise key  

safety advances from ADAS through increased utilisation of  

lower levels (1 and 2) of vehicle automation because this is  

likely to play an essential role for their adoption of higher levels  

of automated vehicles in the future. 

 

There is evidence from literature which highlights many unresolved  

issues related to autonomous vehicles that are likely to affect future  

travel such as road layout planning, parking and public transit systems  
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and whether public policies should encourage or restrict their use  

on certain roads (APA, 2016; Levision, 2015; Guerra, 2015; Kockelman  

et al., 2016; Grush and Niles, 2018). 

  

Moreover, the predicted timeline for availability and cost-effectiveness  

of autonomous vehicles will also be debatable. Initially, and over the  

next decade, these vehicles may be seen as expensive novelties  

which will be difficult to operate in adverse weather conditions and  

in mixed urban traffic (Litman, 2019). One can argue that many  

technologies in newer cars (i.e. level one and two of vehicle  

automation) remain unaffordable for low to middle-income groups.  

 

Although there is evidence that the automobile industry has set  

standards for the levels of automation (SAE, 2014), there seems  

at present to be a lack of robust regulatory framework for autonomous  

vehicles (Anderson et al, 2016). For this reason, the literature review  

has also included information on technical aspects of emerging  

technologies in order to identify gaps in knowledge. 

 

2.4.1: Technological considerations related to  

semi-automated technologies 
 

The successful use of ADAS relies on the interface between  

the driver and the vehicle whereby the driver will be required to  

oversee the technology and make strategic operational decisions  

and resume control when needed Reimer (2014). 
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This raises concerns about whether older drivers, who are most  

likely to benefit from the technology, do indeed have the capability. 

An EU report (Hynd et al., 2015) explored the benefits in adopting  

these technologies along with the feasibility of a range of new  

technologies and unregulated measures in the field of vehicle  

occupant safety. The report found that the technical feasibility of  

vehicle infotainment controls and distraction measures were not  

adequately addressed at the time of the review. For instance,  

the technology to interlock mobile phones could potentially  

block all signals within the car, which is likely to adversely  

affect other systems such as the satellite navigation and  

distract the driver. This report (Hynd et al., 2015) recommends  

further research in many areas such as driver distraction and  

drowsiness recognition for its monitoring and effectiveness along  

with adequate standards for image quality of cameras and screen  

to ensure they match with the quality provided by conventional mirrors. 

 

Globally all car manufacturers are facing another challenge: global  

warming and climate change. While economic growth has improved  

living environments (Bloom and Canning, 2008), global warming has  

had a detrimental effect on the natural resources and degradation  

of the ecosystem (Everett, Ishwaran, Ansaloni, Rubin, 2010).  

Consequently, manufacturers have persevered to find a balance  

between economic growth without adversely affecting the climate.  

The automobile industry has embraced these advancements and  
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many autonomous vehicles are now using the energy efficient  

concept to develop electric-powered cars to combat global warming  

(Alexander-Kearns, Peterson, Cassady, 2016). In 2017 the UK  

Government's Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs  

(DEFRA), in association with the Department for Transport (DfT),  

committed to invest over £2.7 billion to improve air quality and  

introduce cleaner transport. Ultra-low emission vehicles (ULEVs)  

are part of the government's strategy and electric powered cars  

are an integral part of this (UK plan for tackling roadside nitrogen  

dioxide concentrations, DEFRA, and DfT, 2017). To reduce carbon  

emissions, battery electric vehicles (BEV) have been introduced  

but these are in reduced range and have inbuilt limitations, again  

to maximise the benefits from it the drivers need to adapt (Franke  

et al., 2013, Cocron et al., 2018) to the technology. Unsurprisingly  

each manufacturer seems to be striving for improved efficiency  

through better design and technology in their own brand and users  

have been left to face a wide variation in functionality of these  

products. For instance, most BEV manufacturers are now working  

on technology to recapture some energy during deceleration with a  

regenerative braking system (RBS) which can be attached to the  

accelerator and brake pedals (Cocron et al., 2011; Labeye et al., 2013;  

Vilimek et.al., 2014). This technology is important to improve fuel  

efficiency in cars. This may cause confusion when a user changes  

car, as no two cars work in the same way, especially when it comes  

to fuel economy using these new technologies. 
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Additionally, there is an outstanding concern on the safety of the  

vehicle in an emergency and the safe handling by the driver,  

potentially requiring extended usage of RBS (Cocron et al., 2018).  

Depending on the system type, to gain efficient use, drivers will  

need to adapt their deceleration behaviour (Schmitz et al., 2013).  

By acknowledging limitations of these studies, it can be justifiably  

argued that these technologies only have the potential to benefit  

older drivers if their design is congruent with the complex needs  

and diverse abilities of the cohort (Vrkljan and Miller-Polgar, 2005).  

The same argument can be applied to the development of user  

guidelines and information. This is important as many ADAS and  

in-vehicle information systems (IVIS) are informed mainly by the  

automotive human machine interface (HMI) design and performance  

guidelines (Young et al., 2017).  Moreover, the scope of many  

guidelines does not include additional requirements or accommodate  

drivers with special needs, disabilities or other impairment. A systematic 

review considered that most of the HMI guidelines do not address  

design issues related to older driver impairments, either explicitly or  

generally (Young et al., 2017). These findings are also supported by  

other studies that found that the majority of the vehicle systems are  

primarily designed for roughly half of drivers who in the main are fit  

and relatively healthy young adults and therefore does not address  

the needs of older adults who are likely to have diminishing sensory,  

cognitive and physical abilities (Waller, 1991; OECD, 2001; Morris  

et al, 2003; Charlton et al., 2002). 
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2.4.2: Policy considerations for semi-automated technologies 
 

The literature review has highlighted several areas of technology  

requiring a strategic review as they do not serve the population  

needs. These include but are not limited to, design, guidelines  

for use, testing, training deployment and user engagement. Further  

specific areas for review have also been highlighted in the EU such  

as damage liability (especially when third parties could control many  

autonomous vehicle technologies), data protection issues and  

quality standards for these automation vehicle technologies  

(Woensel et al., 2015). This report has also called for a fresh  

interpretation and necessary amendment of the internationally  

relevant texts such as the Vienna UN convention of road traffic  

(The Vienna UN Convention 1968) on the issue of driver testing  

using autonomous vehicle (AV) technologies. This is because  

the Convention requires drivers to be in control of a vehicle at  

all times, which can be a barrier for real-world testing of new  

technologies such as autonomous cars. The UK Government  

appears to acknowledge this as a barrier and has considered  

its role in developing a light touch regulatory approach to the  

testing of these technologies through driverless pathways within  

a code of practice framework for manufacturers (The pathway to  

driverless cars; DfT, 2015). Alternatively, there could be bespoke  

arrangements such as a memorandum of understanding between  

governments and manufacturers for testing these out (Young et  

al., 2017). For autonomous vehicles to be mainstreamed there  
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will be other practical aspects to consider such as the review of  

licence codes currently used to drive a manual or automatic car  

along with age limits and competency assessments of the drivers  

(Woensel et al., 2015). 

 

2.4.3: Ethical considerations for semi-automated technologies 
 

There are many ethical issues to be considered by the industry  

before the technology can be fully mainstreamed such as deskilling  

drivers and encouraging over-reliance on technology (McBride  

2015). Moreover, driving a personal car is seen as social status  

and the use of technology such as automated vehicles could  

result in loss of status in the society (McBride, 2015). It can  

also be argued that it is not possible for artificial intelligence  

to interact at the human level when negotiating or compromising  

on a space to park cars, thus requiring human interaction  

(McBride 2015). Another ethical issue is that of marketing of  

the technological product whereby the benefits and limitations  

are not fully understood by consumers (Meyer, 2004). It is  

possible that without comprehensive information, the emerging  

technologies give users cause for concern about the risks from  

security breaches, hacking and compromising of privacy, which  

could potentially be a reason for limited use or non-adoption  

(McBride, 2015). There are unresolved issues around liability  

in case of a collision involving a car fitted with automated  
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systems and a car with none. There is no clarity on who would  

be liable; driver or a machine (Anderson et al., 2016). 

 

2.5: Attitudes of older people towards technologies   
 

This study is about the exploration of the experience of older  

drivers towards the adoption of emerging technologies in cars.  

Technology adoption is a process which starts with the user  

becoming aware of the technology and ending with embracing  

that technology to the point they cannot live without it, whilst  

acceptance is an attitude towards a technology and is influenced  

by various factors. A user may have purchased a new technology  

but may not have adopted it (Renaud and Biljon, 2014). Attitude  

has its roots in psychology and can be defined as a mental or  

neural state of readiness, organised through experience, exerting  

a directive or dynamic influence on the individual's response  

towards all objects, person, place or an event to which it is  

related (Allport, 1935). Oskamp and Schultz (2005) suggest  

that attitude is a predisposition of an individual to respond  

favourably or unfavourably towards a given object. Spooncer  

(1992) further describes a tripartite model of attitude which has  

three components: namely, feelings, beliefs and behaviour.  

The feeling component involves a verbal state of emotion;  

the second cognitive component includes an oral statement  

of individual belief with the final element as the action of an  
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individual which can be exhibited by verbal statements about  

the individual's intended behaviour in response to the environmental  

stimuli. In practice, the term attitude is used to express an individual's  

affective aspects such as preferences, feelings, emotions, beliefs,  

expectations, judgements, appraisals, values, principle, opinions  

and intentions (Bagozzi, 1994a, and 1994b). It can range between  

being positive, negative or neutral towards an object or a situation  

(Walley et al., 2009). There are many models of attitude; however,  

the ABC (Affect, Behaviour and Cognition) is one of the most cited  

models of attitude in the literature (Eagly and Chaiken 1998, Van den  

Berg et al., 2006). Jain (2014) further argues that attitude represents  

a positive and negative, mental and neural readiness towards a  

person, place, thing or event and consists of three components:  

affective, behavioural and cognitive: 

 

• Affective is neural and provides an emotional  

response towards an object and can be demonstrated as  

personal likes/dislikes (Jain, 2014)  

 

• Behavioural considers readiness and tends to  

be exhibited as verbal or non-verbal behaviours and can be  

shown as an action or observable response towards an object  

(Wicker, 1969). Over a while, this repeated response to the  

same stimulus can become consistent and can be predictable  

(Defleur and Westle, 1963) 
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• Cognitive relates to mental aspects which  

consider the personal evaluation of the attribute forming  

belief/disbelief about an object and this is built over a  

period. It is often seen as the storage of information as  

an attitude towards a stimulus (Jain, 2014).  

 

Each of these components has specific aspects contributing to  

attitude formation. Hence, it is feasible to verbally explore individual  

attitudes towards a stimulus through verbal statements that consider  

feelings, behaviour and cognitive awareness of actions (Breckler,  

1984, Spooncer 1992). Moreover, as affect refers to an emotional  

response, it is possible to monitor physiological responses such  

as heart rate, skin response or by collecting verbal reports of  

feelings/moods. Obtaining people's accounts can provide a reliable  

source regarding an understanding of all three components  

(Breckler, 1984). The next section of this chapter includes literature  

review specifically around technology acceptance and adoption  

concerning older adults. 

 

2.5.1: Attitude and technologies for older adults 

With the influx of new technological enhancement, there is a real  

potential to reduce isolation by connecting communities through  

social media and provide assistance in maintaining independence  

for addressing health and care needs (Dickinson and Hill, 2007).  

Despite this digital revolution, there is still polarity between  

adopters and non-adopters of technological products (Mynatt  
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and Rogers, 2001, National Telecommunications and Information  

Administration, 2004, Mitzner et al., 2010, Tsai et al., 2012). There  

tend to be individual differences, which comprise of age, education,  

income, cultural background, technology self-efficacy and stage of  

life that can affect decisions around adoption (Golvin and Anderson,  

2009; Porter and Donthu, 2006; Sarker and Wells, 2003). While  

there has been a plethora of evidence to explore the population's  

attitudes concerning personal health, smoking, political views and  

other areas, there appears to be lack of evidence on older drivers'  

attitude towards the adoption of emerging technologies in the  

automobile sector. 

 

Technological advancements continue to create a continuum  

between conventional solely human-driven vehicles and autonomous  

vehicles. Within this continuum there lie many technologies that  

enable a car to assist and make decisions for a human driver  

(Anderson et al., 2016). There is a sequential relationship between  

technology acceptance and adoption. The process of technology  

adoption commences with the user becoming aware of the technology  

and ending with the user embracing the technology and accepting  

it and then fully utilising it. The attitude of an individual is tested at  

the acceptance stage of technology adoption and is influenced by  

various factors (Renaud and Biljon, 2008). A blog by Andy Boardman  

(17th April 2019) shows interesting change in consumers behaviour  

based on consumers choosing more cars fitted with automatic  
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gearboxes as compared to manual gear boxes. According to Andy  

Boardman (17th April 2019) there is 70.5% rise in the number of vehicles  

sold with automatic gear boxes since 2007 and it is predicted to rise even  

further. The most interesting phenomenon reported by Andy Boardman  

(April 2019) is around female drivers choosing to take the automatic driving  

licence. As of November 2018, there have been 608,087 automatic driving  

licences gained by women drivers as compared to 221,190 by men out  

of total of 829,277. It is not clear why this is the case, as pass rates for the  

driving test using a car with an automatic gear box remains far below the overall 

average. In 2017/18, only 38.9% of tests in automatic cars resulted in a pass  

as compared to average pass rate of 46.3% (Andy Boardman, 2019). 

 

Technology acceptance is a widely studied area and most studies in literature 

have used and reviewed the original model created by Davis (1989). This model is 

well known as the TAM (technology acceptance model). The TAM is based  

on two determinants of the attitudes and intention to use behaviour: perceived 

usefulness and perceived ease of use (Davis, 1989). Kimberly and Evanisko (1981) 

suggest these factors as determinants or influencing factors that would influence 

adoption of technological innovation. There have been further iterations of the 

original model, namely TAM 1, TAM 2, and TAM 3 and have additional determinants.  

For example, TAM 3 developed by Venkatesh and Bala (2008) has been designed 

specifically around user acceptance for computer innovations. Renaud and Biljon 

(2008) have enhanced the original TAM model and referred to this new model as 

STAM (Senior Technology Acceptance and Adoption Model), specifically designed 
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around older people’s acceptance and adoption of mobile phone technologies. The 

STAM model (Renaud and Biljon, 2008) has three phases (see Figure 4). These are: 

1. The objectification phase: In this phase users are influenced by social  

factors such as influence of family, friends in relation to perceived usefulness  

of the technologies. 

2. The incorporation phase: In this phase users experiment and explore the 

technologies, which could lead to confirmation of usefulness of the technology  

and influence its use. 

3. The conversion or non-conversion phase: This is the critical phase where 

prospective users make a decision on whether to accept or reject technology. 

 

 
 
Figure 4: The STAM model (Renaud and Biljon, 2008) 
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User acceptance and adoption is not a linear or simple straight forward concept 

hence several other theories have been developed to explore related aspects. One 

such theory is the Diffusion of Innovation Theory by Rogers (2003). 

 

2.5.2: The diffusion of innovation theory 

According to this theory, Rogers (2003) segmented the entire population into five 

groups as shown in figure 5 (below). These are: innovators, early adopters, early 

majority, late majority and laggards. According to Roger (2003) innovators  

in society will have better understanding and technical knowledge, hence are more 

willing to participate in the development of new ideas and innovation, and the 

members who belong to the early majority group will be also be willing to use new 

technologies once they are convinced about its reliability. In our society there will  

be a be a group of people who will remain sceptical of new innovation, ideas and 

may be resistant to change and are likely to remain as a challenge for the industry  

to support diffusion of innovation for the whole population (Rogers, 2003). 

 

Figure 5: Innovativeness and adopter categories (Rogers, 2003) 

 

This group is likely to be late adopters or laggards because older consumers are  

less inclined to interact with new technology (Rose and Fogarty, 2010). For this  
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very reason the STAM model is seen more meaningful, as the STAM specifically 

targets only older users who may have unique needs, capabilities, preferences, 

experiences and limitations from the younger age group in our society (Mynatt 

and Rogers, 2001). Rogers (2003) further suggested five characteristics of 

innovation which may explain why individuals go through different rates of  

adoption, and these are: relative advantage to the user, compatibility with  

the value system of the user, complexity in terms of its ease of use, trialability  

(i.e. to be able to use before a user makes up his/her mind to adopt) and finally, 

observability (related to the degree to which the results of innovation are  

visible to others before users make up their mind to adopt or not adopt). 

  
 

2.5.3: The senior technological acceptance model (STAM) within the  

context of semi-automated technologies by older drivers  
 

Given the role that attitude plays in successful adoption, it is essential to  

understand the attitude of older adults towards technology to provide insights  

into their acceptance of it. Renaud and Van Biljon (2008) created a senior 

technology acceptance and adoption model (STAM).  This conceptual model was 

designed for predicting older adults’ acceptance and adoption of new technology. 

STAM has been developed from the original TAM (Davis, 1989) and like many  

other models evolved from TAM, STAM has been amended more precisely to 

explain technology acceptance with regards to older adults (Kyung O Kim, 2012). 

The TAM is an applied model of attitude that offers vital information about  

an individual's intention to use technology and what has influenced their attitude 

towards that technology and perception of its usefulness (Jain, 2014). The  

TAM highlights a multidimensional and complex set of factors and substantial  
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impact of individual beliefs and attitudes including perceived ease of use  

and benefit, which in turn influences technology adoption (Davis, 1989,  

Mitzner et al., 2010).      

                                                                                             

Although the adoption of technology amongst the general population has  

been widely studied, there is limited available evidence for its use amongst  

the older population for all technologies. Arguably, older adults are a  

heterogeneous group in terms of physical and cognitive capabilities and  

familiarity with new technology; it is justified to consider their needs and  

attitude towards technology (Carrigan and Szmigin, 1999; Brown and  

Venkatesh, 2005; Czaja et al., 2006). There appears to be the stereotypical 

perception of older people as weak, dependent, and resistant to change  

(Brown and Venkatesh, 2005; Carrigan and Szmigin, 1999; Czaja et al., 2006). 

However, in reality, older adults are among the wealthiest and most demanding 

consumers who pursue independent, active and socially connected lifestyles 

(McCloskey, 2006; Conci, Pianesi and Zancanaro, 2009; Coughlin, 2010).  

 

Contrary to social perception, older adults are aware of technological benefits  

and are willing to try new technology (Demiris et al., 2004). Older adults do  

not merely reject new technologies but, similar to the general population, their 

acceptance of technology is influenced by various factors such as usefulness  

and cost (McCloskey, 2006; McCreadie and Tinker, 2005; Melenhorst, Rogers,  

and Caylor, 2001). Nonetheless, there appears to be a gap in genuinely 

understanding the needs of older people and this influences the design of  

products. For instance, while older people value independence, privacy and  
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social interactions, current products focus mostly on safety and physical  

assistance (Demiris et al., 2004; Kang et al., 2010). This gap in understanding  

of their needs by designers results in poor adoption among older adults, as is  

in the use of personal emergency alarms to alert family members in case of 

emergencies, a system relatively well-known but only adopted by less than  

5% of the potential market (Lau, 2006).  

 

Lee and Coughlin (2015) argue that there are several factors that affect the  

adoption and acceptance of technologies by older people and these factors  

provide a better understanding of what influences decision making around  

strategies and design specifications as a technological product is planned,  

designed, developed, produced and distributed to older adults. These factors 

suggest that adoption of technology by older adults is not purely a technical  

topic but a rather complex issue with multiple aspects. The factors span across  

not only physical design and individual characteristics but also consider social 

settings and delivery channels as illustrated in figure 6. 

 

 

Figure 6: Four aspects addressed by technology adoption factors (Lee, Coughlin, 2015) 
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The various components in the STAM’s three phases as shown in figure 4,  

have many interdependent factors which influence a user’s decision for  

adoption and these are further described as follows:  

 

2.5.3.1: Perceived usefulness and potential benefit 
 

There is evidence to suggest that before accepting technology,  

older people tend to weigh its benefit against the compromises  

required of them. A US study considered acceptance of four different  

technologies in a vehicle system: night vision, blind spot detection,  

forward collision warning and intersection navigation (Smith et al.,  

2014). The study findings suggest that older drivers prefer a vehicle  

system that alerts them to potential hazards (forward collision warning  

system) but are not willing to give up vehicle control. Another study  

found that the global positioning system (GPS) tracking and collision  

warning systems were seen as beneficial as they increased driving  

confidence, especially amongst women (Hutchinson, 2004). 

 

2.5.3.2: Usability: ease of learning and use 
 

Another factor for successful adoption is ease of use of the product,  

which should be tested by the users, particularly older age groups  

as they generally face physical and cognitive challenges, and overall 

have lower technology familiarity (Czaja et al., 2006). While it is vital  

to meet the needs of older adults by providing practical benefits, it  

is equally critical to make easy-to-use technology so that their interests  

are realised (Wang, Redington, Steinmetz, and Lindeman, 2010). 
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Most vehicle systems seem to be designed mainly by manufacturers  

for drivers who tend to be fit and relatively healthy young adults and  

therefore make little, if any, allowance for older adults who face  

age-related decline in sensory, cognitive and physical skills (Waller,  

1991; OECD, 2001; Charlton et al., 2002; Morris et al., 2003). The 

technological products should be simple in design without overwhelming  

its older users with too many features, options or information (Mitzner  

et al., 2010) and with easy interactions with simple tasks such as  

pressing a button and straight forward commands (Steele et al., 

2009). Simple design principles facilitate the interface to be intuitively  

understandable, manageable and natural to use (Eisma et al., 2004;  

Lawry, Popovic, and Blackler, 2009) and interactions should not require  

fine physical dexterity or heavy cognitive processing (Kurniawan and  

Zaphiris, 2005). To minimise the need for extensive learning and memory, 

appropriate modes of control, feedback, and instructions must be  

provided (Emery et al., 2003; Mynatt and Rogers, 2001). For instance,  

use of touch screens may reduce workload by providing a precise match  

between display and control for ease of interaction with the product  

(Murata and Iwase, 2005; Wood, Willoughby, Rushing, Bechtel, and  

Gilbert, 2005). This will adjust for any age-related decline in learning  

performance and aptitude, especially if the information presented is  

too complicated (Simões and Pereira, 2009). One such product is the  

Apple iPad that illustrates the importance of usability. While the iPad  

was not designed or marketed specifically for older adults, its physical  

and graphical designs, such as its direct input interface and large screen,  
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have been suggested to be appropriate for the ease of use among  

older adults (Waycott et al., 2012).  

 

2.5.3.3: Affordability: perceived costs 
 

Bansal and Kockelman (2016) analysed the results of a large-scale  

survey amongst an American population (n=1088) between the ages of twenty-one 

and sixty-nine to explore their willingness to pay for different levels  

of automation in vehicles. The study found that older people were  

less willing to pay for automation than younger adults and older  

drivers also placed a lower value on automation than younger drivers.  

This reinforces that view that older people will only invest financially  

in products that are of benefit to them. 

 

2.5.3.4: Accessibility: knowledge of existence and availability 
 

Davern et al. (2015) carried out an online survey of older drivers  

(n=1070) aged sixty years and above, with eight in-depth interviews.  

This study found that participants had poor knowledge and awareness  

of various new safety technologies such as blind spot and lane  

departure warnings. Interestingly, the same study also highlighted  

that older drivers were less willing to accept safety features to  

replace human skills. Despite suitability of the product, there tends  

to be a lack of awareness of new technologies, and therefore effective  

marketing is required for adoption (Moschis, 2003, Heinz et al., 2013, 
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Tanriverdi and Lacono, 1999). Its successful adoption can determine 

 the success of a technological product; hence the entire process from  

development to delivery should be communicated effectively with the  

end users. This requires rigorous marketing along with follow-up support  

which reinforces a positive message to older people and can play a role  

in increasing adoption (Panagos, 2003; Wang et al., 2010). 

 

2.5.3.5: Professional support: on-going technical and training support 
 

Older adults are inclined to express a lower level of familiarity  

and trust towards a new technological product (The SCAN  

Foundation, 2010) and also tend to dislike technology that requires  

too much effort in learning or using it (Mitzner et al., 2010). This  

is partly due to the unavailability of technology-specific education  

and experience in the earlier stages of their lives thus reinforcing  

the need for technical support and proper coaching for adoption by  

older people (Ahn, 2004). This support includes technical assistance  

for installation and learning to operate along with simple non-technical  

written manuals and easy to access maintenance support (Aula,  

2005; Demiris et al., 2004; Steele et al., 2009). It is also important  

to consider how ongoing support can be effective without deskilling  

the driver with adverse outcomes, for instance, in the use of camera  

for reversing by older drivers who have stopped using physical skills  

to check rear safety before vehicle reversing (Jenness et al., 2007). 
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2.5.3.6: Social support: peer support and social acceptability 
 

Another important factor for successful adoption of technology  

is support from the “technology champions” who are groups  

or individuals that interface with older people such as family,  

friends, and community members (Wang et al., 2010). At the  

earlier stages of adoption, they foster better awareness of the 

technology and its benefits (Walsh and Callan, 2010) and then  

continue to act as advocates on the use of technology providing  

ongoing support to overcome barriers, as was the case for  

mobile phones (Conci et al., 2009; The SCAN Foundation, 2010).  

 

2.5.3.7: Independence: preventing stigmatization  

and protecting autonomy 

Despite age-related changes, older adults wish to remain  

independent for as long as possible (American Association of  

Retired Persons [AARP], 1999; Russell, 1999; Williams, Hughes,  

and Blackwell, 2005; Willis 1996). This psychosocial need (to stay  

independent) has significant implications for design and delivery  

of technological products, particularly because the physical design  

of technology targeted at older adults can be perceived as creating  

dependency and unintended consequences for health and social  

status. This perception of dependency and related stigmatisation can  

be a barrier to adopting and using technology (Demiris et al., 2004;  

Kang et al., 2010). In the case of personal emergency alarms  

older adults seem to have a negative opinion as these are often  
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worn as pendants and are obtrusive, recognisable as a care  

device and have a sense of shame linked to them (Steele et al.,  

2009; Walsh and Callan, 2010). Older adults are also reluctant  

to use walking aids due to their association with ageing and  

dependency (Gooberman-Hill and Ebrahim, 2007). It can then  

be suggested that older adults are more likely to adopt and  

continue to use technology that is not associated with signs  

of ageing or frailty and helps them remain independent along  

with having a sense of control and authority over its features  

and functions.   

 

2.5.3.8: Confidence: Freedom from Intimidation and Anxiety 
 

Even though many older adults are in fact interested in using  

new technology, their level of confidence in interacting with  

high-tech devices is generally lower than that of younger  

people and has relatively high levels of anxiety (Chung, Park,  

Wang, Fulk, and McLaughlin, 2010; Czaja et al., 2006; Ellis  

and Allaire, 1999). This lack of confidence can reduce the  

potential benefit, satisfaction and the likelihood of repeated  

usage (Meuter, Ostrom, Bitner, and Roundtree, 2003). To  

enhance user confidence, it is important to build intuitiveness  

and robustness into the design with appropriate cues and  

directions, along with providing appropriate training to  

address mistakes, as this will increase user confidence  

(Gregor, Newell, and Zajicek, 2002, Poynton, 2005). It is  
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imperative to acknowledge that there are risks associated with the use  

of ADAS and IVIS, which can cause a distraction, mental overload and  

confusion and requires behaviour modifications in the long term 

(Okola, Walton, 2003). 

 

2.6:  Identified knowledge gaps from the literature review on  

areas concerning / relevant to older drivers 

The literature review relating to the characteristics of older drivers,  

the current self-regulatory practices they use, emerging technologies 

 in the automobile industry with potential to support self-regulation,  

older drivers' attitudes, and the perceived barriers towards technology  

adoption has discovered the following gaps in knowledge: 

  

2.6.1: Older drivers 

Older drivers continue to be treated as a homogeneous group  

and their specific needs are not taken into consideration when  

designing many of the emerging technologies. Despite it being  

highlighted in earlier studies, there appears to be continued lack  

of user engagement from the design process of the technology  

through to its deployment. Additionally, there is a need to understand  

the attitudes of older people towards adoption and acceptability of  

these new technologies. Without successful adoption of these new  

technologies, older drivers are unlikely to adopt technology at a  

pace and scale compared to the other adult population.  
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2.6.2:   Driving self-regulation amongst older drivers 

Older drivers and their self-regulatory practice have been extensively  

considered in many empirical studies. However, the majority of these  

studies rely on self-reporting. This, in turn, has highlighted concerns on  

the validity and accuracy of self-reported measurements of driving exposure  

and practice (Huebner et al., 2006; Staplin, Gish and Joyce, 2008; Staplin,  

Gish and Wagner, 2003). There appears to be a lack of evidence in areas  

of self-regulation and the use of technologies for older people to optimise  

self-regulatory behaviour. This is in contrast to the practice for younger  

drivers, where telematics information can be used for providing feedback  

and to reinforce positive driving behaviour for road safety. There appears  

to be no such option available for older drivers where data from telematics  

can assist them in making informed choices. Such practice could potentially  

be useful where there is a limited insight into driving practice. 

 

Vision plays an important role in self-regulatory practice used by older  

drivers, however, there seems to be limited evidence on the effectiveness  

of our current system to measure vision requirements for the driving task.  

Moreover, the literature suggests a need for exploration of additional  

factors, such as situational awareness and useful field of vision to measure  

crash risk for drivers of all ages, but particularly useful for older drivers. 

Furthermore, gender difference exists for self-regulatory practice with  

many female older drivers more likely to give up driving earlier than  

male older drivers. Technologies such as the night vision enhancement 
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 systems (NVES) could potentially reduce a need for self-regulatory  

behaviour amongst older drivers. New evidence is also emerging in  

the area of younger drivers who are exploring the role of GDL to improve  

safety and experience of driving (Kinnear, 2014). However, there appears  

to be a significant gap in evidence over the use of such a driving licence for  

older drivers to assist them in their driving needs within their local communities. 

A driving licence similar to GDL may also assist older drivers to prepare  

themselves for driving cessation by providing them and their families with  

objective data about their driving.   

 

2.6.3: Semi-automated technologies in cars for older drivers 
 

The literature review has highlighted knowledge gaps in several areas such  

as the lack of involvement of older users for many of these technologies. 

Many products are designed for general use by drivers and consider older  

adults as part of this homogeneous group. There seems to be knowledge  

gaps in involving older adults in the entire revolutionary process of  

automation in cars, to understand their needs, and how these will be  

addressed along with what level of cognitive functioning is required  

for working with level 3 automation vehicles. Moreover, the technology 

itself is evolving and many of these products require on-going testing  

to provide assurance to older drivers that these can be used safely.  

There is also evidence urging international governments to work together  

to review current legislation, regulations and standards for technology  

development and for its safe deployment. Although there will always be  

an ambiguity around the consequences of full use of the technology,  
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it remains debatable whether older drivers completely appreciate the  

benefits of technological intervention (Rakotonirainy et al., 2009).  

Furthermore, despite the fact that vehicle to vehicle (V2V) and vehicle  

to individual (V2I) technologies could improve safety on ‘give-way’ junctions  

where older drivers are most vulnerable from the risk of being involved in  

a crash, it is still unclear as to how well these technologies will be accepted by older 

people (Rakotonirainy et al., 2009). 

 
2.6.4: The attitude of older drivers towards the adoption of the  

semi-automated technologies 
 

The older people tend to be late adopters of technologies and they also  

have unique needs, capabilities and limitations than other age group in  

a society. There has to be favourable environment where older people  

can experiment and explore new technologies. Older people also make decision  

about adoption based on perceived value from technologies. This Literature  

review has revealed that older people are highly likely to reject technologies  

in car such as ADAS that takes away control from them when driving. It is  

also evident from that the successful adoption of technology can play a  

significant role in enabling them to continuing driving safely for longer.  

However, this requires older drivers to build trust and proficiency in  

currently available ADAS (Reimer, 2014). This can only be fostered if  

the design considers and addresses barriers for adoption of technology,  

but the available evidence findings are contrary to this (Jenness et al., 2007).  

Hence it is justifiable to explore attitudes towards technological products  

and related barriers towards the adoption of the technology. These identified  
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gaps in current knowledge have been taken as the basis for this study and  

the research questions have been designed to address this gap as follows: 

• Older drivers’ reasons for self-regulation and  

effectiveness of current policy around self-regulatory  

practice used by older adults. 

• Emerging technologies and their potential use  

to assist older drivers for their driving tasks. 

• Older drivers’ attitudes, specifically towards  

emerging technologies in modern cars. 

• Older adults perceived barriers to the adoption  

of emerging technologies. 

 

2.7: Chapter Summary 
 

This chapter has highlighted gaps in knowledge through literature review  

in the selected areas concerning older drivers. Gaps from the literature  

have informed research questions for this study. These research questions  

are arranged in themes using the thematic analysis approach as shown  

in table 1. This study is designed using key principles of Renaud and  

Biljon’s (2008) STAM (Senior Technology Adoption Model) and Rogers  

(2003) theory of diffusion of innovation. These themes from the literature  

review, along with determinants of STAM, have been used to build the  

priori codes for data analysis as illustrated in the chapter four. Thematic  

analysis is one of the predominant techniques used for analysing qualitative  

data and this technique is used in this study. It involves the process of  
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Table 2: Research questions arranged in four themes 

searching, identifying and exploring codes and themes based on initial  

concepts in the description of a phenomenon (Daly, Kellehear and Gilksman,  

1997). Detailed information on questions around these themes is shown  

in appendix 4. Chapter three discusses the research design of the study.  

The next chapter details the methodological considerations and the  

research approach used to facilitate the study, based on the principles  

of practitioner research.  

 

Theme 1: Self-regulation 

• Understanding of  

self-regulatory practices 

• Type of self-regulation 

• Impact of self-regulation on 

community mobility 

• The perceived role of technologies 

on reducing need for self-regulation  

e.g. telematics and GDL (graduated 

driver licence) 
 

 

Theme 2: Knowledge/awareness  
of semi-automation technologies 
 

• Awareness of semi-automated 

technologies 

• Source of new information in  

relation to new technologies in cars 

• Knowledge of telematics/black box 

used by younger drivers 

 

Theme 3: Acceptance of 
technologies 
 

• Usability e.g. ease of use 

• Perceived usefulness 

• Factors affecting their acceptance  

of technologies 

• Intention to adopt and make  

full use of technologies 
 

 

Theme 4: Barriers of acceptance  
of Technologies 
 

• Factors seen as barriers for 

acceptance of new technologies 

• Factors perceived as barriers for 

adoption of new technologies 
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Chapter 3:   

Research methodology considerations and research design 
 

3.1: Chapter Introduction 
 

This is a small-scale practitioner research study for acquiring knowledge  

related to older drivers’ experiences towards the adoption of emerging  

technologies, and how this affects their self-regulatory practice. The  

previous chapter identified gaps in the available evidence and, coupled  

with the researcher's own experience as an expert assessor in the field  

of medical fitness to drive, has led to the development of primary  

questions for the study.     

 

This chapter starts with the research approach used in this study  

for knowledge creation through practitioner research, and how this  

knowledge creation delineates from the academic doctoral research  

route. This section leads on to the researcher's own position within  

this study and the use of critical reflexivity as the vital component  

of professional doctorate throughout the study. Hunt and Sampson  

(2006) have interpreted ‘reflexivity’ to be not dissimilar to a cognitive  

ability, whereupon an individual moves effortlessly between considering  

an internal, personal perspective on oneself to viewing themselves  

externally, as part of the wider scene. In relation to the researcher,  

reflexivity indicates both self-reflection and introspection so that the 

researcher is aware of his/her own influence on the object as well  

as his/her own subjectivity on the area which is being studied  
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(Poppveniuc, 2014). This chapter describes critical realism as research  

perspectives, its rationality for this particular study and concludes with  

a section on how methodological rigour has been applied.  

 

3.2 Selecting the research approach 
 

For any organisation, knowledge is the essential resource and  

knowledge creation plays a vital role in ongoing innovation to 

provide a competitive edge in any industry (Nonaka and Takeuchi,  

1995). Until recently, it was believed that knowledge is homogeneous  

and discipline-specific, which can only be generated through the  

academia, generally referred to as the Mode 1 knowledge (Gibbons  

et al., 1994). This view of the pedagogy can be seen as hierarchical  

with limited use and has been criticised for its quality assurance  

through the peer review judgements within educational institutions  

(Gibbons et al., 1994). The main criticism relates to the limited  

experience of the academic researchers as practical issues of  

implementation of the knowledge have not been adequately  

addressed (Jarvis, 1999). In contrast, a new heterogeneous  

method of knowledge generation through the skills and experience  

of experts has emerged, referred to as the Mode 2 (Gibbons et  

al., 1994), which arguably can be created through a professional  

doctorate programme embedded in the workplace (Boud and  

Solomon, 2001). The knowledge generated through work-based 

learning promotes the development of the worker as well as of  

the organisation (Durrant et al., 2009). This professional doctorate,  
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which uses the transdisciplinary approach not driven by academic  

disciplines but by the requirements of the workplace, is a fairly  

recent emergence in the academic world (Walsh, 2011). Walsh  

(2011) asserts that practitioner researchers have an advantage  

over the academic researchers as they have intimate knowledge  

and nuances within an organisation which is an essential element  

of the practitioner-researcher. This knowledge is used to gain  

qualitative information through in-depth involvement and provides  

rich data to understand issues related to the situation (Jarvis, 1999).   

 

The ontological position of the researcher has emerged from the  

basis of experiential knowledge where the researcher views that  

generally, the self-regulatory practices used by older drivers are  

ineffective leading to premature driving cessation affecting their  

health and well-being. The researcher accepts the fact that the  

self-regulation framework within the UK will continue to be used  

by drivers of all ages hence the researcher’s ontological perspective  

is limited specifically to older drivers within the regulatory framework  

for England only. This study has only explored factors which are  

likely to influence older drivers to self-regulate their behaviour,  

their awareness of new technology and barriers to the adoption  

of technology, which could potentially optimise safer driving practices  

for longer. The researcher is interested in how technology can  

assist the self-regulatory process. The researcher believes that  

the new emerging technologies can support older drivers maintain  
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safe driving for longer, and also assist them in preparing for driving  

cessation in a timely manner. These ontological assumptions have  

originated from personal experiential knowledge as a practitioner  

in a specialised field of carrying out medical fitness to drive assessment  

for drivers of all ages. The researcher's ontological notions are driven by  

his professional values to maintain driving independence so that older  

drivers can enjoy a fulfilling life. These values and ontological assumptions  

have motivated the researcher to acquire new knowledge in this area for  

his professional development within his organisation.  

 

As a practising professional the researcher has developed extensive  

insights into self-regulatory behaviours. The researcher is also aware  

that older drivers lack awareness of their own physical and cognitive  

abilities. Additionally, through direct interaction, he has also developed 

understanding into the considerable impact of driving cessation on older  

drivers for their health and well-being.  

 

From the epistemological perspective, many of the emerging technologies 

in cars are likely to assist older drivers in safe driving by optimising their  

self-regulatory behaviour, provided these are accepted and adopted.  

These assumptions have driven this study under the "practice-led  

research" domain (Candy, 2006) and the researcher, through this  

study, has aimed to generate new knowledge to inform practice on  

how older drivers can be supported in adopting emerging technologies. 

Arguably, practitioner research tends to acquire new knowledge to apply  
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the practical solution to a problem by careful and diligent enquiry,  

and therefore has very different goals as compared to traditional  

scientific research (Stringer, 2008). Moreover, each practicing  

professional has their unique ontological perspective and thus  

have their own theories which inform concepts and therefore is 

different from the traditional theories (Jarvis, 1999). Jarvis (1999)  

further argues that the practitioner research is unique to an individual’s  

practice; hence any theory generated from such research is primarily  

untested but has potential to be applied in practice. This could then  

become metatheory once applied and critically reflected upon (as  

highlighted in figure 7, page 93). While it is difficult to generalise the  

findings of a personal theory emerged from practitioner research,  

debatably, given the importance of reflective learning in improving  

professional practice, the theory generated through this route can  

be integrated into practice (Jarvis, 1999). 

 

Leinhardt et al. (1995) defends concerns raised by critiques on the  

issue of integration of academic knowledge into practice by stating  

that ‘integrating knowledge learned in the academy with knowledge 

learned in practice is neither trivial nor is it obvious how this integration  

should be accomplished’. It is perhaps for this reason that the critical  

reflexivity is the crucial element of a professional doctorate which  

supports practitioner research to improve practice (Schön, 1983,  

1987). The practitioner researcher uses critical reflexivity to demonstrate  

experiential learning intertwined with practitioner research (Eraut, 1995  

and Boud Walker, 1998) and develops new contextual knowledge.  
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In addition to critical reflexivity, it is also a well-known fact that many  

practitioner researchers use their tacit knowledge to integrate learning  

from practitioner research. Polányi (1966) further asserts that explicit  

knowledge differs from tacit knowledge in a way that explicit knowledge 

is encoded and communicated in systematic language while tacit knowledge  

is much more in-depth than what can be expressed in words and again, it  

is very personal, as it involves personal interpretation of the professional  

and how it is applied in practice. This notion is well argued by Freshwater  

and Rolfe (2001) who introduces the methodology of reflexivity as a means  

to convert practice reflection into research and suggests that an embedded 

practitioner could take on the role of practitioner-researcher. Within this 

role, the practitioner explores practice with an inductive lens and integrates 

both practice and research.  

 

Generating knowledge through this way has several challenges which  

can range from the size of practitioner research study and related issues  

such as power relationships between researcher and the participants,  

thus questioning study validity (Mackintosh, 1998). To address these  

challenges, Gibbons et al., (1994) suggest two further modes of knowledge 

generation, referred to as Mode 3 and Mode 4. Both these modes are  

contextual and personal where Mode 3 knowledge encompasses deliberation  

using tacit knowledge and Mode 4 is concerned with the development  

of the individual through explicit critical reflection.  

 

As the findings from practitioner research cannot be generalised, Jarvis  

(1999) asserts that new knowledge gained can be considered as a unique  
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aspect of the theory and informs a personal theory of practice. Thomas  

(1998) supports this assertion by emphasising the use of critical  

reflexivity in practitioner research to corral, cleanse and use knowledge  

to improve explanatory structure and practice rather than theorise new  

findings. There is ongoing support for this approach as it allows the  

practitioner researcher to develop transferable skills and gain higher  

qualifications to make a significant contribution of knowledge of practice  

through research (Becher and Trowler, 2001; Bourner et al., 2001,  

Thomas 1998).  

 

3.3: The researcher’s position 

One of the challenges of the professional doctorate is that of the  

researcher’s own position around power relations that the researcher  

has with his own organisation, his colleagues and stakeholders  

(Drake and Heath 2011). The notion of power has been defined in  

several ways as force, influence, effectiveness and acceptance  

of authority (Behuniak, 2010) which can debatably have an impact  

on the research study, including data sources. This researcher  

has been mindful of the potential power issues and has accounted  

for it by positioning himself as an observer. The researcher has  

used his experiential and tacit knowledge from his practice to  

design this study, analyse collected data and finally prepare the  

thesis. However, to adjust for objectivity the researcher deliberately  

positioned himself as an outsider for the data collection aspects.  

This positions the researcher as an insider for most parts of this  
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research study. As an insider, the researcher engaged with new  

knowledge at all stages of the project from conceptualisation  

through methodology, methods and empirical work to writing  

the thesis (Drake and Heath, 2011). 

 

This continuous integration of analytical and technical knowledge,  

along with experiential learning, enhances professional development  

but arguably, to provide academic rigour, it requires critical and  

analytic reflection (Flyvbjerg, 2001). This significant reworking of  

knowledge leads the individual to become a peer in knowledge  

production through practice (Maher et al., 2008). In this context  

as a practitioner-researcher, the chosen area for investigation is  

the area where the practitioner requires a practical solution for  

specific research questions around older drivers’ perspectives  

on the adoption of emerging technologies. Jarvis (1998) views  

practitioner research as a continuum in professional practice  

where a practical solution to a specific issue is sought through  

research. The findings from a research study may result in a  

personal theory which is then tested in the practice and is  

validated for its usefulness through ongoing critical reflection  

(Boud and Walker, 1998; Eraut, 1995). This reflective practice  

potentially identifies further gaps in knowledge requiring ongoing  

research for knowledge creation has the potential to improve  

practice and, for this study, to improve service provision for older  

drivers (as shown in Figure 7). 
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Figure 7: The relationship between practice, continuing learning and personal theory 

Adapted from Jarvis (1998) 
 

The next section of this chapter discusses the chosen research  

perspectives and reasoning for choosing critical realism as a paradigm. 

3.4: Research perspectives 
 

Although practitioner research is not driven by academic disciplines,  

practitioner researchers tend to draw on methods and techniques  

from social sciences (Portwood, 2007). The researcher applies  

critical realism paradigm to gain a more in-depth understanding of  

the perspectives of older drivers towards the adoption of emerging  

technologies. The researcher's ontological assumption is also  

aimed to alleviate digital inequalities amongst older people by  

not making full use of new technologies. Arguably, critical realism  

is a better fit for research in a social and health context as it focusses  

on exposing generative mechanisms (social structures) which may  

be oppressive or controlling of individuals or groups (Bhaskar 1997,  

Benton and Craig, 2010). 
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Critical realism and reflexivity go hand in hand to understand  

social and institutional constructions that expose specific ideologies  

with the intent to increase critical awareness and correct social  

inequalities (Bohman, 2016). Additionally, reflexivity can be used  

to address biases inherent in research to provide academic rigour  

and objectivity to a study (Soros, 2008). This new knowledge raises  

consciousness and awareness in those affected so that previously  

unrecognised needs and wants to become more desirable and  

sought after. Bhaskar (1975, 1978, 1989, 1998), and Zachariadis  

et al., (2010) consider critical realism to take a middle ground  

between empiricism and positivism on one end of the spectrum  

with philosophy and antinaturalism or interpretivism and therefore  

it provides more realist ontology to researchers.  
 

An essential characteristic of critical realism is that the world  

exists independently of what it is thought about, hence supporting  

the research community to accept the fallibility of its knowledge  

and agrees with the fact that the truth may never be found and  

indeed, may turn out to be incorrect (Zachariadis et al., 2010).  

 

Bhaskar (1978) also suggests that critical realism has a stratified  

ontology, classified as empirical, actual and real, hence epistemologically  

it has a unique dimension. However, Bhaskar (1978) contends the  

empirical domain arguing that observers may never observe events.  

This is further supported by Sayer (2000) suggesting that it is not the  

case that the researcher cannot observe the real or actual domain but  
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indicates that it is possible that not everything is visible, and observation  

can be fallible. Hence, it is quite challenging to have a full understanding  

of any social situation. However, the primary reason for the researcher  

to use the critical realism paradigm is that it is relatively tolerant and is  

more compatible with a wide range of research methods in comparison  

to positivism and interpretivism (Sayer, 2000). For this study, the concept  

suggested by Sayer (2000) applies well (see Figure 8). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Application of critical realism in this research study  

(adapted from Sayer, 2000, p15). 
 

The driving licence system in the UK provides a framework for all drivers,  

hence forming a structure which is developed through a rigorous process  

based on scientific evidence from the subject matter, experts for road safety,  

as well as views from users. This structure allows drivers to self-regulate  

their driving patterns and accommodate their changing health needs.  

There is also provision within this structure for drivers to operate with  
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adaptations and DVLA to provide different classes of driving licence  

that could meet standards for medical fitness to drive (Assessing  

Fitness to Drive; DVLA, August 2018). 

 

There are mechanisms which considers how new products  

are developed in the automobile industry (including products for  

automation in cars) and are then made available to all drivers.  

Manufacturers are required to work under specific regulations  

and legislation to ensure products are designed to meet users’  

needs. However, there may be gaps in these mechanisms both  

from the aspects of the regulators as well as the manufacturers,  

which could be the reason why older drivers perceive many  

new technologies unfit for their purpose.  

 

There are events such as poor adoption rates for older drivers for  

emerging technologies in auto mobility sectors; thus, older drivers  

are not utilising its full benefit leading, in some cases, to early driving  

cessation. These events can have a severe effect on their health  

and well-being as driving cessation is linked with an increased rate  

of depression and isolation amongst the older age group (Ling and  

Mannion, 1995). It can, therefore, be argued that if older drivers  

are supported adequately through the use of technologies, these  

can then assist them in maintaining their mobility improving  

self-confidence, self-esteem and feelings of autonomy, protection,  

and prestige (Ellaway, Macintryre, Hiscock and Kearns, 2003). 
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It is essential for users of all ages to accept and adopt new technologies  

so that older drivers are not deprived the benefits of technology. This  

requires conducive conditions for all stakeholders to work collaboratively.  

This research study is interested in finding out about these conditions  

from a users’ perspective in terms of their attitude and perceived barriers. 
 

3.5: Research methodological choice and strategy 
 

As this is a practitioner research study and not intended to test any  

theory, an inductive approach is more appropriate as opposed to  

the deductive approach. In the inductive approach, theories are  

constructed as a result of observations from research. The inductive  

approach also includes looking for a pattern based on observations  

and developing a theory for those patterns through hypotheses  

(Bernard, 2011). With the inductive approach, there are no assumptions  

during the early stages of research and the researcher has no  

presumptions about the nature of the findings. Applying this approach  

within the context of this study, the researcher has used data to construct  

themes and describe circumstances concerning the self-regulatory  

practice of older drivers and their attitudes towards technology adoption  

(Lodico et al., 2010). This study uses a qualitative approach for data  

collection which enables the researcher to explore and understand  

the meaning that individuals give to specific situations (Creswell, 2009).  

Through this qualitative research, the study focuses on the way  

participants interpret and make sense of their experience of using  

car technology (Atkinson et al., 2001). 
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A qualitative approach is used as it enables the researcher to undertake  

an in-depth exploration and gain insights into the attitude towards  

technology of older drivers, which is not possible through quantitative  

means. Moreover, qualitative data provides a richness of information  

that researchers capture through the process of deep attentiveness  

of empathetic understanding (Punch, 2009). 

 

The qualitative method also enables the researcher to understand  

older drivers’ behaviour and attitudes towards the adoption of emerging  

technologies and their self-regulatory practice within the context of  

driving. Self-regulatory behaviour and attitude have their roots in  

psychology, with human behaviour playing a vital role in determining  

the acceptance of technology and its role in self-regulation. Using the  

qualitative approach, the primary data collection for this study has been  

achieved through semi-structured interviews making it possible to gather  

rich data from people in various roles and situations (Myers, 2009).  

 

According to Myers (2009), there are three types of interviews, namely:  

structured, unstructured and semi-structured. Structured interviews refer 

to questions which are defined in advance and the participant of the  

research study has minimal choices in answering them. Unstructured  

interviews have fewer predefined questions and use more open-ended  

questions, offering the researcher to gain more in-depth insight from  

the participants. The semi-structured interviews are a middle ground  

between the structured and unstructured interviews, which have  
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predefined questions. However, answers to the questions are not  

limited and secondary questions can be asked even during the  

interview itself (Myers, 2009). 

 

Unstructured and structured interviews were not considered  

for this study, as the structured interview was seen as too restrictive  

and considered of little benefit in gaining a more in-depth understanding.  

Conversely, an unstructured interview, despite having its merit to  

acquire deeper meaning to research questions, is perceived as too  

difficult to control and manage (Myers, 2009). As a practising clinician,  

the researcher has interviewing skills along with other prerequisites for  

this task, such as listening skills and questioning techniques. However,  

the researcher is aware that undertaking an interview as a part of the  

research study requires additional skills than those used in standard  

clinical discussions. This is because the research interview is based  

on a particular theme and requires specific skills from the interviewer  

to obtain breadth as well as its content linking the information back to  

the research questions (Wengraf, 2001). The researcher has discussed  

how he has prepared himself for this role for the study, which is  

presented in the next chapter within the pilot phase of this study. 

 

3.6: Data analysis 

For qualitative research, it is crucial that data analysis has to be  

organised categorically and chronologically, reviewed repeatedly  

and continually coded to ensure information can be drawn from it  
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(Creswell, 2003). Therefore, the analysis of data for this study  

was done in three stages, namely that of data transcribing, coding  

and analysing. 

 

3.6.1: Coding 
 

To provide a meaningful interpretation of the generated data from  

this qualitative study consistent coding has been used. This study  

used the thematic analysis method to analyse qualitative data.  

Braun and Clarke (2006) describe thematic analysis as the process  

of identifying patterns or themes with qualitative data. The thematic  

analysis provides freedom to the researcher as this is a method  

rather than a methodology and not constrained by any pre-existing  

theoretical framework and it can be used within different theoretical  

frameworks (Braun and Clarke, 2006; Clarke and Braun, 2013).  

Dey (1999) asserts that a social researcher can use prior knowledge  

from data to inform analysis rather than to direct it. Chapter 2,  

detailing the literature review, has provided useful background  

data to allow code formulation. Two types of codes are mainly  

used in the qualitative research studies; one being a Priori  

code and the second the emergent code. As the name suggests,  

the Priori codes are created beforehand and applied to the text  

(Stemler, 2001). The Priori codes for this study have been  

developed using information from the literature review leading  

on to the development of four themes based on gaps in knowledge  

identified from the literature review as well as experiential  
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knowledge of the researcher from practice using determinants  

from STAM (Senior Technology Adoption Model). For this study,  

these are listed as below: 

 

3.6.1.1: Priori Code A 

This is related to factors influencing older drivers’  

decisions to self-regulate  

The literature review highlighted that despite a decline in cognitive  

functioning, there remains low rate of self-regulatory behaviour in  

a cohort of older drivers in a study by Baldock et al. (2008). Charlton  

et al. (2010) also found in their studies that not all older drivers adopt 

protective strategies in the form of self-regulation in response to their  

cognitive decline and Unsworth et al. (2007) warrant further investigation  

into the driving behaviour of this group of road users. This code (A)  

is used to identify the main reasons older drivers self-regulate their  

driving tasks and identify areas where technologies can play a role  

in minimising or reducing the need for self-regulation. 

 

3.6.1.2: Priori Code B 

This is related to older drivers’ knowledge and awareness  

of new technologies in cars 

The STAM model (Renaud and Biljon, 2008) has three phases – the 

objectification phase, the incorporation phase and the non-corporation 

phase. In the first two phases, users are influenced by social factors  

such as influences from family and friends about products and their 
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usefulness, and also the opportunity to experiment/explore  

a product prior to its formal adoption. Rogers (2003) also  

suggested observability of the product by the user as one of  

the five characteristics prior to commencing the process of  

adoption. It is for this reason that the code B has been developed  

to gain insight into older drivers’ knowledge/awareness of new  

technologies in cars. 

 

3.6.1.3: Priori Code C 

Older drivers’ attitude towards adoption of semi-automated 

technologies in cars 

Mckinsey Global Institute (Manyika et al., 2013) identifies that by 2025  

many emerging technologies are likely to have significant social and  

economic impacts in society. Autonomous or near-autonomous vehicles  

are seen as safe modes of personal transportation, especially for older  

and disabled drivers. These vehicles will be beneficial to such drivers  

even when they are not able to drive due to a decline in their physical  

and cognitive health (Litman, 2019). However, despite claims by  

manufacturers and developers, adoption of such technologies is  

relatively slow amongst the older population as compared to the  

younger age group (Manyika et al., 2013). This slow adoption rate  

amongst older adults has the potential to widen the digital divide  

between younger and older drivers within society and create  

inequalities. The main focus of this study is to discover what will  

persuade older drivers to accept and adopt new technologies.  
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3.6.1.4: Priori Code D 

Barriers for technology adoption 

Davies (1989) highlights the importance of attitude through  

the technology adoption model (TAM), which suggests that  

attitude plays a vital role for individuals to adopt technologies.  

However, there are various factors such as lack of user  

engagement, lack of support and training for users, affordability,  

user-friendly products, and user choice and control, which  

are seen as common barriers for the adoption of technologies.  

It is crucial to find out more about these barriers so that the  

needs of the users can be identified to encourage adoption.   

 

Data collected from the main study has been organised into categories  

which led to themes by using the principles of thematic analysis. The  

thematic analysis is a technique used in qualitative research studies  

to analyse and interpret textual data. This follows the systematic process  

of coding, examining meaning and provision of a description of the social  

reality through the creation of a "theme" (Vaismoradi et al., 2016).   

 

3.7: Ethical approval  

As cited in Drake and Heath (2010) the modern ethical approach for  

research studies has its roots in the extremely sensitive Nuremberg  

Trials which considered if experimentation on humans was, or had  

been, ethically justified. Drake and Heath (2010) reiterate that the  

Nuremberg Code assert that participants in such research should  

give voluntary consent, be free from coercion and be able to withdraw  
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at any time having first understood through clear information the  

purpose of the study and the methods that would be used. The  

development of research ethics resulted in acceptance that anyone  

conducting research should follow the conventions of participants’  

confidentiality, anonymity and the right to withdraw. This research  

study has followed the expected principles and sought appropriate  

ethical approvals. The ethical perspective for this study centres on  

two aspects as outlined below. 

 

3.7.1: Professional ethics 
 

Professional ethics, which were first established in medicine, have  

become enshrined in other public service professions such as social  

work and teaching. These ethics, usually referred to as a code  

of practice or standards, are there not only to protect people who  

are on the receiving end of professional ministrations, but also as  

regulatory devices by which professional behaviour or misbehaviour  

can be judged. These codes usually focus on the practices in which  

the professional engages with clients or users, and less on the practices 

that professionals engage with between themselves (Drake and Heath,  

2011). As a practising professional, the researcher is registered  

with the Health and Care Professional Council (HCPC), which is a  

regulatory body in the UK and has a clear framework for professionals  

to work under guidelines for research (HCPC, 2018). The council  

also has codes of practice and professional standards which the  

researcher is adhered to.   
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3.7.2: Research ethics 
 

Universities have processes and procedures to protect participants and  

institutions involved in research projects conducted under their name,  

and these increasingly apply to research conducted by staff and students  

at both undergraduate and postgraduate levels (Drake, Heath, 2011). 

Phronesis guides researchers to progress their study and since this study  

is a social science study, the researcher was guided by following four  

value-rational questions to guide decisions for action (Flyvbjerg, 2001): 
 

1. Where are we going? 

2. Is this development desirable? 

3. Who gains and who loses, and by which mechanisms of power? 

4. What, if anything, should we do about it? 

 

Participants for this study have been selected voluntarily from across  

England which addresses any potential bias introduced by power.  

The data collection process used is non-invasive and hence not judged  

to pose any risk or harm to its participants. Approval from the University  

of Chester ethics committee was obtained before the commencement  

of the study, including the pilot phase (see Appendix 2). 

 
3.8 Methodological rigour 
 

The practitioner researcher is not immune to criticism from the academic  

researcher mainly for their inability to take a neutral view on areas which  

are being researched, hence casting doubt on the objectivity of such  

research (Walsh, 2011). However, Van Manen (2006) argues that when  

studying the laws of causality, which govern physical objects and studying  
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of human actions, it is not only unachievable but inappropriate for a  

practitioner-researcher to maintain complete neutrality. Siebert and Mills  

(2007) suggest that a practitioner-researcher can still provide objectivity  

to the practitioner research study by robust methodology and a meticulous  

audit trail to ensure that interpretations are justified. For qualitative research,  

it is essential that at an early stage the researcher recognises through  

reflexivity any intentional or unintentional influences of self on the data  

(Fontana, 2004). For this study, these were addressed by accepting and  

openly accounting for personal and professional assumptions of the main  

research questions. This has allowed the researcher to achieve the necessary  

rigour and trustworthiness by critical evaluation of self as an investigator by an 

understanding of such influences (Koch, 1994). The reflexive approach has been 

used throughout to minimise bias and influences on the data and subsequent  

results. This has allowed the researcher to provide academic rigour. This was 

achieved by recording emotions, thoughts and feelings during the study. It is 

reasonable to state that for a quantitative study, researchers can distance 

themselves from the research to achieve objectivity and validity (Breuer et al.,  

2000). However, it is somewhat challenging for qualitative research studies  

because it is very difficult to achieve a complete outsider position and maintain 

independence from the findings. Perhaps that’s the reason that Freshwater (2005) 

recommends the use of reflexivity in overcoming subjectivity in qualitative research. 

This process encouraged the researcher to be transparent and by inspiring the 

researcher to look beyond their usual introspective focus and consider the broader 

impact of social and political influences (Freshwater and Rolfe, 2001). The next 

section is on research study design. 
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3.9: Research Design 

This study is designed using the key principles of Renaud and Biljon’s (2008)  

STAM (senior technology adoption model) and Rogers’ (2003) diffusion of  

innovation theory. This section focusses on the research study design both  

for the pilot and the main study. It includes an explanation on how the pilot  

study is used before the main study as a tool in order to gain the necessary  

logistical information about using semi-structured interviews, Priori code  

validation for data organisation and analysis. The primary aim is to gain  

new knowledge on the experiences of older drivers in adoption of new  

technologies in cars. The objectives of this research study are: 

• To explore the factors that influence self-regulatory practices of  

older drivers in their driving, and to explore their views on the use  

of technologies for assisting in safer driving for longer, hence  

potentially reducing the need for self-regulation 

• To determine their level of knowledge and awareness on  

emerging technologies  

• To explore their attitude towards the adoption of emerging technologies  

• To identify potential barriers towards the adoption of emerging  

technologies 

 

To gain new knowledge using the qualitative approach, this study has been 

completed in two phases: 

• Phase one: The pilot study 

• Phase two: The main study 
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3.9.1: The Pilot Phase 

The main aim of the pilot study has been to ensure that the researcher  

is adequately prepared for the main research study. In this phase, initial  

data collection commenced with a fairly random group of people who  

experienced the phenomenon under study and who assisted the  

researcher in logistics, such as timings for the interview, types of questions  

etc. for the main research study. The pilot study is also used to prepare  

interview protocol for the chosen research method (i.e. semi-structured  

interviews) for the main study. See appendix – 4 for the interview protocol.  

 

3.9.1.1: Number of participants for the pilot study 
 

The researcher has recruited two drivers for the pilot phase of the study.  

The participants are male and female aged 78 and 65 years respectively.  

These participants have been subsequently excluded from the main  

research study. 

 

3.9.1.2: Characteristics of participants for the pilot study 
 

The male participant is in excellent physical health with a keen  

interest in cars and classic cars restoration so has a good  

understanding of technologies and driving a car is perceived  

as an integral activity of his daily living. The female participant  

is active and in good health but does not enjoy driving and does  

so only when necessary limiting herself to local journeys and  

with a tendency to self-regulate.  
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3.9.1.3: Timeline for the pilot study  
 

The researcher received ethical approval from the University of  

Chester ethics committee in May 2017 and commenced the pilot  

phase in June 2017. This phase concluded in July 2017 with findings  

being shared with study supervisors. These findings assisted  

the researcher to conceptualise the main research study. 

 

3.9.1.4: Learning related to logistical aspects of the data collection 
 

The researcher has used learning from this pilot study to inform the  

logistical process of data collection. This has assisted the researcher  

in developing a protocol for semi-structured interviews using principles  

of logic models (Gugiu and Rodrı´guez-Campos, 2007), (see appendix 4),  

and highlighted strong points as well as areas for improvement. It became  

apparent from the pilot that the allocated 45 minutes for each interview  

was inadequate; in practice, each interview lasted for almost one hour  

and forty-five minutes. The prime reason for this has been the amount  

of open questions and deviation from the main questions. Another  

contributing factor was some repetition of questions with poor sequencing.  

The strong points highlighted were the benefits of using a video clip  

(YouTube on ‘Top 10 advanced car technologies’, 2016) on emerging  

technologies in cars over the next five years. It was apparent that this  

was the best way to raise awareness of new technologies as both  

participants acknowledged that they were unaware of such advances.  

On reflection it would have been almost impossible to have a meaningful  

discussion around emerging technologies if this strategy (the use of  
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a 5-minute video clip) was not used.  Additionally, the use of an  

audio recorder (with participants’ permission) worked well, along  

with pacing when the participants required a break. Both interviews  

have been conducted at the participants’ residence to ensure  

they felt at ease in their own natural environment and to improve  

participation in the entire process. Each interview has required  

five hours or more to transcribe the collected data. As a result,  

the researcher was able to plan his interview time and book  

appointments with other participants at regular intervals to allow  

timely transcription immediately following the interview. 

 

3.9.1.5: Use of Semi- structured interview for data collection 
 

The pilot study confirmed semi-structured interviews as the most  

appropriate research method to generate data through active  

interaction between the researcher and the participant. Using an  

inductive strategy, semi-structured interviews allowed the researcher  

to examine the whole scenario to understand the ideas and feelings  

of those being interviewed in the natural setting of their home  

environment (Layder, 1994).  

 

3.9.1.6: Findings using Priori codes 
 

The Priori codes developed earlier based on findings from the  

literature have been reviewed during the pilot study, which confirmed  

that the priori codes are the best way to organise primary data from   
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interviews. This provides the researcher with a systematic approach to  

organise primary data. These codes form an essential part of the data  

analysis and provide insights to analyse qualitative texts from the interviews.  

 
 

3.9.1.7: Validation of Priori Codes  
 

The pilot study has also been used to validate pre-determined Priori Codes  

and develop further categories within each priori codes. Using the open  

coding process, primary data has been broken down into discrete parts,  

closely examined and compared for similarities and differences (McGhee,  

Marland and Atkinson, 2007). Open coding is the process of breaking down, 

comparing, conceptualising and categorising data (Strauss and Corbin,  

1998). Strauss and Corbin (1998) also suggest that during analysis using  

an open coding process one needs to analyse texts by each word phrase  

and sentence to provide meaning to texts. Table 3 illustrates (highlighted 

texts) how the open coding process led to the development of determinants  

as per STAM from the collected data from the pilot study. The first stage  

of analysis began with data organisation using priori codes, the second  

stage involved allocating open codes to texts in the data which are  

presented in this section as determinants for the Priori codes (see table 3).  

A number of determinants combined together to make a category within  

each Priory Codes as shown in the table 4. A category is defined as  

being significant to respondents (Schreiber, 2001). For example, the  

cost of new cars with emerging technologies is seen as unaffordable  

for retired pensioners.  
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Priori 
Code 
 

 
Quotes 

 
Informant 

 
Open code  
(problems) 

 

STAM 
determinants 

 

C 
 

P:  Will I adopt it? No, no, if somebody 

wants to give me a car, and I don’t want  

to spend thirty-five thousand pounds on  

a car with all this technology that’s got to  

be maintained by the main dealer because 

you can’t go anywhere else, and pay out 

six or seven hundred pounds a year  

to have it serviced possibly, it’s not 

something any older person, except  

for if they were very wealthy, would  

even bother to contemplate 
 

I:  So, the cost could be…. 
 

P:  The cost of new technology in a 

modern car would far outweigh the  

need for such a device as it would  

be sitting in the driveway most of  

the time 
 

I:  So, you have answered the next 

question, which is the barrier for adopting 

such technology, so it would be the  

cost? That would be the big factor? 
 

P: It would be, it would be. If you are 

earning fifty, sixty thousand a year and  

you are going to borrow money to buy  

a car, well it’s easy because you are 

making money easy but you know  

people don’t pay thirty-five thousand  

for a car now they pay five thousand  

and pay so much per month, this is the 

way it’s done, people in employment 
 

 

Driver P: 

page 3 

 

Cost too 

much 

money; not 

worth the 

money spent 

 

Affordability 

as a 

determinant 

for the Priory 

Code C-3 

 
Table 3:  A snapshot of the generation of determinants of Priori codes (based on STAM) from 
data collected using open coding process. 
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Priory codes 

 

Determinants 

 

Categories 

 
A: Self-regulation 
 

 
• Vision 
• Physical health 
• Cognitive decline 
• Personal choice 
• Confidence 
• Fear/anxiety 
 

 

 
A - 1   Self-regulation  
           for health reasons 
 

A - 2   Self-regulation  
           out of choice / volition 
 

A - 3   Effectiveness of  
          self-regulation 
 

 
B: Knowledge/awareness  
     of technologies 

 
• Current knowledge 
• Source for new knowledge 
• User context of 

technologies, such  
as telematics for younger 
drivers 

 

 
B -    Diffusion of innovation 

 
C: Attitude to accept 

 
• Facilitating condition to 

experiment/exploration  
of new technologies 

• Confirmed usefulness to 
demonstrate acceptance 

 

 
C - 1    Actual use 
 

C - 2   Ease of learning  
           and use. 

 
D: Barriers to adoption 
 

 

 
• User engagement 
• Pensioner’s limited income 
• Ease of use 
• Choice and control given  

to users in relation to new 
technologies 

 
D - 1   Lack of user engagement 
 

D - 2   Affordability 
 

D - 3   User Friendly products 
 

D – 4  User Choice for products 
           and control on how users 
           wish to use them  
 

 

Table 4: Validation of Priori codes and further categorisation of Priori codes 
 

3.9.2: The main research study 
 

Findings from the pilot study have been used to prepare the researcher  

for the main research study. Based on findings from the pilot study, the  

sample selection strategy, inclusion and exclusion criteria and contingency  

plan for this study have been revised and are presented in this section. 
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3.9.2.1: Rationale for selection criteria 
 

The ageing process is highly complex and variable with individuals  

aging at a different pace and by different degrees. It is mainly for this  

reason that the United Nations (UN) has not adopted a standard criterion  

but generally uses a threshold of sixty plus years to define the older  

population (Kowal and Dowd, 2001). According to the Royal National  

Institute of Blind People (RNIB- 2013a) there are approximately two  

million people with vision impairment in the UK with the majority  

aged 60 and above and this number is expected to increase due to  

the ageing demographic. It is for this reason the participants for  

this study have been selected from age group 60 years and above. 

For the pilot phase, it has been crucial to select drivers randomly  

from the local community, who are aware of the phenomenon of  

self-regulatory practice, user or non-user of technologies and  

contribute towards the conceptualisation of the major study. 

 

3.9.2.2: Sample selection strategy 
 

Participants for the main research study have been recruited from  

the community network. The search for volunteers was carried out  

through word of mouth. This sampling is known as purposive  

sampling. This is used in qualitative research studies, especially  

when the researcher has to utilise the best available resources  

and identifies individuals or a group of individuals that are proficient  

and well informed with a phenomenon of interest (Etikan et al., 2016).  

In the context of this research, it is felt suitable to recruit participants  
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who could contribute positively and are willing to share their perspectives.  

This sampling method has also allowed the participants to trust the  

researcher, therefore deeper understanding of the subject matter can  

be gained from participants (Etikan et al, 2016). This purposive sampling 

is also known as judgement sampling. It is a non-random technique that  

does not require any underlying theories or a set of number of participants.  

Using this technique, the researcher decides what needs to be known  

and sets out to find people who can and are willing to provide the  

information by virtue of knowledge or experience (Bernard 2002,  

Lewis and Shephard, 2006).  

 

3.9.2.3: Validity of data  
 

There are critiques of this sampling technique as it can be argued that this  

is a non-probability method and generalisation cannot be formed. However,  

as this is an inductive exploratory study, it is not intended to achieve  

generalisation from its findings. Bernard (2002) asserts that when a sample  

is measured correctly, it is possible to achieve internal validity. Non-probability 

methods contribute more to internal validity than external validity. Bernard  

(2002) further suggests that if the study has to be repeated for confirmation for 

a different population, then a non-probability method still needs to be used.  

 

3.9.2.4: Inclusion and exclusion criteria 
 

Inclusion and exclusion criteria for the main study has been reviewed  

following the pilot study and are highlighted as follows: 
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 Inclusion criteria for the main study 
 

• Drivers who hold a UK driving licence 

• Drivers must be 60 years old and above 

• Drivers must be living in England only 

• Drivers who previously held a UK driving licence and had  

their driving licence revoked due to a medical condition, or  

drivers who surrendered their driving licence voluntarily  

 

Exclusion criteria for the main study 
 

• Drivers unable to provide valid consent 

• Drivers under the age of 60 years old 

• Drivers living outside of England 

• Drivers who have no interest in driving or technologies 

• Drivers holding a non-UK driving licence (other than a  

EU driving licence) 

 

Reasoning for the inclusion and exclusion criteria 
 

This study is carried out by the researcher independently as part  

of his doctoral study. The researcher had to decide a geographical  

boundary area from where participants can be recruited and for  

logistical reasons, the study is limited to England only. During the  

pilot study, it became evident that drivers who may have held a  

driving licence in the past but had surrendered it can still  

make a significant contribution. This is because there was probably  
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not a solution for their impairment and its impact on the driving  

task. Some, for example, may have made premature decisions to  

surrender their driving licence as a result of losing their confidence. 

 

Timeline for the main research study 
 

The data collection for the main study commenced in September  

2017 and concluded in January 2018.  

 

3.9.2.5: Ethical consideration 
 

This study received approval from the University of Chester ethics  

committee, as previously stated in the section on the pilot study.  

The researcher developed a protocol (see appendix 4) for the data  

collection for this study to carry out the research study as best as  

possible within the ethical framework.  

 

Capacity and consent  
 

Informed consent is a crucial part of any research study. There is an  

emerging debate around best options for obtaining satisfactory consent  

from participants and has called for a more inclusive ethical consent  

processes (Wilkinson, 2002). For this study (including the pilot study),  

the information sheet and consent form (see appendix 3) were given  

to volunteers two weeks before the appointment to allow time for  

informed decision making. Once a signed consent form was received,  

participants were sent a short questionnaire (see appendix 8) seeking  

information on their demographic and use of technology. 
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Confidentiality 
 

In line with University guidelines, the confidentiality and anonymity  

of those involved in both the pilot and main study has been maintained  

and will continued to be maintained in the dissemination of the  

research findings.  

 

3.10: Chapter summary 

This chapter has rationalised how new knowledge can be generated  

through practitioner research as compared to the traditional academic  

doctoral research route. The chapter clarifies the position  

of the researcher during different research phases. To account for  

objectivity and address bias, the researcher has maintained an  

outsider position during the primary data collection phase. However,  

for the research design, analysis of the data and the creation of new  

knowledge from the research findings, the researcher remains an  

insider in order to maintain objectivity through experiential knowledge.  

As an experienced practitioner, the researcher has been able to interpret  

the research findings in context of the research questions hence                   

providing objectivity to this study. To provide methodological rigour for the 

practitioner research, critical reflexivity has been deployed throughout the           

study period. This chapter has also described how the pilot study phase has       

been used by the researcher to inform the design of the main study. Using              

the principles of STAM and the diffusion of innovation theory, the pilot study       

allowed the researcher to validate the Priori codes.                                                  
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The open coding system used in the pilot study allowed the researcher to         

arrange data under determinants for adoption and develop further           

categorisation based on the Priori Codes. This enabled the researcher to       

organise data from the main study and analyse it systematically to develop     

themes.  

The pilot study has also assisted the researcher to finalise the protocol  

for conducting interviews using the principles of best practice. The next  

chapter describes the findings and analysis of this research study  

using these Priori codes and categories.  
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Chapter 4:  

Findings and analysis 

4.1: Chapter introduction 
 

Chapter four provides the reader with information on methodological  

considerations and the research design for this study. This chapter  

commences with demographic details of the participants and presents  

analysis of the primary data which has been collected using the priori  

codes. To arrange and analyse primary data into categories, the study  

has used the principles of STAM (Senior Technology Adoption Model)  

(Renaud and Biljon, 2008) and the diffusion of innovation theory (Rogers,  

2003). The primary data from the main study also generated unexpected  

texts such as “I find that a bit scary. That there’ll be a generation of people  

on the road by 2030 or 2040 that won’t have their own ability. Maybe  

you just put in your destination and the car goes. But what if that goes 

 off, do you know what to do?” (Male Driver: DPS007).  

 

This new information provides a new dimension and a deeper understanding  

of the subject matter from participants’ perspectives and has been presented  

as “emergent codes”. The data within the emergent codes relate to unexpected 

information which is not part of the priori codes. The data gathered within  

the priori codes along with the emergent codes have been used in chapter  

five as part of overall discussion to generate new knowledge from this study. 
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4% 

96% 

NA

Owned

4.1.1:  Characteristics of research participants  
 

A total of twenty-seven individuals over the age of sixty participated  

in the study, fifteen males and twelve females with a mean age of 

seventy years old (see chart 2). 

                                                                        

           

Chart 2: Age group and gender of participants        Chart 3: Geographical area 

 

All participants live in England and of the twenty-seven participants,  

81% (n= 22) live in Kent, 11% (n= 3) in Mersey side, 4% (n=1) in  

East Sussex and Middlesex (chart 3). With regards to car ownership  

and a licence, 96% (n=26) owned their own vehicle and had a valid  

full UK driving licence with the remaining 4% (n=1) not being a car  

owner or holding a valid driving licence, it having been revoked for  

failing to meet DVLA medical standards (chart 4 and chart 5). 

     

 

Chart 4: Driving licence holder                                    Chart 5: Car ownership             
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With regards to the employment status, a total of 55% (n=15)  

participants were retired and 14% (n=4) are still in part time  

employment. Of the remainder, 4% (n=1) have taken early  

retirement for medical reasons and 8% (n=2) are still in full  

time employment with 19% (n=5) doing voluntary work (chart 6).  

 

 

Chart 6: Employment status of participants 

A majority of participants, 96% (n=26), are using the car as their  

main mode of transport for work, social and family related tasks  

except 4% (n=1) who use public transport. Participants are from  

a wide range of professional backgrounds in both the public and  

private sectors (chart 7).  

                  

 

 

 

Chart 7: Professional background of participants  
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To maintain confidentiality and compliance, each participant is allocated  

a unique identity number (UIN). All primary data has been arranged  

initially in the Priori code and then in the emergent codes. 

4.2: The Priori code A: self-regulation of driving task 
 

In responding to the reasons for drivers to self-regulate, most participants 

have adopted some form of self-regulatory practice to meet their mobility  

needs. For some drivers, this results from health problems whilst for others  

self-regulation is their own choice to avoid driving for long distances.  

Here, data has been arranged in three main emergent codes:  

• 4.2.1: A - 1: Self-regulation due to health reasons. 

• 4.2.2: A - 2: Self-regulation due to personal choice. 

• 4.2.3: A - 3: Effectiveness of self-regulation. A user’s view.  

This emergent code has been developed based on primary  

data gathered during the main study. This relates to the  

views of the participants on effectiveness of this practice  

currently used by all drivers in the UK. 

 

4.2.1: A-1: Self-regulation due to health reasons 
 

Drivers in this study do seem to understand the term self-regulation.  

However, in practice, there is a variable pattern. The participant  

drivers have adopted some form of self-regulatory practice and it  

is more prevalent amongst female than male drivers. In the case  

of female drivers when they regulate their driving, they appear  

to have better insight into their general health problem, “Yes,  
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I do. I had ill health because of my back problems. There have  

been times when I have had to say I am not able to drive and  

then I had to assess myself as to whether I am capable of driving  

again. I do take that into consideration quite a lot”  

(Female driver: DPS001).      

 

Interestingly, vision is one common reason where both male  

and female drivers appear to self-regulate, demonstrating better  

insight into their difficulties. It has however, not been possible  

to ascertain the extent of self-regulation due to vision problems,  

especially for drivers where their vision problems just cause  

discomfort, “I will just make sure I do not drive in the night”  

(Male driver: DPS010). Another female driver describes her night  

driving experience as “being more of a challenge. I find the glare  

from headlights more difficult to deal with” (Female driver: DPS005).  

Whilst for some drivers it is just not possible for them to drive  

because their vision is so poor, as a female driver states, “Well for  

me, I cannot drive in the night because I have got a big floater and  

with headlights it becomes dazzling” (Female driver: DPS013). 

 

There seems to be more difficulties experienced by drivers from  

headlights of more modern cars, especially LED head lights. A  

participant states, “it’s not that I cannot drive but I do not feel  

comfortable with LED lights, they are too sharp, it hits your  

eyeballs” (Male driver: DPS027). 
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Main point of the category A - 1: Self-regulation due to health reasons 

Vision is one of the most common reasons emerging from the data  

affecting a driver’s ability to drive in the dark. This appears to  

be the primary reason for self-regulatory practice where both male  

and female drivers demonstrate a better insight into their limitations  

and capabilities. 

 

4.2.2: A - 2: Self-regulation due to personal choice  
 

Drivers generally choose to self-regulate through choice, but this  

seems to be very much based on the individual’s preference and  

there does not seem to be a common pattern. “Ya, I drive but locally  

because of my age, I get tired of driving you know so I do not want  

to be drowsy or something” (Male driver: DPS027). Another does  

not drive on motorways because “I am nervous. Also, I do not drive  

as much as I need to, so I tend to be bit selective” (Female driver:  

DPS012). Another driver gives his own view on self-regulation  

due to his personal circumstance as “I do not do long trips, I do  

short trips” (Male driver: DPS010). 

 

One female driver puts it down to the fact that she simply drives  

less since retirement and this in itself creates a vicious cycle in her  

confidence, describing her experience as “I think you get out of the  

habit because I am not doing it and there is no need really for me  

to do it. I think as you get older and when you do not do something,  

your confidence starts going” (Female driver: DPS016). 
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Main point of the category A - 2: Self-regulation due to personal choice 

Confidence: Drivers make their individual decisions to self-regulation for  

a wide range of reasons, however, there seems to a common premise relating  

to confidence of drivers for the task of driving, and this becomes a vicious  

cycle that can develop between distance driven and personal confidence.  

 

4.2.3: A - 3: Effectiveness of self-regulation. A user’s view 
 

In response to the question of whether or not drivers use self-regulation  

effectively, there is a general view that it isn’t. “Well, self-regulation is  

reliant on an individual having the capacity to police themselves and  

not all individuals will do that” (Male driver: DPS021). There have also 

been observations made by some drivers that in their social circle,  

there are some still driving despite the fact that they have a medical  

condition and are unlikely to meet medical standards for driving. “I know  

a lot of people, if they have a heart condition for instance, that are still  

driving after the age 70 or 80 and it could be dangerous”.  

 

Drivers also think that their GP or medical consultant may not be the  

right person to advise them about their driving; “maybe GP’s do not  

know in-depth information about driving. If a patient asks, “look I am  

having a problem with my driving”, they will say do not drive then, a  

simple answer” (Male driver: DPS027). There is a general view amongst  

the drivers that even medical practitioners who are following the DVLA  

guidelines may not be able to advise their patients adequately. A male  

driver has said his wife had problem with her eyes, but her consultant  
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said, “legally you can drive but a lot of people do not know whether  

they are or not” (Male ex-driver: DPS026). Drivers also feel that  

the current system of notifying the DVLA of medical conditions  

does not seem to work effectively and the researcher sees this  

as a problem within the context of road safety, “Yes, I know GP’s  

do not like to get involved. But for eyesight, if you went to get an eye  

test then the optician could have a right to say you are not fit to drive  

and therefore they would notify the DVLA and same with the GP’s  

but they do not want to do it. I do not see why there should be the  

reason if they think there is a risk of somebody killing over or  

someone else then they should say” (Male ex-driver: DPS026). 

 

 

Main point of the category A - 3: Effectiveness of self-regulation. A users’ view  

Deficient system: The current system of self-regulation relies too much  

on individual drivers who may or may not have capacity to adequately  

self-regulate. Lack of clarity on the medical practitioner’s role to advise  

a patient on their fitness to drive and to notify DVLA emerged. 

 

4.3: The Priori Code B: Knowledge and awareness of new technologies in cars 

 

4.3.1: Diffusion of Innovation:  

According to the Diffusion of Innovation Theory by Rogers (2003) there are five 

population cohorts for adoption of technologies in cars, namely innovators,  

early adopters, early majority, late majority and finally, laggards. One participant 
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described his attitude for technologies as “I guess by reading stuff, seeing stuff  

on Google, seeing adverts” (Male driver: DPS006). This is in line with  

Rogers’ (2003) theory that in our society there will be drivers who would  

be early adopters for new technologies; however, it is also evident that  

different people accept technologies for a wide range of factors. One such  

participant is a male driver who has been the only participant in this study  

who could afford an expensive electric car, but he is not interested in any  

other technologies, such as smart phones. He stated “I am not an early  

adopter and I am not a big fan of technologies such as smart phones etc.  

or active participant in social media. I prefer my own privacy and face to  

face interaction than text, Skype, Facebook etc.,” (Male driver: DPS021)  

however, his decision for an expensive electric car has been driven  

by the potential fiscal savings. He gave his rationale as “in the long-term  

electric car, I thought, will be the future, certainly much much cheaper  

of running cost, even the initial outlay of £77,000.00 was comparable  

to Mercedes S-class. It was just a matter of a – it was a new technology  

and sooner or later in my view petrol or diesel will be the technology of  

the past and we tend to keep our cars for 8-9 years so I did not want to  

still have petrol driven cars in 10 years’ time” (Male driver: DPS021). 

 

Older drivers are interested in new technologies even if they have no  

intention to adopt or accept. One such participant is a female driver  

who has no intention to even change her car from manual control to  

an automatic transmission but she says “things are moving so quickly  
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that’s all that bothers me”. “I watched that blimming programme, what  

is it called, all about computers? “Click” (Female driver: DPS009). 

The majority of participants in this study have expressed that they wish  

to ensure all teething problems with any products have been resolved  

by the manufacturers before they make a decision to adopt such  

technologies. As evident by a male driver as “in fact my iPhone six, I  

actually bought that two years after the introduction. I am not one of  

those people who says “oh Apple have brought out a new product, I  

must be at the shop and buy it”, because there is a cost associated with  

that, and there is also a lack of understanding (Male driver: DPS018). 

 

Main points of the category: Diffusion of innovation: 

• Older drivers are aware of new technologies and their main  

information source is the internet, family, friends, and news 

• Most older drivers seem to belong to the early to late majority 

cohort for adoption of new technologies in cars 

• There is a small percentage amongst older drivers who would  

remain sceptical of new technologies. 
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4.4: The Priori Code C: Attitude of drivers towards adoption  

of semi-automated technologies in cars 
 

In response to obtaining information on drivers’ attitude  

towards emerging technologies, it indicated that there are  

various factors affecting drivers’ attitudes and so the primary  

data has been arranged and analysed by organising these  

in 2 categories (validated from the pilot study).  

These are listed as:  

• 4.4.1: C - 1:  Actual use of technologies 

• 4.4.2: C - 2:  Ease of learning and use 

  

4.4.1: C - 1: Actual use of technologies 

This relates to the drivers’ ability to pass the controls to a machine  

and for trying new non-conventional ways of driving. Their inability  

to do so could lead to a lack of confidence in using new technologies,  

thereby affecting drivers’ attitudes towards it. One female driver has  

described this clearly as “a lot of years doing something one way and  

having to transfer to a completely different way of doing something.  

In a way, it’s about handing over your confidence and your actions  

to a machine“(Female driver: DPS017). For most drivers, the idea  

of a machine taking control is a frightening prospect, as stated by  

this female driver “I do not like wheels turning on their own as I sit  

there and I feel I have no control of it” (Female driver: DPS013).  

For certain drivers, conventional driving is the only way and they  
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do not like change. This is expressed by a female driver, “I do not  

think at this stage I can even accept an automatic car, I like to  

control gears” (Female driver: DPS009). One male driver asserts  

on the issue of confidence as; “people need to have confidence  

in it, and that is the whole problem”. He gave an example of one  

of his friends who has no confidence in self-parking technology  

(Male ex-driver: DPS026). 

Many drivers see driving as both a part of fun and social psyche  

and the use of technology could be seen as machines taking  

this away from them.  Drivers do not see all the new products  

that are presented by manufacturers as adding value to their  

driving. This is a common perspective from both male and female  

drivers. Some see technology as taking over, where the driver  

is going to be a passive partner losing out on the fun aspect of  

driving. “What is the point in you having a car if the car is going  

to do everything? You might as well go on to public transport”  

(Male driver: DPS022). One driver expresses his sadness that  

technology will take away the adventurous part of living when  

cars have played an important role in that expedition. He describes  

this as; “I guess we all stress over holiday with the family, we  

have actually left home at midnight with the family, and the kids  

in the back of the car; it’s all part of the adventure. With modern  

cars, that adventure is going. Yes, but how boring, that’s what  

I am saying we are removing the driver, but I have been used  

to being that driver” (Male driver: DPS006). Many see that  
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technology will take their role away and “you will just become  

a robot, because this thing is taking over everything. I do not  

want the car to drive me (Male driver: DPS022). Overall, there  

has been a strong feeling amongst research participants that  

“we should not be totally dependent on technology; technology  

should be our servant, not us to be dependent”  

(Female driver: DPS007). 

Main points of the category C - 1: Actual use of technologies 

Negative impact: Use of autonomous or semi-autonomous  

aspects of technology has a potentially negative impact as it  

can be seen as relinquishing control. Given that driving is seen  

as more than just means of transportation and more a part of  

social psyche, the use of technologies can be seen as making  

driving a boring task and potentially removing the fun aspect. 
 

 

4.4.2: C – 2: Ease of Learning and use 

Many drivers in this study have overwhelmingly expressed  

“fear of failure” as a factor that affects driver’s confidence  

and their attitude towards even trying new technologies, so  

acceptance is not even given a consideration; “You know  

when you get older, there’s a fear of doing something wrong”  

(Male driver: DPS010). Interestingly, this is a common factor  

for both male and female drivers; however, female drivers  

seem to express this more openly than male drivers. More  
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than one female driver described their feeling as follows;  

“I think it is because of their inability, probably or they think  

it beyond them, I think they are frightened of trying, a fear of  

being made to look ridiculed a bit because they do not, you  

know grasping. “It’s not easy to get older” (Female driver:  

DPS012). “They buy a car that has built in satnav, but they  

will not put it on, some like me are afraid of using it”  

(Female driver: DPS009). 

 

This fear factor is managed with support from family or friends  

and drivers say they gain more confidence to use the new products,  

as described by one female driver in context of an electric handbrake  

as “No my daughter does, um, I was in with her when she first put  

it on and it was terrifying, um, then you get used to it” (Female driver:  

DPS017). A driver’s support appears to affect their attitude towards  

technologies, “I suppose it’s just not having the back up there and,  

it’s if something goes wrong with it” (Female driver: DPS016). 

The lack of support/training for drivers when they purchase cars 

fitted with new technologies appears to be another factor affecting  

attitudes to adoption. This is more of an issue in female drivers as  

evident from data when more than one female driver identifies this  

as an important factor. “Um, young people as they are used to of  

technologies and bought up with technologies and they will be fine  

but for most older people, yes they will struggle with all the gadgets 

as for most older people training is not enough” (Female driver:  
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DPS023). Another driver shares her experience as “If you go and buy 

a car and it’s got all those gadgets you are just given a handbook  

yeah”. One driver confirms that the lack of training and support from  

manufacturers and dealers as “you buy a car, they would not show  

you all the technology, they show you the basic things and then you  

have to learn it yourself” (Male driver: DPS008). Even a male driver  

sees better training and support about the product as crucial to feel  

confident in order to use it properly; “I think better demonstration  

of the vehicle, I have to say” (Male driver: DPS014). 

 

Training and support are seen as the way forward in order to  

overcome fear and to improve confidence to achieve a positive  

impact on the attitude of older drivers. One female driver expresses  

this as “it is confidence, if you do it a few times then after that  

which is where is comes to the car stuff”. On the issue of who  

should be providing this support, older drivers do not mind as  

long as it is there. “Obviously if not salesman, then somebody  

else (Female driver: DPS025). 

 

When the issue of cost was discussed, there has been a mixed  

response from participants. “I do not think we should pay for the  

training and I think it should be offered as part of the package. If  

I am buying the instrument, then training should be free” (Male driver:  

DPS014). Whilst others will be willing to pay for such training as one  

female driver confirmed this “I think if you had somewhere like a centre,  
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whereby you could attend like a booster course, even if I mean you  

would probably have to pay for it, I do not think it would be a bad  

thing and then you would be in their car with all their technologies”  

(Female driver: DPS016). 

 

Main points of the category: C – 2: Ease of learning and use 

Lack of training: It has emerged from this section that the lack of  

training and support leads to drivers losing confidence in the use  

of new technologies and also developing a fear to even try them. 

 

 

4.5: The Priori code D: The barriers to adoption of technologies 
 

This section relates to obtaining a deeper understanding from drivers  

on the potential barriers to the adoption of emerging technologies.  

Lee and Coughlin (2015) outlined ten determinants of older adults’  

adoption of technologies and amongst other things it includes value,  

usability, accessibility, technical support and affordability. Following  

the pilot study, emergent codes were developed that are based on  

literature evidence. In this section, data from the interviews has been  

arranged and analysed using the emergent codes. 

 

4.5.1: D - 1 Lack of user engagement  
 

Participants in this study believe that many new products as  

seen in cars are designed more around younger users and do  

not take account of the needs and capabilities of older users.  
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Male driver: DPS008 gives his view as “I have got the impression  

that it’s more for the boy racers”. There is a perception that the  

automobile industry serves the market of younger drivers; “I think  

people of my age group are not a big market” (Female driver:  

DPS017). Some participants strongly feel that many products are  

designed without even considering views and user needs in the first  

place; “I do not think that keyless entry or biometric entry is so  

important because when those things go wrong you are stuck”  

(Male driver: DPS022). During the study it has become evident  

that the manufacturers are not likely to be involving users of the  

older age group for designing their products. For instance, instructions  

handbooks. One ex-driver feels that “I do not know when they  

write the technical manual, whether they just let other people  

with technical knowledge look at these and say it’s great”  

(Male ex driver: DPS026).  Another female driver expresses  

her dissatisfaction with the handbook as “my biggest gripe when 

I am buying a car and you get a manual that thick and it’s in English, 

German and Spanish”. Some users also say that they would prefer  

an online version of the handbook so that they can enlarge the font  

size because conventional handbooks come in a very small font  

that is difficult for users to read, especially when the older age  

group have vision problems. This female driver expresses her  

view as “it’s not so bad if you can go online and get it enlarge  

and print, but I literally panic if I cannot see what I am looking for”  

(Female driver: DPS025). 
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Main point of the category D – 1: Lack of user engagement  

User involvement. The participants feel many products are designed  

without taking into consideration the needs of the older adults.  

 

4.5.2: D - 2: Affordability 
 

Many modern cars fitted with new technologies are beyond the  

reach of an average pensioner. Participants in this research come  

from a wide range of professional backgrounds and potentially  

have a decent pension income. Nonetheless, affordability of cars  

fitted with new technology is identified as a potential barrier.  

One female driver sees cost as the biggest barrier and says  

“at our stage, cost is an issue because our income is fixed”  

(Female driver: DPS005). Some drivers are not willing to pay  

for new technologies even if there is likelihood of gaining more  

advantage. Male driver: DPS019 confirmed this as “I will not  

change car to get new technologies”. However, some drivers  

are likely to pay for new technologies if they see it adds value.  

Male driver: DPS008 states “I would not buy just for the sake of  

new technology, unless it was useful”. It is also evident that 66%  

of drivers will change their cars when needed, with only 15% of  

drivers changing it once every five years. See Chart 8, below. 
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Chart 8: Changing car frequency in years  
 

On the contrary, for some drivers cost will be a low priority when  

compared to safety. One female driver shares her view as “to  

make yourself safe on the road, I think cost comes at the bottom  

of the list” (Female driver: DPS012).  

Main point of the category: D - 2: Affordability 

Affordability: Many new products are beyond reach of an average older person’s                 

income so affordability is seen as the crucial barrier for adoption.  

 

 

4.5.3: D - 3: User friendly products 
 

From the research, it became very clear that one common theme  

was that of usability for both male and female participants. The  

needs of older drivers are different from that of younger drivers.  

Older drivers form a heterogeneous group and they have diverse  

needs so products have to be designed to meet their needs. A  

15% 

66% 

15% 

4% 

Approx 5 years

As & When

Every 3 years

NA
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male driver says “I would say most of the people are reluctant to  

go anywhere near the technology. Any technology has to be  

simple for elderly people” (Male driver: DPS010). Many drivers  

in this study see user friendly products as a higher priority and  

if they are too complex then this is seen as an even bigger barrier  

than cost. A female driver confirms this as “I think I would consider  

cost as third as I like to feel comfortable with what I have got. I do  

not like to get things complicated” (Female driver: DPS005). 

 

For some driver’s, usability and reliability play equal roles in  

their preference for technologies. If a product is not user-friendly  

and proves unreliable, then these will be seen as significant barriers  

for older people. A female driver states “I suppose user-friendly  

really, um and obviously reliability” (Female driver: DPS016). 

 

On the issue of the role of government to encourage manufacturers  

to develop for older adults, drivers like Male driver: DPS026 feel  

that “the government can bring in some legislation but if manufactures  

make cars user-friendly then everybody would be happy”  

(Male ex driver: DPS026). 

 

Main point of the category D - 3: User friendly products 

User Friendly: Drivers will be willing to pay for the product as long  

as these are both user-friendly and reliable. 
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4.5.4: D - 4 User choices, control 
 
Participants feel that many products are designed by manufacturers  

without consulting users, especially older users to determine their  

preferences on effectiveness and use. Drivers will be willing to accept  

a product where they have choice and the control to it switch off if  

they do not need it. One such example given by a male driver as  

“the reversing camera, we use it but I still look and see the mirror  

as well as the camera. If the camera did break down, it would be  

just like our old car and we would just do what we used to do”  

(Male driver; DPS008). Some users are perturbed that there is  

no consistency in product development and that there is an  

understanding on users’ part that manufacturers have to remain  

competitive. However, these products are causing confusion and  

do not give the user a choice of products on what they prefer.  

These are seen as barriers. One experienced driver field this as  

a problem; “I think another big problem is there are lots of different  

systems in the car and there is lot of confusion if person swaps one  

car to other.” (Male driver: DPS024). 

 

 

Main point of the category D – 4: User choices, control 

User choice: Drivers will be willing to use a product that gives them  

additional safety but that they still have a choice to override in order  

to control the vehicle. 
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4.6: Emergent codes 
 
There has been emergent information during the interviews which 

is unexpected and has been seen as a barrier for adoption of technologies.  

The new information is not part of the Priori Codes, hence these have  

been assigned additional categories within emergent codes as below 

and analysed accordingly. 

 

4.6.1: Unintended consequences of technologies on drivers 
  

From the primary data it has emerged that many drivers hold the belief 

that there are unintended consequences of technologies on human  

health. Most drivers see technology as de-skilling, and this can lead  

to unintended consequences of an inability to cope if technology fails  

or is absent. For this reason, data has been arranged under a new  

emergent code as B-3a. “Those features that will stop the car. Why  

can the driver not do it himself? It makes your brain lazy, for driving  

it is not a good idea” (Male driver: DPS027). One participant shares  

his view that as a driver, it’s becoming dangerous on the road due to  

being de-skilled as “Whatever reasons if technology fails, you cannot  

activate it and you have lost that skill then you are a danger on the  

road” (Male driver: DPS021). One experienced driver is concerned  

that some may become too dependent on technology and a driver’s  

inability to handle a situation if technology fails to operate. He expresses  

his grave concern on humans due to new technologies in relation to  

behaviour adaptation. For example, drivers becoming too dependent  
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on machines and not able to take back control when something goes  

wrong. He puts this as “they are relying on technology and not working 

things out themselves (Male driver: DPS024). Overreliance on  

technologies would lead to drivers degrading the skill sets essential  

for driving. One such example given by Male driver: DPS024 was  

“sometimes the more complex situation you face in driving many  

times it improves your driving standards because you have dealt with 

the situation, but if you rely on technologies then there is a danger  

that personal awareness is not there”. 

 

Main Point of the category: Unintended consequences of                    

technology on drivers 

De-skilling human drivers: Technologies can make human drivers  

de-skilled to deal with driving tasks due to not using the physical and  

cognitive skills required for the driving task. 

 

4.6.2. Privacy and confidentiality 

This has been highlighted as a significant barrier. Many emerging  

technologies will require some form of data sharing and knowing  

the real time location of the user, and this has raised serious concern.  

Both male and female drivers expressed their concern regarding 

breach of privacy. A female driver makes it clear; “I just do not  

want somebody tracking me on what I am doing. I do not mind  

them having a rough idea but I do not mind someone monitoring  
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when I go to A, B and C. I think it is like ‘big brother’ ” (Female driver:  

DPS001). One participant who has worked in the insurance industry  

feels we “need legislative changes to support self-regulation through  

data usage” (Male driver: DPS018). There is anxiety amongst this  

group with recent revelations of big organisations reporting data  

security breaches (BBC News: NHS Data Breach, 2.7.2018). A  

male driver expresses his concern; “take an example of the NHS  

(National Health Service) which is going to put all patient data  

on cloud and these are supposed to be super confidential and  

not accessible to anybody else but isn’t it the case that some  

insurance companies are buying that record” (Male driver: DPS021). 

 

Main point of the category: Privacy and confidentiality  

Data governance: Older drivers are concerned about data control which  

is being collected by these new technologies and there is genuine worry  

amongst them around use of this data and its impact on their privacy. 

4.6.3. Infrastructure to support semi-automated technologies 

The researched group feel that the country is not equipped to support  

new technologies in terms of infra-structure support. This raises some  

concerns which undermine user confidence adopting new technologies.  

One such technology is re-charging points for the electric cars.  

Users feel that there is no joined up working between stakeholders  

to develop collaborative solutions. One such view comes from Male  

driver: DPS006, “to charge electric cars at home, you cannot just  

plug them in a 13-amp socket as they use 70 amps. They have to  
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have a special charging station to connect it to your house”.  

 

Some ethical questions were also raised in relation to lack of clarity 

on information on sources of power generation to re-charge the electric  

cars. One can see that Government and policy makers face constant  

pressures to deal with conflicting demands such as a need to act to  

combat climate change. In order to combat global warming, electric  

cars have been presented as a potential solution (Air quality plan for  

tackling roadside nitrogen; Defra and DfT, 2017). However, due to a  

lack of clear, reliable information presented to the general public on  

how electricity would be produced to support mass re-charging of electric  

cars and its effect on climate change leads to a lack of trust by users  

of both Government and policy makers. This has been expressed as  

“nobody ever speaks about emissions that are going to come out of  

power stations, I find it really strange” (Female driver: DPS013 and  

Male driver: DPS006). 

Main point of the category: Infrastructure to support  

semi-automated technologies  

Lack of information and clarity: Information on infrastructures preparations  

to support technologies seems inadequate. Lack of clarity on energy supply to 

support new products e.g. electric cars  
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4.7: Chapter Summary  
 

All primary data collected in this study has been arranged and analysed  

using Priori codes. During the primary data collection stage, there have  

been unexpected emergent information which is arranged under emergent  

codes and is given separate categories. The analysis of primary data  

shows that changes in the vision of older drivers seems to be the  

main reason forcing them to self-regulate their driving e.g. not driving  

at night. The current self-regulatory system within the UK is seen  

to be deficient, primarily because it relies on drivers’ self-reporting to  

the DVLA about their limitations in driving abilities.  

Surprisingly, older drivers seem to be aware of many of the new  

technologies even if they do not use them in their cars. There have  

been several barriers for older drivers to adopt and these include  

affordability and lack of opportunities for older drivers to trial these  

products. Many products are seen as not designed to meet older  

drivers’ needs. There has been some unexpected emergent  

information from the primary data mainly around concerns of older                     

drivers in relation to new technologies and includes unintended  

consequences of technologies on human drivers, governance for  

data sharing and security. A lack of infrastructure to support new  

technologies and mixed messages from politicians around climate  

change and electricity production for the electric cars is not  

encouraging older drivers to adopt new technologies. The next  

chapter is a discussion around research findings (including  
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primary data of this study and evidence from available literature)  

to gain new knowledge.  
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Chapter 5:  

Discussion 

5.1: Chapter introduction 
 

The previous section considered the analysis of primary data.  

This chapter critically considers how the aims of the study have  

been achieved through this research and contextualise these  

findings within the available literature. During the study period,  

it has become evident that the use of technology in the automobile  

sector is evolving at a fast pace and for this reason, the latest  

available evidence has also been considered to provide a  

comprehensive view of the potential implications for older  

drivers. The findings from the study have been grouped to  

create new knowledge using the principles of thematic analysis.  

 

5.2: Revisiting the research questions 
 

This thesis sets out to contribute to the existing evidence base with  

new knowledge answering the main research question of “the potential 

 impact on older drivers in England of emerging technologies in cars:  

an exploration of perspectives”. To adequately cover the main research  

question, the study aimed to answer and explore the following sub-questions: 
 

1. What factors influence older drivers’ decision to regulate their driving? 

2. Knowledge and awareness of users in relation to new technologies in car? 

3. What attitude do older drivers hold on technology adoption?  
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4. What are the potential barriers for older drivers to prevent them  

from adopting and accepting new technologies in the cars?  

 

5.2.1: Question 1. What factors influence older drivers’  

decision to regulate their driving? 

 

Older drivers tend to self-regulate to compensate for their loss of  

age-related functional abilities, lack of self-confidence or changes  

in their declining health (Hakamies-Blomqvist and Wahlstrom, 1998).  

Self-regulation can range from limiting driving duration or occasion  

to driving at specific times, such as daytime only. This small-scale  

study found that the main reason both female and male drivers  

self-regulate is related to their vision followed by loss of confidence  

and comfort. Interestingly, this study has also revealed that  

both men and women regulate their driving to the same extent,  

suggesting their self-awareness of personal limitations. "While  

driving is no problem at all during the daytime, I do not like it  

at night" (Male driver: DPS006). “I find the glare from headlights  

more difficult to deal with” (Female driver: DPS007). 

 

These findings are consistent with previous results by Brabyn et al.  

(2005) and Choi et. al (2013) who have also highlighted poor vision  

as the main reason for older drivers to self-regulate by avoiding driving  

at night or, in some cases, ceasing to drive completely. Brabyn  

et al. (2005) also found that a higher proportion of men than women  

continued to drive at night with poor vision, possibly suggesting that  
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men tend to have less acceptance of declining vision and keep driving.  

These findings raise one question around awareness and acceptance  

of age-related visual changes given that age is a common factor for  

eye conditions such as macular degeneration, cataract, glaucoma,  

and diabetic retinopathy (Sight Loss; RNIB, 2013a). 

This study highlights that nearly 41% (n= 11) (7 male and 4 female)  

of participants reported difficulty with glare, thus self-regulating to avoid  

night driving. A small proportion of the participants (7%, n=2,  

1 male and 1 female) have stopped night time driving, with 4% (n=1)  

surrendering their driving licence due to severe loss of vision resulting  

in them not meeting the required medical standards for driving. A third  

of the participants (33%, n=9) avoid night driving due to moderate  

vision problems such as cataract, etc. Female driver: DPS013 describes  

her experience as "Well, for me I cannot drive in the night because I have  

got a big floater, and with headlight, it becomes dazzling, so that's one  

thing. I am aware of what I cannot do; that is, I cannot drive in the night.”  

These findings are also consistent with the conclusions of another study  

by the Department for Transport (2001), which identified that the glare  

from headlights of oncoming vehicles resulted in a reduced level of driving  

in the dark amongst older adults. Several other studies have also found  

that poor vision has a more significant impact on safe driving at night  

due to the driver's inability to see pedestrians, road signs, and hazards  

with glare from oncoming vehicle headlights (Wood and Owens, 2005, Chu et al., 

2009, Wood et al., 2010,).  
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Driving any vehicle is inarguably a task that requires clear vision (Owsley  

and McGwin, 2010). Healthy and regularly tested vision plays an important  

part in driving (Clear vision safe driving, Eye Care Trust, 2011). Hence, it is  

not surprising to find that vision seems to be the most crucial factor in the  

adoption of self-regulatory behaviour in the majority of participants. However,  

there is also evidence to suggest that the development of vision problems can  

be a gradual process and it is entirely possible that an individual may lose up  

to forty per cent of their vision before even noticing it (Brake, 2014). The  

current UK regulations have a minimum vision requirement for drivers  

to be able to read the registration mark fixed to a vehicle registered under  

current standards at a distance of 20 meters (on cars registered since 1st  

September 2001) or 20.5 metres (on a car registered before 1st September  

2001) in "good daylight" (Assessing fitness to drive; DVLA, August 2018).  

It is therefore entirely possible, that driver only ‘realise’ their visual problems during 

night driving rather than proactively finding it.  

 

There is an additional strong argument from various studies that the  

minimum requirement of the licence regulations does not test for visual 

field and contrast sensitivity, both of which are important for safe driving  

(Brake, 2014). Furthermore, a time period survey report undertaken in  

2011 by the UK charity Brake (2014) argues that a vast proportion of UK  

drivers (up to five million) would fail a number plate test if it were repeated  

whereas, in reality, only a small number of drivers (5916) have had their  

driving licence revoked for failing to meet minimum eyesight standards  

(Brake, 2014). There is a suggestion that impaired vision can lead to road  
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collisions with 2900 casualties costing £33 million in the UK per year (Fit to 

drive, RSA, 2012). This may be a reason that there is growing support in  

calling for changes in policy for drivers to provide recent proof of a professional  

eye test when applying for their driving licence (Brake, 2014). 

 

Evidence from the literature suggests that although vision is a crucial factor,  

other factors affect safe driving. A report commissioned by the Institute of  

Advanced Motoring, Road Smart (IAM) identified that the ‘failure to look'  

was the most prevalent contributory factor in accidents involving older  

drivers in comparison to young drivers (Reed, Kinnear, Weaver, 2012).  

Additionally, Anstey et al. (2012) argue that contrast sensitivity tests are  

more relevant to the nature of ‘failed to look' crashes where drivers may  

have failed to perceive other road users, but this is not currently assessed  

as part of the driving licence. It is further suggested by Owsley and McGwin  

(1998) that although visual acuity is necessary for recognition of road signs,  

on its own, it may not be enough to avoid collisions as overall, other skills  

are also needed for safe driving. The sole reliance of the regulatory body  

on the visual acuity tests in daylight is inadequate to deem safe driving  

practice. Reed, Kinnear, Weaver (2012) also concluded that poorer  

situational awareness resulting in a limited appreciation of hazards in  

the vicinity and its impact on driving could equally be a significant  

contributory factor for older drivers and in collisions that relate to failure  

to look. These findings reinforce the view that alongside vision, other factors  

of maintaining situational awareness of the driving environment that requires  

integration of visual information from the entire visual field (Gugerty, 2011)  
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play a significant role in road safety (Endsley, 1988; Smith and Hancock,  

1995). This reemphasises the argument that attention related to cognition  

plays a crucial role in the driving task, and though driving cannot be initiated  

in the absence of corrective vision, drivers must be able cognitively to  

perceive their operating environment (Wolfe et al., 2017). 

 

 
The current system in the UK relies on drivers to notify the DVLA themselves  

about their medical condition and any self-regulatory practice. In most cases  

older drivers' self-regulation is sufficient. However, there is also evidence that  

older drivers cannot adequately compensate for any decline in their health  

and that simply avoiding driving in certain situations can result in skill  

degradation (Holland, 2001). A report by the RAC Foundation (Berry, 2011)  

supports a case to review the driving licence system for older drivers to  

make it more effective. There is also evidence of gender difference when  

it comes to self-regulatory practice used by older adults. Choi et al. (2013)  

found in their study that older women were more likely to avoid driving  

at night or on the motorway than older men, even when they are in  

good health. Women drivers are more likely to make use of transport  

support from their informal networks than male drivers. Male drivers  

perceive driving in the context of masculinity, speed and power (Siren  

and Hakamies-Blomqvist, 2006). 

 

Unsurprisingly, when considering the effectiveness of self-regulation,  

the findings of this study support the argument for reviewing the  

current system. In the study, drivers have also been critical about the  
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current system due to lack of clarity and its effectiveness. “Well  

self-regulation is reliant on the individual having the capacity to  

police themselves, not all individuals will do that" (Male Driver: DPS021).  

 

Another participant shares his experience that even professionals  

appeared to be reluctant to give advice based on current guidelines,  

notably when a driver lacks insight. This indicates the limitations of  

the existing system to promote active self-regulatory behaviour.  

“Yes, I know GP's don’t like to get involved but for eyesight, if you  

went to get an eye test, then the optician could have a right to say  

“you are not fit to drive”, and therefore they would notify DVLA"  

(Male ex-driver: DPS026). Reasonably, due to limited personal  

insight and lack of professional knowledge, it is entirely possible  

that drivers may cease or reduce driving too late or conversely,  

some may be too anxious and stop driving prematurely. Debatably,  

technology could play a role in promoting safe driving by providing  

on-road support and by increasing driver confidence.  

 

There are tools such as the ‘useful field of vision’ (UFOV) test  

which is widely used to assess peripheral vision and divided  

attention as well as processing speed of reaction. Several studies  

confirm that this test is much better than many others in predicting  

drivers for their cessation and accident risk (Karthaus and Falkenstein,  

2016). However, these tools are not used systematically at a population  

level to establish standards for re-issuing driving licences. Rationally, this  
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could also warrant further research to evaluate validity and effectiveness  

of UFOV to be undertaken at a population level in the UK.  

 

The findings of the study reinforce that awareness into limitations  

around vision plays a significant role in choosing to self-regulate.  

There is also support for the view that corrective vision on its own  

may not be sufficient for safe driving and requires a level of cognitive  

abilities. Better assessment tools such as UFOV used by UK Driving  

Mobility Centres can help identifying such drivers who have age-related  

multiple health problems and require an alternative driving licence.  

The use of technology can prepare older drivers for their timely  

driving cessation and prevent secondary mental health problems  

such as isolation and depression that arise from premature,  

unplanned driving cessation.  

 

5.2.2: Question 2: Knowledge and awareness of new technologies in cars 

With regards to the adoption of semi-automation technologies in cars, the  

majority of study participants belong to a cohort that spans across early to  

late majority group in accordance with Rogers’ (2003) diffusion of innovation  

theory and a small percentage of participants belong to the laggards group  

unwilling to adopt relatively simple technologies such as an automated  

transmission. A female driver stated, “Everybody tells me that it would  

but I am not convinced as Ada was giving me few lessons today. No, it  

was yesterday when I went with her. She said, you just do this do that  

and you do not need to worry about – No clutch, what am I going to  
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do with my foot…. (Female Driver: DPS009). One other participant  

remained sceptical for electric cars asserting “No, no, the same as in 

electric cars, I do not like the idea of electric cars because London Fire  

Brigade where my nephew works, and their cars are electric and you 

cannot hear them and that worries me whether some who is blind  

or an elderly person trying to cross the road and you cannot hear  

them. If certainly you were blind, you would not know they were  

there and I do not like that. (Female Driver: DPS013). This suggests  

that when considering the spread and adoption, the semi-automation 

technologies in cars in the auto mobility sector is comparable to  

technological adoption in any other sector and quite possibly with  

time, the adoption rate will improve. More importantly, there is a  

need to treat older drivers as a heterogeneous group with diverse  

and varied needs so that drivers who need support can be given  

bespoke assistance to improve adoption of new technologies. 

 
 

5.2.3: Question 3: What attitude do older drivers hold on  

technology adoption? 

The benefit of technology to support the ageing population has been  

widely considered in the digital revolution (Skidmore, 2018). One such  

emerging development is the autonomous and semi-autonomous  

technology in cars which is predicted to have a significant economic  

and social impact by 2025 (Manyika et al., 2013). The intelligent  

transport system (ITS), which compensates for functional impairment  

such as night vision and object distance, is designed to provide drivers  
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with feedback, the driver is still in control to make a decision (Eby  

and Molnar, 2012). Additionally, the advanced drivers assistance  

system (ADAS), which is in-vehicle intelligent speed adaptation  

and advanced braking system, has the potential to prevent or mitigate  

the severity of a collision because these systems can take temporary  

control of a vehicle from a driver (ERSO, 2015). Given that older drivers  

mainly tend to self-regulate to adjust for their decline in vision and cognition,  

it is logical to suggest that vehicles fitted with advanced technology can  

potentially assist them in adjusting for their physical and cognitive decline  

and enable them to continue driving for a prolonged period (Eby et al., 2016).  

It can also be reasoned that new technologies such as night-vision enhancement 

systems (NVES) can help address drivers’ vision impairment. However, despite  

the availability of technology to support safer driving, there is a paucity of  

information as to how older drivers can adopt it to their benefit (Rumar, 2002).  

 

The findings of this study highlight that drivers are willing to accept ITS  

devices such as telematics devices as this does not take control from  

drivers and provide data about their driving but are reluctant to use  

ADAS (level 3 and above of automated vehicles). The use of ADAS  

has potential benefits for adjusting for both vision and cognitive  

impairments; the main reason for this hesitancy seems to be due to a  

perception of a loss of control to a machine (Technologies). Along with  

this, it is also crucial to reflect on how older drivers would cope with  

cognitive overload. Several studies (Hahn et.al., 2011, Charness,  

Bosman, 1992) have shown that older adults have difficulty in  
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filtering irrelevant stimuli from relevant stimuli and thus potentially  

causing cognitive overload enhancing the risk of accidents. 

 

Another vital factor to be considered is that of cost and affordability  

(of the technology). Even though there is evidence to suggest that  

fully automated vehicles would potentially assist drivers in accommodating  

for their vision and cognitive decline, because of cost, this solution is  

unlikely to be available to a large section of the population, especially  

pensioners on a limited income. Hence the benefits of technology can  

only fully be drawn with successful adoption and therefore, it is essential  

to understand how older drivers perceive technology. Arguably, personal  

attitude plays a crucial role here. The technology acceptance model (TAM)  

suggests that an individual's attitude toward the use of technology is very  

much influenced by perceived usefulness and ease of use (Davis et.al.,  

1989). To understand how older drivers adopt technology, this research  

explored insights into older drivers’ attitudes towards emerging technologies  

and what role it can play in optimising self-regulation.  

 

Overall, the study has shown that while participants may lack a comprehensive 

knowledge of the emerging technologies available in modern cars, they are  

aware of it. Some participants have few of these technologies in their cars  

or know of another driver of similar age to their own with park assist, speed  

limiter and auto cruise technology. These findings are advancement from  

a previous study that highlighted that older drivers have limited knowledge  

and awareness of various safety technologies. However, there continues  
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to be similarities in reservations towards total control by autonomous  

vehicles (Davern et al., 2015). “I would rather go for the safety features  

like ABS, traction control and other aspects that make driving that car  

safe for me” (Male driver: DPS022). 

 

The participants expressed their concerns for technologies that are  

categorised under ADAS as they feel they have no control over the  

machine and are not willing to give it up altogether. This is due to a  

lack of confidence in using the technology and this engendered fear  

for its safe use was observed across both male and female drivers.  

"Fear of not being in control…because something like that could be with  

the technology. You are not doing it by yourself, and you are not in control... 

you are having to press the button and waiting for it to go so you are not  

sure if it is okay or it isn't? “(Male driver: DPS004). “I think the car is a  

really important machine, in the back of my mind, it’s like I am giving  

control of that to a computer. Because if the computer goes wrong,  

there is mayhem" (Female driver: DPS017). 

 

Interestingly the study has also found that most drivers who are  

self-regulating have expressed a willingness to accept technologies  

that can enhance their driving experience at night. They see this  

as one of the areas where technology can play a significant role in  

reducing the need to self-regulate. This finding again is consistent  

with the previous study by Smith et al. (2014) who also concluded  

that older drivers were more acceptable of systems that provide  
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safety measures and facilitate their ability to drive - such as night  

vision, blind spot detection, and forward collision warning - but are  

reluctant to give up control of the vehicle. 

 

The lack of training and support for participants to use technology  

also emerged as a key finding with men and women equally wanting  

to have better training. The study group also expressed concerns  

over their ability to learn in comparison to younger drivers. Arguably,  

this is a contributory factor. “I think older people are frightened of trying.  

A fear of being made to look ridiculed a bit, because they do not, you  

know grasping, okay. It's not easy to get older" (Female driver: DPS012).  

“I think as you are getting older, confidence is the main thing. Some  

people just cannot come to grips with it. The earlier you learn something,  

the more adept and confident you become” (Female driver: DPS017). 

 

These findings are comparable with the existing evidence which suggests  

that many older drivers lacked a comprehensive understanding of their  

in-vehicle navigation system beyond the default setting, which improved  

significantly after a trial (Emmerson et. al., 2013). Despite this, there is  

further evidence to suggest that adequate training and perceived ease  

of use of the in-vehicle technology directly correlates with eventual  

adoption of that technology (Abraham et al., 2016). However, it is prudent  

to bear in mind that training cannot be generalised as younger drivers  

and older drivers learn about new technologies differently (Shergold et  
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al., 2016, Abraham et al., 2016).  

 

Participants also articulated concerns on the impact of technology on  

human health. These findings have been categorised under the theme  

of unintended consequences and the potential implications range from  

increased dependency on technology and the deskilling of drivers through  

to handling emergencies or taking manual control of the vehicle. Although 

there is evidence of inter-transfer of control between human and machine,  

this is limited to laboratory testing through the use of simulators and tends  

to have a selection bias. A simulator-based study by Körber (2016),  

found that both the age groups (28 or less and 60-79) were able to  

adapt to the experience of taking control in the same way. However,  

older drivers generally used brakes more frequently and more vigorously.   

Given that the cohort for laboratory testing had cognitively fit participants,  

it is inappropriate to apply these across the population of older drivers  

due to selection bias (Körber, 2016). The findings from this research voices  

similar opinions from its participants highlighting comments as “I think  

as you’re getting older, confidence is the main thing. Some people just  

cannot come to grips with it. The earlier you learn something, the more  

adept and confident you become with it. I think as younger people come 

through, they’ve been exposed to technology for a long time...”  

(Female driver: DPS017). These findings do raise a concern around  

the ability of older drivers with varying cognitive levels to be able to cope  

with on-road situations. The technology itself can be quite sophisticated  

and benefits can be drawn with human interaction, as is in the case of  
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battery electric vehicles (BEV), which are used to reduce carbon emissions  

but requires a driver’s ability to decelerate with the regenerative braking system  

(RBS) to recapture energy. This requires a level of technical awareness raised 

through training (Cocron et al., 2011, Labeye et al., 2013, Vilimek and Keinath, 

2014). As such, the RBS can be implemented in the accelerator pedal, the  

brake pedal or both. Schmitz et al. (2013) raise their concern that drivers  

will need to adapt their driving behaviour depending on the system type whether 

energy is saved during acceleration or deceleration phase. This also resonated  

with a study participant stating “I think another big problem is there are lots of 

different systems in the car. They are not perhaps consistent from manufacturer  

to manufacturer. Some of them, when you put the brake on, the engine shuts  

off and it comes back on when you let the brake off, but some cars would  

not do that or would not start till you touch the gas pedal. Therefore, you  

have got a variation so that again causes confusion, if person swops one  

car to other” (Male driver: DPS024). 

 

Many drivers perceive technologies that take full control are likely to  

have a negative impact on human health, particularly their physical and  

cognitive abilities. This is causing fear and anxiety amongst older drivers  

as "Technology should be our servant, not for us to be dependent. When  

that technology is not there what do we do, how do we drive the car,  

I find that a bit scary” (Female driver: DPS007). "Those features that  

stop the car; why the driver cannot do himself? It makes your brain lazier;  

you know. For driving, it is not a good idea. I think they will have more  

accidents like that” (Male driver: DPS027). 
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Arguably, before mainstreaming the use of autonomous vehicles,  

it is important that related psychosocial aspects need to be considered,  

particularly around the issue of car ownership. This is perceived socially  

as a sign of status, reputation and personal identity (McBride, 2015).  

Cars provide self-worth to many people in society providing  

them with autonomy. There is a moral argument that semi or fully  

autonomous vehicles can take away autonomy. McBride (2015)  

further challenges developers and manufactures for the use of the  

term “autonomy” and recommends that developers should focus  

on the human/robot interface and the exchange at the interface  

and the balance of autonomy and control.  

 

In this study participants also felt that the use of technology would take  

away the fun and enjoyment that many drivers experience from the use  

of conventional cars because driving is part of the national psyche and  

car ownership is seen as the central element of social citizenship (Urry,  

2002). "I am glad that in some ways I know I would not be driving at  

that time. To me, that's not driving, you are just being transported. You 

might as well catch a train. I know it's convenient but for me it's taking  

all the pleasure. With all this modern technology, the adventure is gone,  

and you are just going to be in the car” (Male driver: DPS006). 

 

For policy makers, the autonomous and semi-autonomous vehicles  

could address multiple issues such as reducing carbon emissions,  

traffic congestion and improving road safety. There are risks that  
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alternative methods to maintain health through walking and cycling  

could be compromised as a result of over-reliance on cars, consequently  

affecting overall public health and increasing the burden on the health  

services (Fleetwood, 2017). 

 

The study also highlighted emergent ethical issues of using electric  

cars and the associated risk of autonomous vehicles to other vulnerable  

road users with impaired physical and sensory health. Further ethical  

concerns have been raised by participants such as the issue of power  

generation for electric cars and related safety. “Nobody ever speaks  

about emission that is going to come out of power stations, I find it really  

strange” (Male driver: DPS006). "Well if it is electric and a child crossing  

the road did not hear it, they would not know, cyclists would not know  

that there is a car behind them” (Female driver: DPS013). 

 

Older drivers do see the benefits of technology. However, there is  

hesitancy in complete adoption due to factors such as a lack of training  

and an absence of user-friendly design. Thus, highlighting a need for  

further research on the use of technologies, particularly ADAS, in  

compensating for visual-cognitive decline. This also warrants the  

involvement of older adults in the research and development of advanced  

products such as ADAS, especially those who have combined vision and  

cognitive decline. This study also explored potential barriers for older  

drivers to accept and adopt new technologies, and these are highlighted 

in the following section.  
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5.2.4: Question 4. Potential barriers for older drivers to prevent them  

from adopting and accepting new technologies in the cars? 
 

Despite being aware of the benefits of technology there is evidence  

to suggest that there is adoption lag amongst older drivers in comparison  

to younger drivers (Kim et al., 2017) and this delay is attributed to many  

factors. Lee and Coughlin (2015) identified ten factors that play a critical  

role in technology acceptance for older adults which are value, affordability,  

accessibility, technical support, social support, emotional independence,  

experience, and confidence. The current study further explores these  

factors along with aspects of the technology adoption model (TAM,  

Davies, 1989), which asserts perceived usefulness and ease of use  

as key factors affecting the users' decision to use new technology.  

 

5.2.4.1: Affordability 
 

Affordability is a key contributory factor in adoption of technology as  

high cost could inhibit older adults from using it (Lee and Coughlin, 2015).  

This study found that within the available range of current technologies,  

the cars in top range seem to be beyond the reach of a majority, and only 

one driver out of 27 participants could afford new cars like Tesla. He  

gives his account, thus; "To get a decent car we need to spend £70,000 

and not many people will be spending that kind of money on a car”  

(Male driver: DPS021). Another driver puts this down to the dilemma  

faced by pensioners on how they spend their money; "Well, I think at  

our stage in life, the cost is an issue. Because of people over 65, most  
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incomes are fixed at a certain amount, so you have to think about that  

as regards to what you buy” (Female driver: DPS005). 

 

Despite potential health benefits of technology, its adoption is likely to be  

adversely affected to older drivers on low income due to lack of incentives  

and subsidies (Tanriverdi and Iacono, 1999; Taylor et al., 2005). 

 
5.2.4.2: Perceived usefulness and potential benefit 
 

Older adults tend to use technology to achieve a desirable outcome  

which is of a benefit to them (The Scan Foundation, 2010). Many  

participants in this study have shown a willingness to use a technology  

that adds value to their driving experience. Musselwhite and Hadded  

(2008) illustrate that older people give preference to technology  

that provides feedback to the driver rather than reduction in mental  

workload because it is perceived that the driver is still retaining  

control of the car. This has been further reinforced by the study in  

which participants felt control as: "Yes, I have got front and rear  

parking sensors and I have got a reversing camera, which is very  

good, you can see more using the camera than the door mirrors"  

(Male driver: DPS006). 

 

The ITS sensors provide assurance whilst retaining control of the car,  

for instance, use of parking sensors. However, there appears to be  

opposition for ADAS and reluctance towards handing over the control  
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to technology. Thus, successful adoption will require behaviour change  

otherwise people will be deprived of making full use of these new  

technologies (Simões and Pereira, 2009). 

 

5.2.4.3: Ease of use / user- friendly 
 

Additionally, the usability of a product is a central issue for adoption by  

older drivers as they tend to have lower technological familiarity and may  

also have physical and cognitive limitations (Czaja et al., 2006). If the  

product is not easy to use, it can have a negative effect of being rejected  

by the intended users. This study identified strong feelings amongst participants 

suggesting that manufacturers are creating more confusion for older drivers  

through their technologies. A male driver gives his experience from the modern  

car as; “Quite often they squeeze so much information in a dashboard and in  

a small space, it's very difficult to see speed” (Male driver: DPS024). “It needs  

to be simple for elderly people because different people have different needs”  

(Male driver: DPS010). “Technology should be user-friendly and not just having  

it as a high-tech gadget and to make sure people can understand and get on  

with it" (Male ex-driver: DPS026). Another emerging view is that technology  

should not overwhelm its users with multiple features and numerous options  

(Mitzner et al., 2010). Findings from this study reinforce the view that usability  

is the key determinant for successful adoption by older adults (Davis, 1989).  

For instance, the use of touch screens has proven to reduce the workload by 

providing users with a clear match between display and control (Murata  

and Iwase, 2005; Wood, Willoughby, Rushing, Bechtel and Gilbert, 2005).  

An additional example is that of the Apple iPad where the technology was  
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not originally designed for older adults but it's physical and graphical designs,  

such as its direct input interface and large screen, are appropriate for older  

people allowing ease of use (Waycott et al., 2012). Hence, unsurprisingly,  

one participant highlights that “manufacturers of the higher range cars 

are embracing this challenge and developing ‘on screen’ manuals and  

information with regular updates” (Male driver: DP021). 

Some top end manufacturers such as Tesla are designing more  

user-friendly in-car information displays, with one participant sharing  

his experience as: “Yes, it is the screen, the interface, the fact that 

you do not have to hunt through various switches or buttons on  

the steering wheel console. There is no manual because there  

are so many updates so it is an e-manual and all in the computer"  

(Male Driver: DPS021). (See figure 9). 

 

Figure 9: Interior of a Tesla showing the simple user-friendly design (Courtesy DPS021) 

This is further confirmed by Mike Hawes, Chief Executive of the Society of Motor 

Manufacturers and Traders in the UK, and as reported in the news bulletin, that 

whilst manual gearboxes in cars still dominate, consumer preferences and behavior 
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are shifting towards cars fitted with automatic gear boxes and there are 70.5%  

more cars with automatic gear boxes than in 2007. This rise is due to the fact that 

consumers are attracted to simplicity and comfort (SMMT NEWS, 26TH APRIL 2018).  

 

5.2.4.4: User engagement 
 

As part of the normal ageing process, older adults experience a range of changes  

in their physical and cognitive health and consequently develop different driving 

abilities and related needs. To adequately address their needs, it is crucial to  

engage with them throughout the cycle of the product development commencing  

with design, through development to delivery and eventually the post-delivery 

stages. Evidence suggests that one reason for poor technology adoption by older 

adults is due to insufficient understanding or stereotyping of their expectations  

and needs (Eisma et al., 2004). Another Literature review by Shergold al., (2016) 

raised significant implications for the design of in-vehicle devices such as navigation 

systems and hands-free communication, particularly for older drivers who are likely 

to have a reduced ability to focus on relevant information when receiving other 

stimuli within the driving environment. It is entirely possible that the product 

researcher or developer may not be of the same age group as that of the user  

of the product, which may lead to a substantial gap in the understanding of what 

would be most useful to adequately meet the needs of older drivers who tend  

to be a heterogeneous group. 

 

Furthermore, a comprehensive literature review carried out by RICA (2014) on  

the involvement of older people in the design of in-car technology found that  

https://www.smmt.co.uk/category/news/
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a typical position taken is “we do not develop any cars or systems exclusively for 

older users. However, we are considering restrictions the elderly might have, 

especially in terms of the interior design concept of our cars” (Page 3, in-car  

safety technology, RICA, 2014). This review also highlighted that another  

approach taken by the automobile industry when designing products for older  

people is to have younger designers who use age simulators such as the third  

age suit, kits or devices that gives these designers the lived perspective of an  

older person (Kim et al., 2015).  

 

RICA (2014) asserts that whilst there is recognition of the need to include the  

older driver in the design of in-vehicle safety technology, there appears to be  

little evidence of user centred design. The findings of this study reinforce the  

views on a lack of involvement from the user group, particularly in the case 

of the user manual, where the participants commented on font size and the  

technical language with one participant is sharing his view as; "I do not know  

that when they write the technical manual, whether they just let other people  

with technical knowledge look at these and say “it's great, you have got all  

the information”, or they just do from one technical guy to the other technical  

guy – this is what it is and they say, “it's great, brilliant” and stick it in the  

car” (Male ex-driver: DPS026). It is argued that for ease of adoption by older  

adults, they should have been trained at the time of handing over the technology 

along with the provision of post-delivery support. This is important because  

older people may not like the technology if it requires too much effort in learning 

(Mitzner et al., 2010) and the availability of post-purchase services will support 

successful adoption of new technology by older adults (Ahn, 2004). The technical 
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support could be in the form of personal training and written manuals which could  

be made effective with specified designs to suit the needs of older drivers (Aula, 

2005; Demiris et al., 2004; Steele et al., 2009). 

 

 

5.2.4.5: Privacy and Liability 
 

Many participants expressed concern about privacy. These technologies collect  

a vast amount of personal data from the vehicle and related driving environment. 

These concerns have mainly been around the content of the collected information  

as well as its storage and usage. These concerns are also supported by Collingwood 

(2017), who argues that almost all semi-autonomous vehicles record a vast  

amount of data and associate it with an identifiable individual thereby personalising 

the information, thus raising concern amongst the public that manufacturers  

of autonomous cars could misuse personal information to advertise specific 

products. The data could also be used for surveillance of particular activities  

and infringe on privacy through tracking the type of social and personal events.  

It is for these reasons that the UK government has set out a code of practice  

for testing autonomous vehicles and has unveiled plans to develop domestic 

legislation for providing a sound basis for potential criminal and civil liability 

(Collingwood,2017). In this study, there have been several participants who  

have expressed their concerns about the issue of privacy and data sharing.  

One such participant gives his concern as; “I think in my own age group, privacy 

becomes an issue so maybe we would not want the world to know where we  

are at any given time” (Male driver: DPS021). 
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5.2.4.6: Infrastructure to support semi-automated technologies  
 

Participants have also expressed their concerns about the readiness of  

the UK to mainstream semi-automated technologies. One participant shares  

his view as “Not really- not in this country…. that is a bit of scary things for  

me. If you are in the United States, you have got nice straight roads, for our  

sort of roads it is going to be very difficult to sort it so that it works for everyone.  

For certain roads, it can work. It's going to take a lot more doing before roads  

are safe for these technologies…because our roads were built for horses  

and carts” (Male driver: DPS004). 

 

There are still concerns around a supportive infrastructure for semi to fully  

automated vehicles that consume electricity, as a study participant expresses  

“you can't just plug them in a 13-amp socket as they use about 70 amps  

so they have to have a special charging station to connect it to your house.  

Well, l think in this house the fuse board is about 80 amps maybe 90, so  

houses are going to have to be supplied with a greater electric supply” 

(Male driver: DPS006). 

 

There is another big issue which is concerned with the legislative framework  

for driving licences. At present it is essential for each member state in the  

European Union (EU) to ensure that before the driving authority issues a  

driving licence, they undertake a mandatory assessment to certify that the  

driver meets the minimum standards of physical and mental fitness for  

driving of a vehicle used for transport of persons and goods (EC directive  

for driving licence - 2006/126/EC). This directive has its roots in the Vienna  
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UN convention on road safety (1968) which has rules for drivers, cyclists, 

pedestrians and other road users, including a requirement to comply with  

traffic signs, parking, and manoeuvring of vehicles and behavioural  

expectations of road users (convention on road traffic, Vienna, 1968).  

The UN convention states that every moving vehicle or combination of  

vehicles shall have a driver and that every driver shall at all times be  

able to control the car. However, this requirement is potentially perceived  

as an obstacle for the developers and manufacturers of new technologies  

to undertake controlled trials of their products in real life situations for complete 

vehicle automation on public roads or with drivers (Kalra, 2017). Arguably to  

test the ADAS products, it is essential that these are tested in real-life situations  

to assess usability for older drivers who are likely to benefit the most. Although  

the UK government has taken steps to be at the forefront of the development of 

connected and autonomous vehicles, so far on-road testing of such vehicles  

is only taking place in a controlled environment due to legislative barriers.  

These need to be reviewed to allow testing and development in real traffic  

situations of new technologies.  

 

5.3: Creation of new knowledge from this study 
 

This is a small-scale practitioner research and not intended to generate  

theory. The primary purpose is to generate new knowledge to improve  

practice. However, the study data has been systematically analysed to  

draw themes and cross-checked with literature findings to obtain the  

more in-depth meaning of the texts (Vaismoradi et al., 2015). The theme  

emerging from the research question about self-regulatory practice is  
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that older drivers have a limited insight in the declining levels of their  

personal visual and cognitive abilities. This is an important finding as  

there is evidence from the literature suggesting that the combination  

of vision and cognitive decline, in particular, limited spatial awareness,  

is a possible indicator for collision risk amongst older drivers. There is  

an argument that technologies can be used to reduce the need for  

self-regulation by adjusting for limitations resulting from the decline in  

vision and spatial awareness and reduce crash risks.  

 

New technologies such as telematics devices, as part of ITS, can provide  

objective data to clients and their families as well as to the driving licensing 

authorities about drivers’ self-regulatory practice and behaviour. This objective  

data can assist all stakeholders (including family, insurance companies, and  

the licence authority) in making plans for driving cessation for those who  

have health decline. The objective data collected through telematics can  

also pave the way for an alternative driver licence, the “pre-retirement driver  

licence” (PRDL, see appendix 5 for details) similar to the GDL proposed  

for younger drivers. This type of licence can assist those older drivers who  

wish to self-regulate as a choice by, for example, not driving on motorways  

or long distances. This, however, requires further large-scale research and  

if accepted, would require amendment in driving licence standards. As to  

the research question regarding older drivers' perspectives towards emerging 

technologies, the theme emerged from this study is that of the need for  

training and support for older drivers to make full use of technologies,  

whether these are part of ITS or ADAS.  
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Older drivers are also willing to accept technologies which provide them  

with feedback but that allow then to retain control of the vehicle. The  

findings suggest that there is a reluctance to give full control to a machine  

with overall limited interest from older drivers in such technologies. Many  

older people are experienced drivers and they are concerned with the  

adverse impact on human health due to the overuse of technology. There  

are also concerns over the drivers’ ability regarding the human-machine  

interface (HMI), i.e. for class three and four semi-automated vehicles,  

when a driver is required to react quickly in case of emergency or when  

something goes wrong with the machine. There remains an unanswered  

question on this issue as to how effective this would be for older drivers,  

particularly for those who are already struggling with the decline in their  

cognitive and physical health. 

 

Concerning the barriers for older drivers to accept and adopt technology,  

the central themes that emerged are around the design aspect of the  

technology. There was discontent amongst participants around the design  

of the products not necessarily considering the needs of older drivers  

and their ability to use new products. Many participants feel that new  

technologies are primarily designed more around the younger age  

group rather than for older adults. Older drivers are also reluctant to  

use new technologies if they do not see any value added by these  

expansive technologies. There are other concerns around the breach  

of their privacy, through the use of new technologies, which are reliant  

on a vast amount of data gathered from users. There are also concerns  
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on the readiness of the country around supportive infrastructure required  

by these technologies to operate safely such as energy production for  

electric cars and road structure. Many of these barriers need policy  

changes by government whilst addressing other barriers requires more  

user engagement as well as training and support. 

 

The overall findings from this study highlight a need for enhanced user  

engagement, training and support for users (older drivers) and a need for  

further research to inform policymakers to make necessary amendments in  

existing policies or develop new policies to facilitate adoption of technologies. 

Another area warranting further research is that of affordability. It can also be  

argued that a good proportion of the older population will not be able to afford 

vehicles with a high range of new technologies. Hence there is a need to  

develop alternative ways for car ownership so that older drivers can keep  

up with technological advancements. These initiatives can also be supported  

by proper training to improve user confidence. Whilst this appears to be the  

case for semi-automated vehicles, particularly for level three and four, it  

can be argued that user engagement, training and support would be equally  

valid for adoption and acceptance of fully automated vehicles if all stakeholders  

wish to make acceptance and adoption by older adults a success.  
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5.4: Chapter summary 
 

This small-scale study mainly explored experiences of older drivers towards 

emerging technologies in cars. The findings should not be considered in isolation  

as it has an interface with semi and fully autonomous vehicles. Many of these 

technologies are already available as developmental steps towards the  

complete automation of cars. Therefore, it is suitable to make assertions  

that the new knowledge emerged from this study within the context of  

semi-autonomous vehicles may be equally useful for the progression  

of autonomous cars.  

 

There have been additional findings from this study which are outside the  

scope of the study. However, it is appropriate to acknowledge these findings  

as these are interlinked with the strategic overview to improve services for  

older drivers. These findings are in areas such as assessment tools such as  

UFOV (useful field of vision) and its usefulness to predict collision risk for older 

drivers. This study supports an assertion that technologies have the potential  

to play a role in helping older drivers to self-regulate their driving through the  

use of ITS (telematics device). This can assist the driving licensing authorities  

by providing objective data about their self-regulatory driving behaviour and  

need for an alternative driving licence (See appendix 5 for details) (PRDL3),  

which is similar to a graduated driving license (GDL) currently used for  

younger drivers in some countries. 

 

                                                           
3 Pre-Retirement Driver Licence 
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Additional findings also have an interface with fairly new legislations such  

as GDPR (2018), Ratification of UN Vienna Convention (2018), the Automated  

and Electric Vehicles Act (AEV), 2018. The AEV Act (2018) provides a  

regulatory framework to enable new transport technology to be invented,  

designed, made and used in the UK. It would be premature to comment  

on the interface of this study with these new developments as their impact  

is yet to be realised on the development and implementation of new technologies. 

The next chapter details the conclusion of this study, recommendations, and 

implications on practice, along with study limitations. 
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Chapter 6:  

Conclusion, recommendations,  

and implications for practice  

6.1: Conclusion 
 

6.1.1: Chapter Introduction 
 

This study has used the principles of STAM and the diffusion of  

innovation theory and confirms that the semi-automation technologies  

in cars adoption level is in line with many other technologies, suggesting  

that there are a group of people in early majority cohort, who would like  

to ensure technologies are reliable and trustworthy before they make a  

decision about acceptance and adoption. There will always be a small  

percentage of people who will remain sceptical for these technologies;  

however, there is a need for conducive environment where older drivers  

can experiment/explore these products before they make up their mind  

for adoption. The first part of this chapter presents the conclusion of  

the study findings for the research questions. The researcher has also  

given his critical reflection on the limitations of this study. There are key  

recommendations made for stakeholders such as Driving Mobility,  

Department for Transport, DVLA to improve practice for older drivers.  

Finally, strategy and action plan to disseminate new knowledge acquired  

through this practice-based research amongst practitioner researcher's  

area of work is included in this chapter. 
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6.1.1.1: Factors influencing self-regulatory practice amongst older drivers 
 

Driving a personal car is an essential part of any modern society, more  

so for the older population as it allows them to maintain their community  

mobility, enabling them to remain physically active and maintain their  

mental health and well-being. A proportion of drivers irrespective of their  

age choose to self-regulate as a choice for various reasons which can  

range from lack of experience and confidence through to limitations  

stemming from health conditions. A high proportion of older drivers are 

experienced drivers with safe driving practices, but they are a heterogeneous  

group with varied health and social needs. Hence age-related health issues  

could affect their driving abilities in different ways. This decline in their driving 

abilities could be acute as a result of a medical condition or more gradual  

due to the natural ageing process. Irrespective of the mode of decline, older 

people find themselves in a situation where they feel uncertain on the issue  

of meeting the medical standards for driving as set out by the DVLA and  

their driving needs.  

 

This study has highlighted that for older drivers, limitations with their  

vision play a crucial role in their decision to self-regulate their driving.  

The study also found that most older drivers who have insight into  

their personal limitations in health are willing to accept the intelligent  

transport system (ITS) to overcome these but are reluctant to use  

ADAS. Their reluctance towards both of these technologies is mainly  

due to lack of training and support and fear of failure in its use.  
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For older drivers who have both cognitive and vision limitations, it  

is thought that they could be supported by fully automated vehicles.  

However, evidence suggests that fully automated cars will not be  

available at a population level for another two to three decades  

(Litman, 2019). It is thought that as an interim measure some of  

the advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) which provides  

feedback to drivers and does not take away control from the driver  

(level zero to level two on the automation) could potentially assist  

older drivers in addressing their driving needs. This study has found  

that there is a reluctance amongst older drivers to give complete control  

to the machine as expected from some ADAS, e.g. self-parking systems.  

There have also been concerns raised from participants on the issue of  

rapidly regaining control of the vehicle following a request to intervene  

from the automated system, primarily for the level three of automation 

which supports the findings of Kyriakidis (2019), suggesting that level  

three automation remains challenging for all drivers. This generates  

a mismatch between the population needs and usability of the ADAS  

products, warranting further research to develop the suitable technologies 

considering older drivers needs and capabilities for short to medium  

term before fully automated vehicles become available.   
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6.1.1.2: Knowledge/awareness of new technologies 

This study has revealed that older drivers are aware of new technologies  

in their cars and generally, new information and knowledge is acquired  

through family and friends. This is not surprising to find that study participants  

are at different levels of adoption scale as outlined by the diffusion of  

innovation theory (Rogers, 2003). The study highlighted that despite  

scepticism towards technologies the majority of older drivers would like  

to adopt and accept when they are provided with assurance around  

trustworthiness, reliability and affordability of the technological products.  

Moreover, in order to improve the diffusion of these innovations there is  

also a need for the creation of a conducive environment where older  

drivers can further explore/experiment these new technologies. These 

favourable factors may also consist of education, training and support  

to drivers. It is also evident from this study that older drivers are formed  

of a heterogeneous group, so all stakeholders must resist treating this  

age group as a homogeneous group throughout the innovation process  

starting from the design stage to the implementation stage, by taking  

on board the varied needs of this heterogeneous group in our society.  

This can improve diffusion of innovation amongst this group and alleviate  

digital divide. 
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6.1.1.3: Emerging technologies and older drivers’ attitude for adoption 
 

Over the last decade, there has been a technological revolution in the  

automobile industry which has supported older drivers to maintain driving  

tasks. The emergent technological products such as the night-vision  

enhancement system (NVES) for cars that enhances night vision and  

blind spot detection, as seen in the semi-autonomous vehicles, can also  

play a significant role to improve road safety and driver experience.  

Evidence suggests that many of these are relatively new technologies  

and may not be affordable for a driver with an average income for  

some time (Litman, 2019) even when these have the potential to assist  

older drivers (RICA, 2016). There is, however, evidence of older people  

rejecting new technological systems as they are not used to technology  

and also present some difficulties in terms of self-learning these complex  

products (Simões and Pereira (2009). This can be argued that a poor  

adoption rate for most technologies amongst older adults, results in  

potentially depriving them of the full benefits of the opportunities for  

safe driving practices. This study found that amongst these factors,  

training for the use of the product along with ongoing support, appears  

to be a significant factor. The lack of training and support contributes to  

a lack of confidence amongst older drivers and this may give rise to  

a fear of failure.  
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6.1.1.4: Potential barriers to adoption of technologies 
 

Using the principles of Renaud and Biljon’s (2008) senior technology adoption 

model (STAM), this study has also identified several key barriers to the  

successful adoption of new technologies. These range from perceptions  

that technology could promote over-reliance on it, right through to the lack  

of emotional involvement in driving, along with other general factors such  

as cost-effectiveness, poor ease of use, low benefit, the risk of privacy  

breach and concerns over infrastructure to prevent successful adoption. 

Further clarification is required on liability aspects of driving as there is a  

lack of clarity on responsibility in case of road traffic crashes - especially  

for the levels three and above of vehicle automation.  

At present, in case of an accident the insurance schemes mainly  

operate on driver liability principles; however, if machines and  

humans are working concurrently, then the liability needs to be  

legally and ethically determined.   

 

Additionally, there are further issues that are ethically important to some  

older drivers, such as how energy is being generated to power electric  

vehicles and also how the automation of the light-duty vehicles will  

affect carbon emissions and the climate change (Alexander-Kearns,  

Peterson, Cassady,2016). Although the automobile industry is trying it’s  

best to set standards for the levels of automation (SAE, 2014), there  

remain public concerns on a lack of an agreed regulatory framework  

to address safety and public concerns for many of these technologies,  

which are appearing in vehicles as automated systems (Anderson et  
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al., 2016). From the perspective of the policy makers and Government,  

these are very complex issues to have a simple solution. However, lack  

of a clear message on these issues also affects public trust and therefore  

is likely to have a negative impact on the adoption rate for technologies  

(Alzahrani, Latifa and Al-Karaghouli, Wafi and Weerakkody, Vishanth, 2017). 

 

This study also generated additional new knowledge in the area of  

driving assessment, as well as in the use of telematics devices, to  

provide an alternative driving licence for older drivers, perhaps similar  

to the graduated driving licence (GDL) which is currently proposed  

only for younger drivers in some countries, such as New Zealand,  

Australia, the USA and Canada (Kinnear et al., 2014). In a briefing  

paper by Butcher (2016) for the Houses of Commons, the Transport  

Committee recommended that the Government investigate effective  

means of deploying and publicising the technology, such as a black box  

or a telematics device, to monitor young drivers' behaviour. This provides  

an excellent opportunity for UK Mobility Centres to get involved in  

research for the provision of the similar driving licence and the use  

of technologies, e.g. telematics device in assisting older drivers.  

This type of driving licence could support older drivers to prepare  

them for driving cessation using this new driving licence category. 

A driving licence similar to the GDL also has the potential to address  

community mobility needs of the older drivers and optimising their  

self-regulatory behaviour. 
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The study findings support the argument that the current vision  

standard based on visual acuity alone is inadequate and therefore  

argues the need for additional methods of vision assessment that  

assesses a driver’s useful visual field and spatial awareness, along  

with their cognitive ability. This assessment tool can be a better  

indicator of a level of visual decline, their abilities and cognitive  

function, to prevent a potential crash and improve road safety.   

 

6.1.1.5: Concluding remarks 
 

Whilst driverless cars have been making progress in trials and  

small-scale adoption, the universal development of this technology  

and affordability are likely to mean that for many older drivers, their  

potential access is likely to be in excess of a decade away. However,  

many of the automated systems in current cars that is already  

available have a potential to assist older drivers in meeting their  

driving needs and allowing them to drive safely for longer. Technology  

can also prepare them for driving cessation, hence preventing an  

undue adverse impact on mental health and well-being. This however  

very much depends on the adoption of technologies by older drivers  

so that they can make full use of such opportunities. It is also fair to  

say those autonomous vehicles are probably not going to be a game  

changer for at least for a while and is only a paradigm shift to support  

more efficient and multimodal transport systems (Litman, 2019).  
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For this reason, it is crucial that older drivers' needs are taken into            

consideration to design the right technologies to meet our ageing                

population. 

6.2: Limitations of the study based on critical reflection 
 

Use of technology in the driving industry is developing at a fast pace  

and due to its broad remit, it has been quite crucial that the study has  

a defined focus. The systematic literature search identified a gap in  

the evidence around attitudes of older drivers towards the adoption  

of emerging technologies. The objectives of this study have been  

achieved within the parameters as set out in research design. However,  

it would further benefit from the perspectives of other stakeholders  

such as designers, manufacturers and policymakers. Therefore, the  

study findings provide a useful basis for further transdisciplinary research  

to gain the views of other stakeholders. Additionally, due to the size and 

topographical location of this study, primarily in England, no generalisation  

can be drawn from it for the entire UK. The issue of generalisation has  

been further complicated due to changes in the political landscape with  

the UK preparing to leave the European Union membership. This is  

because much legislation including standards for fitness to drive is agreed  

across the member states and the impact of Brexit is yet to be assessed  

on the automobile industry and its related infrastructure. The practitioner 

researcher’s own position within this research study can be perceived as bias in 

relation to the subject matter and this can be seen as limitation of this study. 
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6.3: Recommendations 
 

Generalisability has never been intended right from the outset for this  

practitioner research study, however learning from this study can be  

shared with fellow colleagues in mobility centres in the UK and other  

stakeholders, policymakers as well as the private sector. This is because  

all mobility centres in the UK have a common standard of practice set out  

by the national organisation (Driving Mobility). This point is reinforced by  

Van Manen (2006) as human science does not see theory as something  

that stands before practice to inform it. Practice always comes first and  

theory comes later, as a result of reflection. Based on its findings, a set  

of recommendations can be made to the automobile industry, the  

license regulator (the DVLA) and the Department of Transport (DfT) who  

commission the Driving Mobility Centres in England. These recommendations  

are as follows: 

 

1. There is a need for the creation of more favourable conditions where  

older drivers can experiment/trial new technologies in order to alley their  

fear/anxiety to promote better adoption of new technologies. This can  

include training, education, support (pre- and post-delivery of technologies 

innovation). Many drivers prefer technologies that provide drivers with  

guidance, such as parking sensors, but to achieve better diffusion of other 

products, e.g. park-assist, self–parking older drivers need to explore these 

technologies in a safe environment to make up their mind for adoption. 
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2. Technologies such as telematics devices can provide objective data to  

optimise self-regulatory behaviour amongst older drivers and promote  

safe driving for longer. There should be further research preferably  

by an independent body for the DVLA to explore if technologies such as 

telematics can be used to develop an exclusive pre-retirement driving  

licence (PRDL) for older adults (similar to that currently used for the  

younger drivers known as a graduated driving licence (see Appendix 5  

for a project proposal for PRDL) 

 
 

3. There should be further longitudinal research on the unintended  

consequences of technologies on human health such as over-reliance  

on technology particularly on older drivers 

6.4: Implications for practice and strategy to disseminate new knowledge  
 

This is a small-scale study with its limitations, nevertheless the findings  

from this study can be disseminated across all stakeholders who are  

involved in the provision of services for older drivers, and inform future  

research with a potential of policy implications for a range of services 

across the system and are highlighted in this section.   
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6.4.1: For the DVLA and DfT 
 

The Department for Transport (DfT) is the commissioner for services  

provided by the DVLA and mobility centres in the UK to address the  

mobility needs of older drivers. The DVLA, as the licencing authority,  

has regulatory powers to make a final decision about an individual’s  

driving licence. The UK Mobility Centres have responsibility for the  

assessment of the driver's fitness to drive. These two functions  

mutually support each other and maintain road safety.  

 

The DfT also commissions the Centre for Connected and Autonomous  

Vehicles (CCAV) providing an excellent opportunity for joint working  

to create technologies that suit the needs of older drivers. The national  

governing body for mobility centres Driving Mobility (DM) can play an  

essential role in coordinating this work and ensure that user engagement  

is at the heart of mobility services in the UK (see Appendix 6 for the 

letter written to DfT and DM). 

6.4.2: For Mobility Centres in the UK 
 

There are 20 mobility centres nationally governed by Driving Mobility  

in the UK (www.drivingmobility.uk) providing vital services to the  

disabled and elderly population for assessment of their medical  

fitness to drive and supporting independent driving. Given that  

training and support has been identified as a significant factor to  

encourage adoption of new technologies, it is recommended that  

mobility centres play a role at a local level to create a favourable  
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environment to promote better diffusion of new technologies for  

older drivers. If permitted by the DVLA, mobility centres are in a  

unique position to pilot driving cessation using the proposed model  

of the new driving licence system pre-retirement driving licence  

(see Appendix 6 for a letter to DM CEO). 

6.4.3: For the Academia such as the CWRS Unit of  

University of Chester  
 

The University of Chester has a work based integrated study department  

and is uniquely placed to promote practice-based research to find practical  

solutions for older people to meet their mobility needs. The CWRS unit  

already has a well-established partnership working with Driving Mobility  

and DfT. This study has further provided a unique opportunity for the CWRS  

unit of the University of Chester to engage with multiple stakeholders who  

have a common interest in addressing the needs of older drivers. These  

areas range from the use of telematics device for objective evaluation  

of older driver’s driving patterns before the DVLA consider them for PRDL  

right through to work with other government agencies, such as Public  

Health England (PHE), to undertake further research in understanding  

the unintended consequence of technologies on human health. There is  

also an opportunity for the University of Chester to explore partnership  

arrangements with the automobile industry to undertake bespoke research  

with older drivers to find effective ways of successful technology  

adoption by them (See Appendix - 6 for a letter to Head of CWRS, University of 

Chester). 
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6.4.4: For the private sector 
 

The UK government aspires to be the world leader for connected  

and autonomous vehicles. Older drivers are a key consumer of the  

car industry and their adoption of the emerging technologies will play  

a significant role to realise this aspiration. However, the findings of  

this study reinforce the need for the development of a complete package  

of training and support for older drivers. Given that affordability is often  

seen as a barrier for the adoption of new technologies, there is an excellent 

opportunity for the private sector to develop a new business model where  

car leasing could be an option for older drivers as compared to outright  

ownership. This will also enable older drivers to keep themselves up to  

date with new technologies; however, successful adoption will also rely  

on training and support irrespective of the level of automation in a vehicle.  

Another consideration could be given to developing an alternative model  

of the insurance scheme with product liability particularly in view of  

semi-automation of cars. This warrants further research and innovation  

on the part of the industry as well as insurance companies.  

 

6.4.5: Public Health benefits to the population 
 

There are both positive and negative public health implications from  

emerging technologies. Given that the life expectancy is increasing,  

a positive aspect of technology is improving road safety by supporting  

age-related changes in physical and cognitive health and enhancing  

community mobility for older people to access essential health care  

services. Independent mobility can also assist older drivers in staying  
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connected within society and family, as well as prevent isolation and  

promote mental well-being amongst this age group. In contrast, there  

are many unanswered questions on the impact of technologies on human  

health. As mentioned before there is further need for research to understand  

the implications of technological advancement and use of alternative modes  

of transport such as cycling and walking. Additionally, the consequence of  

climate change is still emerging, and since many of the new technologies  

will be reliant on electricity, this is a further area of exploration for sustainable  

energy usage (See Appendix 6 for a letter to University of Chester). 

 

6.4.6: Implications for the researcher practitioner 

This entire process has both informed the researcher’s practice as a clinician  

and developed his approach from that of a novice researcher to a practitioner-

researcher, with these skills being applied into his own practice.  

Learning from the initial phase of the doctoral study has also benefitted  

the researcher’s academic role, where the researcher is lead associate  

tutor for a joint programme “Postgraduate/Professional certificate in driving  

assessment and outdoor mobility” (CWRS, University of Chester, 2019)  

in partnership with CWRS (University of Chester) and Driving Mobility. In  

the middle phase of the doctoral study the researcher also unearthed his  

own tacit knowledge which was not apparent to the researcher. Gourlay  

(2002) described tacit knowledge as a different form of knowledge which  

is personal to an individual and specific to primary contexts. An individual  

can gain this knowledge through experience, ideas and values, however  
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remains mainly non-linguistic and non-numerical and therefore not easy  

to share. Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) suggest tacit technical knowledge  

is very often created by an individual's direct action or experience of doing  

a task. As the researcher was progressing with his doctoral study, the  

researcher took a highly responsible role of Chairman of the Driving  

Mobility Board. Stepping into the new role brought new challenges as  

well as opportunities to apply tacit knowledge such as leadership skills,  

negotiation with statutory and non-statutory professional bodies, and  

develop evidence-based practice. As a Chairman of the Driving Mobility  

Board, working with the Board and CEO, to scrutinise the findings of the  

spending review report (UK govt. Spending Review, 2010) prepared by  

an independent consultant, the researcher has used skills along with new  

knowledge of using evidence from the studied literature to make a case  

for future funding provisions for Driving Mobility and mobility centres  

in the UK such as that from the UK Dementia Policy (2010). The public  

health data to make a case for ten per cent growth in demand for  

services from the UK Mobility centres, especially for drivers who  

have been diagnosed with Dementia allowed the researcher to  

convince the DfT which resulted in securing funding not only for the  

national organisation, but also for all mobility centres in England  

until 2020. This whole process of the doctoral study has given the  

researcher a new professional and personal dimension and created  

new career opportunities. The researcher has developed insights into  

his own skills and limitations and is using this new information to further 

enhance his professional career. The researcher is now Chair for the  
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research and development group set up by his own organisation Driving  

Mobility and as a Chair of the group, he is responsible for providing  

governance to research proposals generated within mobility centres  

or received from external organisations and provide expert advice  

to the Driving Mobility Board. The researcher is Deputy Chair for an 

international project “Setting standards for fitness to drive assessments  

for disabled and elderly”. This project is in collaboration with a partner  

organisation CIECA and involves thirty-seven countries. This project has the 

potential to improve services for disabled drivers and older drivers, in order  

that they receive the same standard of service in all member states. The  

project team is also planning to provide feedback on driving licensing issues  

to Driving Licensing committee of the European Union to review suggested  

areas. The researcher is applying his scholarly knowledge acquired through  

doctoral journey in speaking various national and international conferences.  

(See table 5 on the next page). 
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    Presentations in National and International conferences 
 

• The College of Occupational Therapist’s Annual  
Conference – Brighton; June 2010  
 
 

• The TransEd International Conference (Transport for Elderly  
and Disabled) September 2012 – India ‘Quality Initiative to  
Improve Services for Older Drivers in UK following a Health  
Needs Assessment.’  
 

 

• ‘Driving with Long Term Conditions (LTC)’ COTSS-NP Long  
Term Conditions (LTC) Forum National Conference, London  
25th and 26th September 2014  
 
 

• University of Chester Research Colloquium – June 2014: ‘Drive  
or Not to Drive Past 70: The BIG Question’  
 

 

• Dublin Memory Clinic Conference – March 2015 ‘Impact of Dementia  
on Driving and the role of the Forum of Mobility Centres in UK.’  
 

 

• 47th CIECA Congress – Berlin May 2015: ‘Challenges for Society  
in meeting the Health and Wellbeing Needs of the Older Driver  
Due to Deterioration in Personal Resources.’  
 

 

• 21st MS Trust Annual Conference Jurys Inn, Hinckley Island  
Hotel, November 2017 ‘Driving with a Disability – Rules and  
Regulations in the UK.’  
 

 

• 51st CIECA Congress – Tbilisi, Georgia June 2019: ‘Safe Driving  
for Longer for Seniors: Can Emerging Technologies play a role’ 

 
• Specialist and Elective Services Conference “Who do you think  

we are” – Kent Community Health NHS Foundation Trust, 9 Oct  
2019, Creating Opportunities for disabled and elderly people” 

 
• Driving and Dementia: Special Interest Day – The Royal College  

of Psychiatrists, London, 28 Nov 2019; “ Impact of Dementia and  
the role of the mobility centres in UK” 

 
 
Table 5: Dissemination of scholarly knowledge at national/international levels 
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6.4.7: Proposed action plan and timeline to disseminate  

research findings and new learning from the study  
 

The whole idea of the practitioner research is to share new knowledge with 

colleagues in the workplace to make further improvements in practice and  

in this context, service provision for older drivers. The researcher intends to  

share findings and recommendations of this study with the manager for the  

Mobility Centres of England, Accessibility Policy Team and the Department  

for Transport. This will be achieved by disseminating a summary of the study 

findings and by arranging face to face meetings or presentation to colleagues  

and stakeholders in conferences, symposium, and meetings. A tentative  

timeline is as follows:  

• Presentation in a research symposium organised by the  

road safety authority in Dublin: April 2020 

 

• Presentation in Driving Mobility Annual General Meeting,  

Birmingham: June 2020 

 
 

• Presentation in CIECA Congress, Porto: June 2020 

 

• Face to Face meeting with Department for Transport and DVLA: 

Date to be finalised (request has been sent) 

 
 

Further discussion is taking place with colleagues within the researcher’s own 

organisation (see appendix 6) and through other networks to disseminate new 

knowledge via webinars, conferences and publications in journals etc. 
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Final Note 

All newly acquired skills prepare the researcher for his ultimate aim  

of working for international organisations, such as the UN or OECD,  

to make a difference for older people globally. This has been the  

researcher’s aspiration since he started his doctoral journey, as  

shown in appendix 7 (my long-term career plan Yatra4 My Journey).  

 

 

 

                                                           
4 Yatra (Sanskrit: 'journey', 'procession'), A Yatra is a kamya ritual; it is desirable  
(but not obligatory) for a Hindu to perform it. One can go on a Yatra for a variety of  
reasons, including festivals, to perform rituals for one's ancestors or to obtain good  
karma. To traditional Hindus, the journey itself is as important as the destination,  
and the hardships of travel serve as an act of devotion in themselves 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yatra). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sanskrit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ritual
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Hindu_festivals
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karma
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Appendix 4 – Interview Protocol 

        PROTOCOL FOR CONDUCTING SEMI- STRUCTURED    
     INTERIVEWS: 
 
1.0: Introduction: 
1.1:  This document explains the protocol developed by the researcher for his 

research study “The potential impact on older drivers in England of emerging 
technologies in cars: an exploration of perspectives”. 

1.2: The researcher should follow this protocol for each interview he conducts. 
 
2.0: Objectives: 
2.1: The protocol aims to ensure the researcher adheres to the best practice 

throughout the research study. 
2.2: To ensure consistency is maintained for the data collection procedure 

throughout the study 
  
2.0: Scope: 
2.1: This protocol is for the researcher and his supervisors to ensure data 

collection procedure is consistent to maintain the quality of raw data 
2.2: This protocol will be shared in the appendix as part of the thesis 
 
 
3.0: Procedure: 
 
 Each interview will go through the following procedure as shown in the flow 

chart (page 2) 
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Semi- Structured In- Depth Interview:  

Target Group: Experienced Drivers aged 60 and above or drivers who held driving 
licence but are no longer driving due to personal choice or medical conditions 

AIM of Research: 
To explore older drivers’ attitudes and barriers to adopt emerging technologies in 
automotive industry to enhance self-regulation of driving 
Objectives: 
 To understand how older drivers regulate their driving at all three levels i.e. 

strategic, tactical and life goal levels 
 To understand older driver’s attitudes and motivation to accept new 

technology including telematics system 
 To understand barriers older drivers face in accepting new technology 

Pre Interview 
Phase 

• Interviewee to contact the Interviewer to express interest in the 
research study 

• Interviewer to send an information sheet and consent form 
• Interviewer to send a questionnaire to collect infromation on 
interviewee once consent form has been received 

• Interviewer to liaise with the interviewee and arrange for a suitable 
appointment for the interview 
 

Interview 
phase 

• Interviewer to arrive on time as agreed. Interviewer to keep the 
interviewee informed if running late for his appointment 

• Interviewer to ensure interviewee is happy to partipate in the study and 
answer any questions he/she may have 

• Interviewer to outline what would happen in the interview and give 
timeline on how long the interview session would last and how the 
session will be recorded, how long the data will be kept and when the 
data will be destroyed 

•Conduct Interview as required by the study (Incl.5 minutes You Tube 
Video Clip) 

•Conclude interview, thank the interviewee and depart 
 

Post Interview 
Phase 

•The interviewer to transcribe data and analyse data beofre it is used in 
the study 

•Once  the researcher has successfuly completed his Doctoral study, 
the interviewer will persoanlly phone every interviewee and thank  them 
for their input and offer them to see the  document if they wish 
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Research study Questions: 
 

• To understand how people self-regulate Vs driving avoidance by older 
drivers in certain situation/conditions? 

• To understand (Older Drivers) knowledge of technology 
• To understand their attitude to adoption of such technologies 
• To understand their barriers to adoption of such technologies 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION: 
2. Questions based on Themes:  

SELF- REGULATION KNOWLEDGE /AWARENESS OF 
TECHNOLGY 

• Understanding: Self- regulation Vs 
Driving Avoidance 

• Type of self- regulation: motorway 
driving, night driving, busy roads etc. 

• Impact on community mobility: 
access to essential health care, 
family friends, personal health, 
making plans to live in long term, 
retirement etc. 

• Role of technologies on reducing 
need for self- regulation: any 
technologies used currently to 
reduce a need for self- regulation 
…Break:  
You Tube video (5 minutes long) 

• Demonstrate awareness of 
technologies: their current 
knowledge,  

• Sources for improving 
awareness: how do they keep  
with emerging technologies, 
media, friends/family 
/manufacturers  

• Knowledge of one such 
technology e.g. Telematics an  
its application/use of younger 
drivers: Extent of their knowled  
and attitude for such technolog  
as compared to its current use  
younger drivers 

ACCEPTANCE OF TECHNOLGIES BARRIERS OF ACCEPTANCE 
• Usability – ease of use: ease of use 

for all technologies such as smart 
phone, SATNAV, cruise control etc. 

• Reliability – trustworthiness: do 
they trust technologies generally and 
their view on emerging technologies 
in cars when it comes to reliability of 
such technologies, involvement of 
users in design process by 
manufacturers etc. 

• Acceptance –: how do they accept 
new technologies generally? How 
would this be for car technologies? 
One such technology Telematics- 
acceptance? 

• Adoption – intention to make full 
use, adopt to make life easy: attitude 
for adoption of new technologies in 
cars? Extent of usage of such 

• Usability – lack of ease of use  
barriers for ease of use why? 

• Reliability – Lack of trust: 
examples for such technologie  
and how does this stand for 
technologies in automobile 

• Acceptance – no intention to 
make full use – Why? Factors 
such as cost, lack of training a   
barriers for adoption 

• Adoption – not to adopt to ma  
life easy - why? 

• Value added – no perceived 
usefulness to pay for such 
technologies – examples and  
examples 
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technologies? 
• Value added – perceived usefulness 

to pay for such technologies: users’ 
perception in relation to cost benefit 
analysis. Do they see these 
technologies to reduce a need for 
self- regulation? 

 

 

……………………………Debriefing 
session…………………………………………….. 

 

Researcher will give opportunity to participant to ask questions. Researcher will 
make sure participant is feeling comfortable post interview and has researcher’s 
contact details for any queries. 

 

Notes: 

 

Sample Questions:  

Self- regulation: 

1. Your understanding of self-regulation and driving avoidance 
2. Do you have to self-regulate your driving? If yes then please give your 

reasons? 
3. Can you please describe impact of self- regulation on your community 

mobility? 
4. In your view does new technologies in car have role to reduce a need for 

self- regulation used by drivers? 

Visual Cues: 5 minutes You Tube Video clip on 10 most emerging technologies in 
cars by 2020 

Knowledge/awareness of technologies in Cars: 

1. How do keep yourself up to date with new technologies generally and also in 
relation to cars? 

2. Are you aware of Telematics device (black box) used by younger drivers? 
3. Do you see its role for older drivers in reducing a need for self- regulatory 

behaviour? Please describe 
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Acceptance of Technologies: 

1. What makes you accept new technologies in generally? 
2. What makes you accept new technologies in cars? 
3. Do you think older drivers will accept technologies such as Telematics in 

cars? If not then why? 
4. What will help you to accept new Technologies in cars? 
5. What will make you adopt new technologies in cars so that it becomes 

second nature for you and you cannot live without them? 

Barriers of acceptance and adoption: 

1. What do you see major barriers for you to accept and adopt new 
technologies in cars? 

2. Do you think manufacturers involve older drivers to design their new 
technologies? 

Going forwards: 

What can be done for older people to adopt new technologies? 

Anything else you wish to add 

Interview Schedule for the Major study: 2017 

Interview Number Date Time Region 
DPS003 11.9.2017 3-5pm Mid -Kent 
DPS001 + DPS002 16.9.2017 3-6pm Mid- Kent 
DPS004 21.9.2017 3-5 East Sussex 
DPS010 +DPS011 27.9.2019 5-8pm North Kent 
DPS005 +DPS006 07.10.2017 3.30 – 6.30pm Mid-Kent 
DPS007+DPS008+DPS009 10.10.2017 11 -3pm Merseyside 
DPS012+DPS013 17.10.2017 9-12pm West Kent 
DPS014 25.10.2017 4 -6.30pm East Kent 
DPS015+DPS016 31.10.2017 4 -6.30pm South Kent 
DPS017+DPS018 01.11.2017 2 -6pm Mid-Kent 
DPS019 08.11.2017 4 -5.30pm Mid-Kent 
DPS020+DPS021 11.11.2017 4 -6.30pm East Kent 
DPS022 15.11.2017 4 -6.30pm Mid-Kent 
DPS023+DPS024 01.12.2017 4 -6.30pm East Kent 
DPS025+DPS026 11.12.2019 4 -6.30pm West Kent 
DPS027 09.12.2017 4 -6.30pm Middlesex 
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Appendix 5 – Project Protocol for PRDL (Pre- retirement 
driver licence) 
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Appendix 6 - Letter to CEO (DM), Manager DfT, Associate  
Director (Kent Community NHS Foundation Trust), Head  
of CWRS (University of Chester) 

To  
CEO, Driving Mobility  
Manager for Mobility Centres in England, DfT  
Head of Medical Group, DVLA  
Head of CWRS, University of Chester  
Associate Director, SES Directorate, Kent Community Health NHS Foundation Trust  
President, CIECA  
 
Dear Colleagues,  
 
Re: Dissemination of new knowledge and learning from Practitioner Research Study “The potential 
impact on  older drivers in England of  emerging technologies in cars:   an exploration of perspectives” 
 
For those of you who are aware of my doctoral study, I am pleased to confirm that it is now complete. 
As this study has used principles of practitioner research, I am very keen to share my study findings 
with you all. There are several areas where we can work together and I will be more than happy to be 
involved in projects that you feel are worth pursuing. These areas include  

• To evaluate the effectiveness of an assessment tool Useful field of vision to 
detect cognitive and vision impairments amongst drivers of all age. This project 
can assist Driving Mobility to inform DVLA about the future review of existing 
minimum vision standards.  

• To set up an appropriate regulatory framework for all automated vehicles to 
improve safety and address public concerns concerning all levels of automated 
vehicles.  

• Mobility Centres to work with the Automobile Industry to develop a training 
package to support drivers to learn to use emerging technologies in cars.  

• To design a research proposal with insurance companies and DVLA to develop 
an alternative driving licence Pre-retirement drivers licence, using telematics 
devices. This will allow older drivers to continue with their community mobility 
needs and also prepare them for driving cessation.  

• Driving Mobility to work with Public Health England and the CWRS unit of the   
University of Chester to design a research study to evaluate long term impact of 
technology use on human health- specifically around unintended consequences 
of technology use. 

 
I would welcome an opportunity to arrange a meeting where I can present my findings and discuss 
plans with you all on how to take these proposals forward.  
I look forward to hearing from you.  
Many Thanks 
  
Yours sincerely  
 
 
Anuraj Varshney  
Consultant Practitioner  
Student - Doctorate in Professional Studies (DProf)  
University of Chester 
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Appendix 07 - My Yatra (Career Plan) 
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Appendix - 8 Questionnaire to collate participants’ 
demographic information 
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